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Editor's Note—AP Correspondent
. Roy Essoyan ' tn¦
: ¦ '. terinewed King Hussein of
"' Jordan today on the current
• crwi* m the Mi ddle- East
foll otibingan Israeli raid on
.Jordanian border villages
7 and violent demonstrations
tn Jordan7 ffere is his report 6j the exclusive ¦ inler;:- . -; view. ¦;- , '
. ' _. - . ' - .
7 7 By ROY ESSOYAN
7AMMAN, Jordan (AP) "—
King Hussein of Jordan told The
Associated Press today the Middle East is on the brink of an

explosion more dangerous to
world peace than the Suez crisis
of 1956.7
His warning was directed at
Israel, the Arab world and the
West. -: ¦;•
fie said his armed forces
would strike back at Israel :. -'—
"auid strike.extremely hard*' —
if Israel attacks again across
the armistiqe line. .
"Oiuv patience is at an end
and' we won't stand
for any further aggression,1 ,: he said in an
interview at the royal palace in
Amman.
Hussein said "there was no

justification whatsoever" to Is- moved Into the area. The army
rael's claim that it was retaliat- so far has remained loyal to its
Sandhurst-trained
ing against terrorist raids 31-year-old
across the border when it raided monarch, as it has through othSamua and two other Jordanian er crises of his 14-year reign.
frontier villages Nov. 13. The Hussein charged some of his
raid set off violent demonstra- Arab neighbors were serving
tions in west Jordan demanding Commtinist ends by calling for
artns against Israel and de- his overthrow.
nouncing the government for Hussein has enjoyed peaks of
the weakness of its border de- popularity among his people,
especially when he has espoused
fenses.
The • - . '¦ ;• disturbances
w e r e Arab nationalist causes, but his
brought under control, possibly pro-Western policies are optemporarily, only when troops posed by his neighbors in Syria
of ' Hussein's tough Arab Legion ahd the United Arab Republic

and do not arouse the enthusi- gau
astic support of the Arab mass- AM
es.7. 7
mm
"I hope our friends in the free vrer
world will realize what is at fi
stake here today," the king to
said. "The tensions built up by "w
the events of the last two weeks but
have created the most explosive! this
situation since the Suez crisis of aii
1956, and the results could be
even more devastating to the seii
free world."
oui
He said Jordan was threat- bat
ened on three fronts — by Isr- vio
ael, by the threats and prppa- sid

Chance of Snow
Flurries, Much

Colder Wednesday

2 Egyptian MIGs Shot Doj

J8t^
Riding

LUD1NGTON, Mich. (AP) Full gale conditions with winds
up to 60 miles. per hour today
prevented tugboats from attempting to move a 4054oot railroad iand passenger car ferry
aground in Lake Michigan near
Uidington Harbor.
The 181 passengers and crewmen aboard were all reported
aafe , : and the ship, the City of
Midland 41, was in no apparent
danger.. :/ ;
"We aura aren't .going to
make any attempt to move her

U.N.Denies
Red China
Seatr 57-46

Gates said the passengers UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
rode out the storm "playing (AP)—By a more decisive vote
cards, eating, sleeping and: en- than last year, the General Assembly ref used today to seat
joying themselves."
A oreakfast "ranging from Red China in the United Nascrambled eggs to french toast tions. It was the 16th time the
"The weather here is a lot
— most anything they want," Peking government had been
worse than was forecast," Winwas prepared for the 128 pas- barred. . ';. .
kel said. "We have had full gale
sengers today, Gates told news- The 121-nation Assembly voted
conditions for the last 24 hours
57-46 to reject a resolution calK
men by radio-telephone.
er so, with winds of up to 60
"There's " no danger whatso- ing for the expulsion of Nation- i
miles per . hour and gusting up The vessel lies ahout 756 feet ever," said 2nd Mate Charles alist China and the seating of:
to 80 miles.
from shore; Winkel said she had Carriere, 32, one of the 53 crew- the Peking government in all
"Our latest weather forecast not moved since late Monday men aboard the vessel.
U.N. bodies. Seventeen coun<
shows no . letup through mid- night when a two to three detries abstained. Laos did not
night tonight."
Crates, 64, master of the ship participate.
gree list was reported.
said
years,
several
for the past
everybody aboard was ; "warm The vote en as Identlal resoand comfortable" despite the 30- lution last year was 4747 witli 20
degree temperatures and high abstentions. The total memberwinds.
ship then was 117. Two mem-!
The U.S. Coast Guard stood bers did not vote and one was
absent. ' - . '¦
by in case of emergency.
Winkel said there was enough Today's rebuff to the Chinese
food and water aboard for sev- Communist came after the Aseral more days and enough heat sembly hiad approved a V.A.supported resolution reaffirming
for nine more days.
The Chesapeake and Ohio fer- that the Chinese question was
ries, plying LakeTMichigan be- an important one requiring a
tween Wisconsin and Michigan two-thirds majority. The vote on
are designed primarily to carry that was 66 to 48 with seven abrailroad cars. State rooms and stentions.
facilities are available fo pasAs in the past. Britian and
senses on overnight trips;
France
split with the United
to
Manitowoc
The trip from
Ludington takes from 4 to Wi States and voted for thei pro-Peking resolution sponsored by a
hours.
group of Communist and nonaligned countries.
Albania, Cambodia and other
countries sympathetic to Peking
led the fight to seat the Chinese
Communists. The Soviet Union
and India — former champions
of Peking—voted yes, but gave
only lukewarm support to the
bid.
— The General Assembly also
rejected an Italian proposal for
a high-level study of the China
representation problem.
(AP)
HarWis.
MADISON,
old Froehlich eked out a one The proposal study, which
vote first ballot victory over many believed might lead to a
Harold Clemens today in the recommendation f o r seating
Soo Line diesels arrive at Sault Ste. Maria Republican race for speaker of both the Chinese Communists
UNWELCOME TONNAGE . . . Tons of
and the Chiang Kai-Shek govafter 8-hour trip from Gladstone through the Wisconsin Assembly.
rain-driven snow plastered sides of trains,
halting much transportation in Mieliigan's storm belt (AP Photofax)
FYoehlich, an Appleton con- ernment, was defeated by 34 in
Upper Peninsula Sunday night and Monday.
servative, garnared 27 of the 53 favor , 62 against and 25 abstainvotes in edging Clemens, an ing.
Oconomowoc moderate.
GOODFELLOW S
Assemblyman Curtis Mckay,
a portly Cedarburg attorney alCONTRIBUTION S
lied with Froehlich, was chosen
Previously
listed
4525
in
a
29-23
majority floorleader
upset over former Speaker Paul Doc & Irene Brook,
Rollingstone
S
R. Alfonsl of Minocqua.
2
A Friend
,
Anonymous
1
DETROIT (AP) - The U.S, to Michigan Technological UniTotal to date . . . .
J533
Weather Bureau predicted some versity at Houghton after the MANKATO, Minn. (AP)-Glen
Thanksgiving holiday.
relief today from the heavy
R. Hoppe , 46 . Rt. l, Good Thunenow and gales that stranded Another 200 were sheltered at der, Minn, was injured fatally
more than 1,000 persons, closed Escanaba where six inches of today when the car in which he
roads and schools and disrupted snow were reported, and 100 was a passenger left Highway SEOUL, Korea (AP) - Four
electric service to 10,000 homes spent the night in a National
North Korean gunboats fired on
Guard armory at Manistique. 22 and struck a driveway.
in Upper Michigan Monday.
a group of South Korean fishing
Detroit weather officials said Main arteries from Marquette Robert F. Carney, 53, also of boats on the east coast, south of
mow in western and northern eastward and southward were rural Good Thunder, the driver, the military demarcation line toMichigan would diminish, but not expected to be cleared be- was hospitalized here in serious day and abducted South Korean
warned of heavy drifting and fore this afternoon, Michigan condition. He suffered a back fishermen, Seoul's radio Donga WASHINGTON (AP) — The bdfl
Pentagon, aware the Viet Cong flj
blowing in the northeastern part state police said.
reported.
fracture.
Blustery -weather hit areas Hoppe and Carney were The broadcast said the Com- fear sudden bombing attacks thflj
of the state.
As the storm moved eastward across the lower Great Lakes thrown from the car as it turned munist navy craft surrounded most, has almost doubled the taflj
Monday night it deposited one region and Into the eastern over. The , accident occurred about 30 South Korean fishing force of B52a flying missions to oiflj
oiflj
inch of snow on metropolitan states. Cold air dipped into about 4 a.m., about four miles boats and fired an unknown Viet Nam.
Sources
today
about
20
of
said
eiflj
Detroit.
parts of the Southland.
innumber
ef
shells.
It
said
the
Hoppe
died
south of Mankato.
cident took place about 1 p.m. the big bombers have joined the flj
In
to
3
Inches
of
snow
fell
Up
in
a
later
Manabout
two
hours
Sixteen inches were reported
30-plane fleet • of Stratoforts BflJ
by nightfall around the Mar- sections of northern Ohio and kato hospital.
based on Guam, 2,000 holies ifl
Upset
Teenagers
quette area. Drifts ranging to western New York State In a The death raised Minnesota
from South Viet Nam.
VflJ
upset
year
to
864,
night.
Teen-agers
a
r
e
traffi
c
toll
for
the
six-hour
period
during
the
five nnd six feet high blocked
Plans
are
step
up
bombing
nflj
to
're
776 through this these days because they
U.S. 2, a main route along the Five inches of snow earlier had compared yith
raids against
trcoiv' Bl
ago,
HVing in a world dominated concentrations Communist
bottom of Michigan 's Upper been reported In McKoan Coun- date a year
and
supply
ar- VflJ
and
by nuclear weapons —
Peninsula. U.S. 41, between ty in northwestern Pennsylvania
fiflj
adults are upset because
Skandia and Ishpemlng, was and six inches fell in a storm in
world
Monday,
western New York
they're living in a
Informed sources »»j laterro- H
open to one-lane traffic only.
dominated by teen-agers gation of captured Viet Cong ^
FEDERAL FORECAST
flj
More than 180 persons re- Seven Inches, of snow covered
mained overnight on the car the Great Smoky Mountains of WINONA AND VICINITY - . . . Hearing Aid slogan: shows the guerrillas dread the oflj
"Let Us Save You From a unexpected rain of bombs mire MM
ferry, City of Midland 41 which Tennessee, with 4 Inches report- Mostly cloudy tonight and Wedran onto a sand bar at Luding- ed at Newfound Gap on the Ten- nesday with chance of scattered Fate Worse Than Deaf" than any hardship or war tattfr, hflj
. . . A resigned husband Including encounters with U.S. tH
snow flurries late tonight and
ton harbor.
nessee-North Carolina line. The Wednesday. A little warmer to- says mothers-in-law are ground troops.
MM
The snow stranded some 225 mercury dropped to tho 20s.
may
You
The
explanation
just
like
seeds
for
night,
this
is
much
colder
Wednesday.
.
flj
cars and seven buses near En- Early morning temperatures
not care for them, but they that the guerrillas are fairly tflj
gadine in the southern part of were In the 40s and lower from Low tonight mostly in 20s, high
successful in avoiding combat riflj
come with the tomato,
the,. Upper Peninsula Sunday, the Gulf region to central Flori- Wednesday 25.
with American units. But they \\\w
LOCAL WEATHER
night and Monday morning. da. Southerly winds brought
get no warning from tha Ugh- oflj
Official
observations
for
the
500
persons
.took
refuge
in
Some
mild conditions to New Eng- 24 hours ending at 12 rn. toflying B52i apd, unlessthoy are flj
the Engadine Town Hall.
land, with readings higher in day :
near reinforced underground mm
( For more laughs see tunnels, have no way to evade
About 400 of the (branded mo- some areas in the far northeast Maximum, 3!>; minimum, 19;
^H
Earl Wilson on Page 4.)
the fiOO-pound and 7fiO-pounct H
torists were students returning states than In northern Florida. noon, 33; precipitation none.
in this kind of weather," said
Theodore Winkel, superintendent steamships of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway, owner
of the vessel. 7 7

Gale winds drove the 4,000-ton
ship onto a sandbar Monday at
the channel entrance to Ludington, a resort port in northern
Lower Michigan. The ship was
inbound from Manitowoc, Wis.
The captain, Henry Gates of
Manitowoc, immediately flooded
her ballast tanksto stabilize the
ship, 7

Froehlich
1-Vote Winner
For Speaker

Upper Michigan
Storm Abating

Man Killed
In Accident
Near Mankato

WEATHER

i

North Koreans
Fire on South
Korean Boats

B52s Borl
Reds DoJ
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Benefit fatty
Planned at Strum

chester,dean ft feaaibla.

Daniel iecdveda spinal fraotore, with faralysis from tha
waist down, in a car accident
Oct. 30. He was a
STRUM, Wifc-Abenefit whist near Strumwith
passenger
; tvw other 16party wffl be held at tte Strum
yontha jwhen
vfflagehaU Saturday at 8 p.m. year-old Stram
w«»t «t of tSrotrtl
p^dwp
their
for Daniel Bergerstm
, 15-yearc4d »on d Mr. and Mrs. OdeH on a town noad. He was thrown
Bergaraon
, Strum, who,#10 en- throughthe windshield.
ter tfae Sister Kennedy Center Saturday win be Daniel's 17th
hi Mmneapollf as mm m doc- birthday.Loach wiD be served
tor *at St. Mary's Hospital
, Ro- and prto ¦warded. 7*7

<&ut Wig ht
M dtam-emd.

Eddie 11 Play
Despite Threats

By EARL WILSON
, KEW YORK — Eddie Fisher's on the hate list of people
phoning atanymonsdeath threats to CatskilL Mountain resort
ownerswhoplay Jidda Mason.
'"If Fisher works then, aomebodyll get ¦bullet in his
> --~ r ~^ ~.--~~--^^^
.. - : .\_ j \_
:
:
's,
head," a man's voice waived a phone operator at Grossinger
1
nude
policy
at
the
LaWalters
mach as Grossinger's and the Concord had been warned against
tin Quarter. He booked me for
playing Mason.
" "1 intend to play Eddie," Paul Grossingersail "Once we Dec. 6 and sent me a wire,
¦Make sure you come fully
Call 3150 for Reservationt
yield, we becomea pigeonfor
Singing
star
clothed.'"
Joanie
anyfcody who wants to make a Bataviav N. Y, and toying it.
phjoiM) cal The State Police (My B.W. says if Lindsay's Sommers helps kid the music of
the teen-age world in "On the
hav» already taken ertraordin"Stage
New York's Night Mayor, I'm Jlip Side," on ¦ABC's
ary precautions,v "' ¦'
87" 6ec. 7-*
Mare.)
her
Night
Jidda Mason, hurt in Vegas
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H: SAIGON, South Viet Nam Nagel said the airplane was
when a girl ran from a car WHAT A lot of Charlie last frank Sinatra and Dean Martin
put "badly out of trim" by the
'
after hitting a car in whkh he night! . . . At the UJA Night are feuding, Vinnle Haggerty (AP) —- A U.S- Air Force cap- passengers running about.
was a passenger, was told that of Stars; Godfrey Cambridge reports. Seems Dean told Mia tain told today how he slammed
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (AP) his crippled fransport into tree- "If we hit with them still Youngstown teachers return to
the driver of the other car was told Ed McMahon that Frank there was no Santa Claus,
a cocktail waitress whom 1M Sinatra couldn't break Mia Far- WISH I'D SAID THAT;. "A tops to knock down passengers standing they would have been
didn't know and had never row's contract with 20th C-Fox, dollar goes a long way these who panicked when liquid thrown all over Tthe aircraft. work today with an agreement
for a collective bargaining elecdated.
"but if f d married her, her days. You can carry it around flames poured from the plane's Intentionally, I nosed it down
and dragged it through the tree tion in 1968 — the main issue in
"3 don't know why he hadn't contract'd been broken next for weeks before finding some- ceiling.
dated her," a friend said con- morning. That's black power!" thing you can buy with it."— Capt. Richard A. Nagel Jr., tops. The first jolt put every- their week-long strike.
Color TV — Mn. Robert Sims, Lewiston
34, of Kenmore, N.Y., managed body,, including Houck, on the The election, to be conducted
Sllelnfl Knife — Mn. Roger FaWer,^^'Wlnon* Rt. 7
cerning the Mason romantic . . . Carl Reiner at the Motion Ralph Watkins.
CigartHa — phyllft Barry, Winona
inclinations. "It wasn't his Picture Pioneers at the Ameri- REMEMBERED QUOTE: "In to crash land tbe plane despite a floor.
by the American Arbitration
BartMCue Tools — Atari D. Tupp, Pr«f)Hea Hal) fault"
cana: "After 25 years, I get to some marriages you hear 'adieu' smoke-filled cockpit and fire "We scraped over a rice padwiQl
1-Lb.
Coffea - Rogtr Faklar, Wlnoaa Rt. 1
approaching
the
strip
and
Association
dy
determine
who
'
I
,
raging
«I
,
out
of
control
in
the
Why doeseverybody pick on meet Jack Warner, and he's go- as quickly as you hear do/ "
Turtcey—Mrs. Ronald D. Baker, Rushford
just kept flying it until we ran represents classroom teachers
cabin,- ' ¦ ' '•'
nice;Mayor lindsay? The man ing cut of business" . . . Spyroa — Shelby Friedman.
Hair Dryer — Mrs. (hear Pya Jr., Lewiston
out of ait speed. We hit right on — the Youngstown Federation
who*ptrtting"Party" in Grand Skooras, a real Pioneer, was ID EARL'S PEARLS: "Ronald All but one of the 37 persons the edge of the nmway,
Barbtcv* Tool* — Larry Anderson,Winona
the
nose
Old Party;never been so much and unable to attend . . . At Reagan won't waste time with oil board escaped serious injury
of Teachers,7 AFL-CIQ, or the
1 Lb; Coffee)— Woodrow C Hoppe
gear
collapsed-am
we
skidded
in
the
crash
at
Tieng
Dau
Satur-?
ribbon-cutting
appearances
partyin' since Jimmy Walker. NBC's party at the Four SeaT Qt. Pan — Jamei Park, Winona
.
Youngstown Education AssociaThe greatdrinkingclasseshave sons, Shirley Knight said she he'll, use a double." — Larry day. One U.S . soldier-passenger to a stop about 300 feet down the
Measuring Cup — Ray Gady, Winona
blacktop.
tion.
reportedly has serious; internal
2 Pkgs.of Cookies — Susan Bowar, Rochester
found a friend At tbe NY State may have to get a new dog to Mathews.
"It wasn't until we stopped
Blanket — Rav. O. S. Monson, Winona
TheaterShowcase reception pro- replace the Yorkie she gave Duke Ellington, greeting Leon- injuries:
The education association was
Chicken — Paul-Sweaney, Winona
ducedhandsomelyby Jean Dal- away via this column a few ard Berhstein at his big River- Nagef was making his fifth and I started climbing out of my
Chieken-F. O. Will, Winona
rymple, the mob was guzzling months ago .¦':. . . Totie Fields to boat .opening, said: "Now that takeoff of the day ferrying sol- side window exit that I realized appointed bargaining agent for
¦
Chicken — Marine D. McRae, Wln»tM
DrytaperatorChampagnefrom Ed Sullivan; "You know Lou you're leaving the Philharmon- diers at the end of Operation I had a ; passenger sprawled the teachers last October. Its
2 Pkgs. Cookies— Georoe Boiler, Winona
ic, if you're really interested Attleboro, the biggest U.S. oper- across -my lap the whole time contract expires in 1968.
Turkey — Detpha Sarwa, Winona
1 ¦
I'll see if I can get you a two ation of the war. His twin-en- we were landing."
NITES at rm • •:•*
a 11 r *A r^Tan
Cigarefta — Mrs. A. H. Maie Sr.
Nagel's wife is living in Chan- Both the federation and the
here!" . . . gine C123 Provider
b
o
o
k
i
h
g
¦
weeks'
was hit by dler, Ariz. Houck has been in association ratified Sunday
Barbecue — K. V. Banthin
: ". .. '¦ '
- fftt - iws
11 !•
1 l
i
l 1
W
That's earl, brother.
"*
Chickon — Bob Stachowifz, Winona
intense ground fire just after Viet Nam less than two months night an agreement reached
i
IIL J k f . PASSES NOT HONORED
IA I
1 Lb. Coffee — Paul Sweaney, Winona
I
lifting from the airstrip.
Saturday witli school Supt. J. H.
but was
on
his
I99th
combat
sori
Wannamaker. The
federation ¦ ' , -• IPkg». CooWes-W»ndy TfiHI,Wiri«fia
J»
"We had been warned of pos- tie; ¦¦ ¦ - . . ' .
¦¦
. . ' . . ' • .* Pkga. Cookies - MH. Wlllard Kraga, Winana
SEE IT NOW
sible ground Ore," said Nagel.
vote was 275-2. :¦ "
1-Lb. Coffee — Daryl lafky, Lewiston
"We fly with our windows open LAKE CITY SERVICES
A key point won by the fed1 Lb. Coffee — A. Wentworth, Homer
so we can hear it. This sounded
eration,
which
struck
last
MonSnowdoti — Mrs. Howard Johnson, Winana
like it was coming from four LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special ) day, was that administrative
Steak Knives — R. H. BUbliti, Wlnena
locations. Then we heard thg — Special Advent services will personnel are not to vote in the
1 Lb. Coffee — Suxastha Huggenvlk, Winona .
slugs ripping into the plane be held in St. John's Lutheran election, only classroom teachTurkey — F. Ehle, Winana
Church
each
Wednesday
until
about midway along the fuseers. Administrators will vote
Balloon Doll — Larry Hoppe, Winona
lage. Immediately a fire broke Christmas, beginning this week. separately.
1 Lb. Coffee — Mrs. Edna Fried, Fountain City
out above the left wheel well." German services' wUl begin at The strike affected 28,000 stuVLb. Coffee — Robert Sehossow, Winona
3:45 p.m. and Advent vespers
Fruit Basket — Russell H. Johnson, Lake City
Nagel was sitting in the copi- at 8 p.m. Afternoon worship dents in the city's 46 schools
2 Pkgs. Cookies - Mildred R. Heise, Winona
^
SANTA FE, N.M, (AP) - lot'
who will have to make up three
1 Lb. Coffee — K. EiMcCormlck, Vfinona
Twelve parents from a remote airs seat checking out a Thai hours will be conducted by the days of classes missed last
force
officer
as
aircraft
.
Chicken — Joyce Lagasse, Winona
Rev.
T.
H.
Albrecht
and
even' r
¦
«3
Arriba
County
in
section of Rio
:. " 7 NITES:7:00 • f:».. ' '
|d
commander. The American took ing vespers by the Revs. Ralph week. Thanksgiving Day and
Chicken — Wllfbrd Kaufman, Cochrane, Wis,
^% fV 'V
¦¦ ¦¦ ¦" ¦ ¦'¦¦¦ ¦ ¦
¦
: T±-m
:
northern
New
Mexico
have
been
Friday
:
regular
holidays.
were
Barbecue Tools — Charles Brown, Winona
WA- m ssal * . : ' . -.' ' ' • .^.'•***'• .»•? 7:.'7
and Neman E.
convicted of keeping their chil- commandof the damaged craft A. Gbede
The Youngstown Education
1 Lb, Coffee - Cliff H. Benson, Pine Island, Minn.
' ' 7'
and
swung
back
toward
the
Sauer.
dren out of school to protest
Association claims to represent
. -... a- - :
what they claimed was the dan- Held.
950
teachers, including superviFiw
a
delicious
fresh
fruit
OUR THANKS TO Alt WHO HELPED
gerous condition of roads over Panic swept the passengers plate, team peaches, pears and sory personnel. The federation
when
liquid
fire
dripped
from
which their children had to
MAKE
OUR 6RAHD OPEN!NG A SUCCESS
ruptured hydraulic lines b the grapes with bananas. Serve says it represents the rest of the
travel
about
1,400
teachers.
cottage
or
cream
cheese.
with
»MuyIWftPOfTQ
In a .nonjury trial, Dist. Judge ceiling. They grabbed the few
Samuel Z. Mohtoya said Satur- available parachutes and tried
emergency winday he sympathized with the to pry open
1
'
parents' desire for a better road dows, Nagel said.
Airman
l.C.
A.
Houck,
Ray
but "if you want your children
to get the opportunities they 20, of Cement City, Mich., was
deserve, you should do every- fighting the flames with a fire
thing humanly possible to see extinguisher and pushed passengers away from windows. Nagel
that they get an education."
Sentencing was set for and Houck tried to keep all winWednesday
on the misdemeanor dows closed to slow the spread
AeapuaMBMjgwMtwjMwgg^^
,7^
charge which carries a fine of of flames.
¦B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^L^^^^^
SI^^ * ^ RRMR^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
I
|5 to $100 or imprisonment for 5 Some, in their panic, burst
STAtyrS WEDNES DAY
io 90 days.
into the cockpit and tried to
laa«^Mik«kTJ BaM««HaMBkB'HkTass>T^^
/ Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
_,
W^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^aW^^^^-i
!.
mmmmmt
Mm
/BMHBIMHrJWr^r^r^r^r^r^r^r
climb out a side window. From
*"&'*&£ •^^rSBgTTTl&.jttB^Bra'
it they would have dropped into
! -^MW^W
____
^mm^mm^mm^mW *smMWSm\Miml
the spinning propeller, Nagel
m ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^mMWM^^^eaWl^^^^m
-¥Mf -'•'ir ^
wfiilHB|l^^^^^^BH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
M
said that five persons were
m^A ^A ^A ^A ^m!^AmmmmMfy ^A\% W-^^MM ^^^^M ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ W^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
scrambling around the cockpit
with the two pilots.
"We had to get the bird down
ei
m
^
^%*i%eeiiaap^amw^
mmmmmmmmmm
a^^^^^__ijgfT.fftiajtrar
i i , , iiii ^
_^
". y r r&9m9 ^VBSaa
V_ r_w_miif—aEam—w^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
B
B H ' *1™"*. —,
B_ ^_ ^_ ^—
in a hurry add the first thing I
"l Xf} \ \i, \ ii Uim
~
-f
\
^^^^^^^^^
_W
_
______
£!ZZli(Ht&**
"*
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
'iF^
*
J
,
.i^^^
/S
^^^^
i ' ^i ^t \
saw was a road. We'd just about
^(
f«'Ki
B^L^L^L^Hfi
k
f
Maara ^^S ^^mi ^^^^^^^MI ^^^BtlmWaSBMI ^m ^^m ^^m ^^m
» X *>
_ uf i^Sa!^^
^^ '
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Back on Job
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THE OAKS

An ordinary car?
Our revolutionary 165-hp OHC 6 Is so revolutionary we had
to do something special with It So we made It standard
In alf Tempests and Le Mans.
You see, It was Inspired by those famous overhead cam
engines In expensive European sports cars, With a few
Pontiac refinements, of course.
That's why It'll keep running and running until somebody turns it off. And with a power reserve for expressway passing you'd normally expect from a V-8.
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C. PAUL VENABLES, INC.

All Hi* turkey arse)
coon you can ami,
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Caleivlllo, Wis.
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We even offer a 21$-hp version that makes a lot of big
V-8s teem awfully extravagant. Which Is why we say,
with a 6 Ilka this who needs an 8?
Incidentally, a four-way hazard warning flasher,backup
lights, and GM's energy absorbing steering column are
some of the safety features also standard In all Tempests
and LeMans, So how can you possibly resist seelrtg your
Pontiac dealer right now?
"
PontiacOT/lttttotheWide-TtackWinning Streak

110 MAIN ST.
• '
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Issue in Sorrje
Sierie Eleciidns

By LOUIS HARRIS
77
V
IJOS AN&ELEiS — A majority of Americans retort that
most of the rivers, streams and lakes where they live are
polluted, 'and they are boiling about it. The issue of water
pollution cropped up in the elections as a majw state problem, and it is now a sure bet that this form of conservation
will be an importantpart of the political dialogue of the future.
When asked to rate the jobs local industry and local, state
and federal government have done in curbing water polutiori,
the American people uniformly express high dissatisfaction with
every leyel. People also criticize the average7 citizen for
neglect of public interest and
duty ia allowing pollution to get
out of hand. 7
The worst culprit, people believe, is local industry for continuing to dump waste products
into rivers and streams. But
the general public, local municipalities and faulty sewage
systems also are blamed,
Life i& made beautiful when
When a communiWHEN IT WAS put to them people care.
Quit part of the cost of having ty cares,' there is a beauty in
jobs from industry was to en- spirit that has a certain magic
dure water pollution, the public about it so as to effect an atsharply disagreed by better mosphere that seems to say,
than 2 to 1. Most Americans "Come on in, the surroundings
are convinced that water pol- are fine." In today's "Somelution can be eliminated. The thing te Live By" column I'm
resent favorable, reputation of going to write about a bole on
Eusiness can be drastically al- <a corner of Main Street and
tered unless corrective - meas- what some folks that cared, did
ures are instituted.
about it;
This public, outcry marks a
return of the conservation of When a country is old enough
natural resources issue to the that city after city begins to
center of American politics take on the signs of aging, the
after a dormant period of sev- people of these communities are
eral decades — since the era faced with the task of urban reof Theodore Roosevelt, George newal, or soon eye sore upon
Norris and Gifford Pinchott. . eye sore will deface a once
The depth of feeling can be proud area. Urban renewal,
found in every section of the however, is something that takes
country, but it is particularly planning. A community must be
acute along the- Eastern sea- sold on what it needs to do to
board.
save its identity with progress
"THERE ARE 14 new houses and the times. A job that might
going up arouftd here," says well take a good long tune goa businessman in Rapid Cityy ing into effect.
S.D., "and their cesspools will But what about an unexpectall drain right into the creek." ed eyesore? A fire that destroys
Observes a former coal miner a biulding, leaving, a need to
now living in Columbus, Ohio: first board up the remains, and
"When I worked in the mines in some cases build temporary
they would wash the coal in the wood walks around it to keep
river, and it would be black folks- from being injured from
as tar. On Sunday it would clear falling debris from the now1
up and then Monday, when weakened and charred strucwork began, it would be black ture. And . in time, the building
again."7. - .. .
itself must be torn down as it
A retired fishing enthusiast in serves no worthwhile purpose.
FYejsno, Calif.; complains: "Peo- THEN THERE'S only a hole
ple just don't
care where they in the ground where there once
|
throw things. I've seen them had been a thriving business.
throw trash inta lakes so they Often this kind of thing will hapwtmMi 'havafak, walk hack to pen in the'heart of the business
throw it?in a brash can;"
district, and because it's abrupt)
"THE GOVERNMENT is lo it wasn't a part of a planned
blame,";charges a Long Island urban renewal. A make-shift
professional man. "They put in
'
sewersand then dump the whole fence goes up, weeds spring up,
in
and
around
that
hole,
as
it
business, into the water."
A cross section of the public collects old bottles and papers.
The only apparent hope for betwas asked:
"Ag far as the rivers, lakes ter things to come is a sign
and streams around here, go, placed there by the owner,
do you feel that a lot of them-, promising to "BUILD TO SUIT"
tome bat not a lot, only a few if perchance a new business of
or almost none are polluted?" great enough magnitude should
LOCAL WATER POLLUTION come along and warrant such
expenditure.
Some
Sound familiar? Chances are,
Not Only
many of my readers here in the
A : 'A ¦ A
¦ • ;•
Lot Lot Little None States and in Canada can think
% % %
% of just such a situation, In La
Nation-wide 56 23 11 10 Crosse, Wisconsin/ the folks did
By region
something about it, and at no
East ... . 72 19 6 3 cost to the city.
Midwest •• 59 22 10 9
LA CROSSE IS a proud and
South
41 25 18 W active community of 52,000 that
36 30 14 20 recently claimed national honWest ,
By size, of place
ors for its ability to spring back
63 21 10 « after the loss of a great indusCities '
Suburbs ... 72 16 6
6 try. Now with Uie mementum
Towns .... 52 26 11 11 up, this spirited community
Rural 7s.. 35 28 17 20 just
won't quit. That's why that
The public gives low marks
hole
on the corner of Fourth
to efforts to curb water polluand Main, left by a (ire that
tion:
destroyed both building and
JOB DONE ON
business, just couldn't be tolerWATER POLLUTION
Positive Negative ated. Idealistically the city, fathers could see a budding busi%
%
ness erecting a fine building to
Local industry ... 32
68
further enhance the economy of
65
Local government 35
the city and the beauty of the
66
State government . 34
downtown area. But that takes
67
Federal gov'nment 33
time.
3)2
Fellow Citizens .. 18
Obviously the public is not The Chamber of Commerce,
willing to exempt itself from determined to do something
the criticism. But when asked about that hole, came up with
who is most to blame for the the design for a beautiful sunkpollution of rivers and streams, en garden. They put out a call,
local industry easily leads the and the people responded. Conlist:
tractors, labor unions, landscapes, moved in and transformed
MOST TO BLAME FOR
the hole to a ga.den with 32WATER POLLUTION
Total Public foot trees, a lighted water foun%
tain , decorative fencing, potted
...50
Local industry
plants, and the works. Its es23
People in general
timated value—$30,000, and all
9
Local government
donated.
Federal government ... 5
Oh, I mustn't forget. It's top7
Sewage system
ped off with piped-ln music. It's
Lack of regulations .... 3
been named Man-Lay Garden,
1
Insecticides .,
symbolic of management and
Boats
1\
who made it possible. In
labor,
No one to blame
1 * a world of greed, bickering, and
"The big companies are the skeptics , I thought the whole
culprits," aays a resident of thing was quite refreshing,
Seattle, Wash. "No one is willing to bite down too hard on big agree with that argument?"
companies.'1 Adds a MidwestJOBS REQUIRE
ern farmer: "Industry just
POLLUTION?
dumpa anything they have to
Total Public
The
throw away into the rivers.
%
water isn't fit to drink, and the
Agree
26
fish are all dead."
74
The public was also asked: Disagree
"It hailiren argued tbat 'in- In an area of burgeoning techdustry haa to get rid of Us nology ond urbanization it is
waite and fte easiest way la lu apparent that the Issue of keepthe water . Therefore, If un area ing natural waters pure and
wants to have the lobs that uncontaminated ho» touched a
come with industry It haa to pat nerve, end. It seems surety desop with some water pollution.' political fires of tomorrow,
Da yon tend to agree «r dis- fined to spark many of the
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uncomfortable
Homes can become parched and
during the
humidificatitm, TIf youn
hating season
and due to inadequate
air
gallon
does, West Bend's Humidfier wiU
then
. turn d^^
hold
purified
humidified
automatically
—
it at
the proper controls;
humidity level. It's a great gift for the home.
Automatic
W_
tank, silent "water wheel"
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CHRISTMAS FAVORITE!
This smart luggage stands all by itself at Holiday time. Why
not? It combines a host of wactical exclusiveswith a style that
fashion leaders the world *er acclain. American Tourister
Luggage is light and strong. Its patented ohei>iece body ia
incredibly roomy. And the scuff-resistant Permanite cover
keeps its bright good looks trip after trip. Eijoy Holiday
traveling in style with American Tourister. Eight fashion approved colors, and 25 styles for men and women.

THE FASTEST PORTABLES IN THE WORLD
These Jail new Smith-Corona Portables offer changeable type,
new jeweled escapement, natural-arc action, cushiened carriagereturn levers, line indicators andTftill-size office keyboards.. .
more "bt everything'. These wonderful portables feature a r»movable platen in colors to match the machine. Each has a
rugged, all-steel frame and comes in a travel-proof steel carrying case.

« Eart Third Street

11» Cemter Street

Phone 7094

HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT PIANO
™™ L*^

.rSSaJSiS? "fficira "JwS^maffi-iE^Sr'SS

50 choices. No wonder more people buy Wurlitzer than any
other piano. See and hear a Wuriitzer piano today. As low
a8 *499-

HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

116-118 East Third Street

Wlnftna

.
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PUR BOA

Newest and most fascinating fur accessory . . . can be worn
tu» tnanv wnvas a neckline dccollelace a launtv
clT£vlTa ^Sli mZ
luTd7
cWletTa
scTa
What a San a you would be with a gilt like this. J„ all
shades of mink, Price. $35.00, 175.00 and W5.007

FURS BY FRANCIS
17 Wait fwrth ttrf *

'
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CUSTOM FITTED FIRESCREENS
BY PORTLAND-WILLIAMETTE
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Do you thrill to the bright new parleys or bold polka dots?
. Or does your taste run to conservative veiour stnpes or solid
colors? .They re aJl here — and more too — m Fashaca s noblest
array of styles and colors. And because every one is 100%
Dacron poly^r, you can_ soil it, wash it, and it never needa
pressing! $2.50, siUcs ?3,5f0 & $5.00.

PhoneWJf

THE IDEAL SPORT GOGGLES

***
** different finishes, installed to fit perfectly and enhance the beauty of your fireplace. Phone 2304 for personal

m-home measurement and selection. Price, start at VSM .
'installed,

Here's the ideal gift for that sport enthusiast on your list.
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PLYMOUTH OPTICAL CO.

R. D. CONE CO.
« Bart SeKond Street

Eaat Third Street

pfiene U04

71 Wait Third Corner 3rd & Main Ground Flocsr Phone Mn

MARK KLINI
LBSS THAM A F00T H(0Hf

Say "Merry Chrittmcu"

f'h* Companion Series. New standard in compact portable
«J««I« Vet packed with a Blg^et performance features,
Colors: Ebony and off-white, or beige and off-white. *>9.95
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Happiness in a Frame.

Winona Electric Consfruction Co.
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. Should Government
*, Units Be Reduced?
TO COMBAT Ihe rUinn eott ef local
government, in Winona County and in other communities, the Committee for Economic Development recommends some
•drastic changes.
It proposes nine major reforms in the
interest of economy and efficiency, including a reduction in the number of local governmental agencies -throughout the country from the present total ef 80,000 to not
more than 16,000. '
s

-It such a meat-axe cut were to be made
in VWnona County, it would mean the elimination or consolidation of 80 percent of
these bodies.
The number in the local area, under
*uch a. plan, would be reduced hy 95.
THE LATEST Census of Governments
thows that there are more operating units
In Winona County, on the basis of number
•of people served, than in most communities.
7 In terms of population, there is the
equivalent locally of 29.0 such agencies for
every 10,000 pieople.
Elsewhere in the United States, the average is74.7 for every 10,000 and, in the
State of Minnesota, 14.6.
Locally, as shown in the most recent official tabulation, there are 110 units of government in operation. They comprise the
county government itself, municipal governments, 11, township governments, 20,
school districts, 83,
and special districts,
' ¦¦v ;- " : - '¦¦: ¦' ¦ : ¦ ¦ ¦ ' ¦¦ . : ¦ ¦ :
'
:: .
:
*7: - - :':"
.
THE COMMITTEE find, that "revolutionary adjustments" are called for in most
local areas to keep costs from skyrocketing higher. '
7 It points out that the direct expenditures of counties, municipalities, towns
and districtshave jumped from $20 billion
a year, in 1952, to |60'billion at the present
time. ". ' ¦ " 7-777-77 ,; "
The tax load, especially for property
owners, who bear the bulk of it, is growing proportionately, it notes.
The committees' ma^nproposals are for
the eliminationof overlapping layers of local -government, Jot a centralization of responsibility and for a replacement of patronage jobholders with trained professionals.
IT SUGGESTS, among other things,
that communities; enter into contracts with
each other, or 'with private organizations,
to carry on their,work more efficiently.

Whaf f<5 Happened
To Inter^r^VO?
(Tha Auttln Martld)....

TODAY IN WORLD AFf AI RS

Congress Puts
OK on A ction

Floodl o1$<oms
OhMssdssintition

By DAVID LAWRENCE WASHINGTON—The American people have
been told in recent months by son&e critics of
tbe administrationthat the United States has
never declared war in Viet Nam , and that the
President has had no right to send our military forces into Viet Nam because Congress
didn't authorize any such action.
But memories are short, and only this week
the Senate has made public a document which
clearly establishes congressional approval of
the right of the executive branch of the government to use military force in repelling aggression in Viet Nam. It is dated Aug. 6, 1964,
and covers the record of a joint hearing held
by the Senate Armed Services Committee and
the Senate,, ForeignRelations Committee on the
proposed7 Southe«st Asia Resolution.''
The resolution itself was approved unanimously by the Armed Services Committee
, and
by a 14-1 vote of the Foreign Relations Committee. The full Senate adopted it by a vote
of 85 to 2, and the House approved the joint
resolution by a unanimousvote of 410 to 0.
QUESTIONS HAVE since b«en raised concerning the scope of the power, granted to the
President by Congress, and the impression has
been conveyed that about all Congress did was
tr authorize the armed forces to take retaliatory action against the North Vietnamese because of two particular attacks on American
destroyers, ' .
But the report shows that the entire question of repelling aggression in Viet Nam was
thoroughly explored, and the Senate committees
were comprehensively informed as to the purpose the American government had in mind in
ordering large military forces into the Southeast Asia area. 7
A statement by Secretary of State Rtisk , now
made public in the report of the hearing, was
explicit in every respect and made clear that
the resolution was not confined bo the incidents
in which the destroyers were attacked. He gave
the background of the whole Vietnamese situation and stated the issues as they affected the
entire region.

IN YEMS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago ., , 1956

Roger C. St, John, son of Mr; and Mrs.
Mauley St. John, Winona Rt. 3, has been named for the fourth time to the dean's honor roll
at the Milwaukee School of Engineering.
Mrs. Louis Feiten and Mrs. Katherine Garry were tops for north and south and Walter
Sullivan and Mrs. William Seifert for east and
west at the meeting of the Winana Tournament
Bridge Players, 7 . 7 777'

Twenty-Five Years Ago .., ^41

Frank Cunningham was elected vice president of the Minnesota Restaurant Association,
Inc. at its annual meeting in St , Paul
William M. Bright was selected to head the
newly-organized camera club; Other officers include Julian Neville, S. J. Kryzsko and Doraii
Eitsert. , .

Fifty Years Ago

. 1916

^
' A. Pfeiffer and Lloyd Pfedffer
¦£.
are to represent Winona at the annual meeting of the
Minnesota Horticultural Society when it celebrates its 50th anniversary at Minneapolis.
W. P. Tearse, Jr., co-partner in the firm,
B and B Films, with Ben Huntley, has established offices in the Choate building, where they
will eonduct a film rental service.

HERE IS A study in contrasts — the
sharp contrast between the progress of Interstate 90 across our Southern Minnesota,
and the progress of Interstate 80 which
;
txawnrsefr-the ^n^7PJ ^»f,7l6wa:
Seventy-Five Years Ago... 1891
A^ ceremony was'held last week.dedicating, the Interstate 80 bridge oyer the MisArchitect Kirchenoff working for the Schlitz
sissippi. Sxcept for stretches of only 50 • Brewing Co. has been at work here considering
miles, all of interstate 80 across Iowa has plans which would add two mere stories to the
not-only^een completed but is open to building he is drafting for the company.
The South Western Railway is constructing
travel. Work bn the remaining 50 miles is
nearing eompietion.7?y the tnd of tbe a sidetrack across the lake just east of the
year, all of Interstate- 80 across Iowa will Huff street bridge. It is to "be 500 feet long
and will accommodate freight cars with freight
be completed and opened to travel,
such as tombstones for the cemetery.
Then take a look at Interstate SO, Only
a few segments are finished. It will prob- One Hundred Years Ago ... 1S66
ably be six to eight year^br more before
Chas. Housman, L_e w i s t on , has recently
Interstate 90 is completed. We are that erected a warehouse for the purpose of buying
and storing grain. The building was erected
much behind Iowa.
under the superintendent of George Bohn of
AS A MATTER of fact, as tar at Inter- "Winona.

¦tate 90 is concerned, we are practically
behind everybody! Minnesota is one of the
few .states which has done virtually nothing
in developing this important coast-to-coast
superhighway.

WASHINGTON CALLING

'Nbw I KNOW WHAT l W^

''

Letters to The
Editor

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

f Bt
On Wirej app in^

By DKEW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - The FBI
is not exactly holding its
breath, but some of its agents
are worried that V'.S . Judge
Oliver Gasch will rule that
J. Edgar Hoover has to testify in the sensational case of
bugging at the SheratonCarlton Kotel, involving the
conversations of. Bobby Baker,
former secretary of the Senate and righthand man to Sen.
Lyndon Johnson.
Hoover himself is reported
not to be losing any sleep. He
knows that Judge Gasch, a
strait - laced public servant
who calls the shots as he sees
them, has spent much of his
career a s a public prosecutor,
and prosecutors lean toward
the FBI.
But, meanwhile, there are
some amazing developments
in the eavesdropping on Bobby
Baker and his friend Fred
Black, the public relations
man who has won a hew trial
because the FBI romped over
his constitutional rights. Black
had been convicted of tax
evasion, until the Justice Department went before the Supreme Gourt to make the embarrassiag confession that J.
Edgar Hoover had been eavesdropping and wire tanning for
years, apparently without the
knowledge of the attorney
general.

ONE DEVELOPMENT in
the bugging of the SheratonCarlton is that the FBI agents
also listened in on conversations in the VIP suite, where
foreign visitors were entertained.
The Carlton is located only
repaid when funds are allocated in future a step across Lafayette
Square from the White House
years by the' federal government.
and is convenient for the enAPPARENTLY WHAT is n o* dad U tertainment of VIP's.
These visitors will now be
some sort of Southern Minnesota organization that would look after the welfare and interested in learning that for
three months, Feb. 7 to Anrif
progress of our area, not omly in Interstate
25, 1963, every remark they
construction but in other matters. Other made in suite 434-36 was listareas of the state with which we are in ened tc by American agents
competition, particularly the Twin Cities, 24 hours a day.
This was because Fred
are well organized.
Black 's suite \v»s next door—
The fact that ; the Twin Cities area, 438-440 — and the eavesdroping equipment which the FBI
through reapportionment , will gain materially in political power in our state, Sistalled was so strong that
it picked up conversation in
makes necessary some area organization
neighboring VIP suite .
the
that can make its voice heard in Minnesota
The United States has long
government.
been critical of police - state
methods by Communist nations and at one time accused
And he said nnto them, Why arr ye so f«arthe Soviet government of
fnl? How is it (hat ye hav« no faith?—Mark
placing a bug in the Ameri4:10.
can embassy. This was over
20 years ago. Today if a bug
were found In the Moscow
hotel suite o f . an American
visitor there would be an international uproar.
An independent Netoapaper — Established !«5
Note — This year President
Tito
of Yugoslavia fired the
W. F W HITE G. R. CLQWUY C. B- Iwmt *
vice president of Yugoslavia,
Publisher
Exec. Director BtistnessM g r.
Aleksender Rankovlc, beand Editor
A Adv. Director
cause he had engaged in wire
W. J. Cot.s
ADOLPH BROTER A. J Kreitwuscn tapping. Today Ihe CommuManaging Editor City Editor Circulation Mg r.
THE WIZARD OF ID '

TPhiS;. is most important to our area.
Matiiy 'cross-country travelers will obviously take the completed Interstate $0 rather
than;our long-delayed Interstate 90. Interstate 90 has given promise of being highly
important to our region in addition to the
matter of tourists. By reduction oi driving
time from the heavily populated Chicago
diatnet, it js expected to give impetus to
business and industry in our area.
Why has Interstate 90 lagged so far behind? The reason is that in Minnesota Interstate Construction has been centered on
solving the traffic problems of the Twin
Cities area. Most of the money has gone
there, Not only was the original program
planned that way, but since the plan's original conception construction in the Twin
Cities has been pushed ahead to give additional priority over Interstate construction
iri other parts of . the state.
THE INTERSTATE progra m was conceived to form a network of highways
criss-crossing the1 nation for defense purposes, and for tourist and commercial traveling. Minnesota is well behind in contributing to that objective.
L. S. BRONK
F. H. Kwewm L, V. A LSTON
One of the surprisingthings is that while
Southern Minnesota few been seriously neg- Composing Supt. Press Supt. Engraving Supt.
lected, not much protest haa come either
W ILLIAM H. ENGLISH
GORDON H OLTS
front <t» ' people or Southern Minnesota's
Cornwall**
Sunday Bdttor
leglilators. In any eyent, Southern MinneMEMBIK OF THE ASSOCIATED PB.HSS
wta'a/yohce has scarcely been heard on
thia jbnphrtant matter.
"^Sffl^0/¦;¦ li U impossiblenow to obtain delay
on
Twin ClUd' area projects which have al< , J&_T%>
The Associated Press la entitled
reaty boon started, ai)d the original eched- n - BJKffl, exc|usiv«ly to the uie for repubuUnr cm't be changed much. About the IvafeTt § l'e«U«» of all the focal news
.thia newapaiper a well
\i\ vL»* Printed.in
*
1P
! » «»t can\:j *1 done ii to speed up
as a" A
.
^S«ff7
f' ne*a dipaicbee. .
Interstate program
'^W-J^Wlott'
^'
~
^^i j^^-^^^MfliniK:^- %«atfB '' *«rtaKl> . '. would b« f
Monday, November 28, 196«
¦¦"
:'
'

nist werld is having the laugh
on the United States — thanks
to Hoover.
ANOTHER Important development in the Bobby Baker
case is the fact that the FBI
has now violated his constitutional rights. This has been
officially stipulated 'by':. William O. Bittman, Justice Department attorniey who is contesting the case against Baker^
Reason for the stipulation
was that the Justice Department was trying to dodge the
fact that J.: Edgar Hoover has
got himself in a position where
the FBI can be prosecuted
either for housebreaking or
violation : of ' constitutional
rights. The latter is a felony
with a punishment up to ten
years . in ' jail.
At present the FBI is being
prosescuted criinmatty in Nevada, where it placed the
equivalent of 125 wire taps,
in collaboration with the Central Telephone Company of
Nevada, also a defendant.
It should be noted in fairness that FBI men are extremely efficient and carry
out orders. They should not
be blamed personally. Nevertheless a Criminal violation is
a criminial violation.
How J . Edgar Hoover and
the Justice Department are
going to get around this law
violation remains to be seen.
For the Justice Department,
which is in charge of en-

forcing the law, will be m the
position of prosecuting an arm
of the Justice Department,
the FBI. In Nevada this is
not : the case because state
law is involved. But, in the
District of Columbia, federal
law is involved and the Justice Department is entrusted
with enforcing if.
THE JUSTICE Department
is now under Acting Attorney
General Ramsey Clark , an
able young man who took
over When Nicholas Katzenbach was transferred to be
under secretary of state.
There has been speculation
that Katzenbach's demotion
was due to the fact that he
OK'd the:.public confession of
Hoover's wire>tapping.\ Such
an admission had never been
made before , though long suspected.
So far Hoover has led a
charmed life. He had a great
career back in the crimebusting days. But ever since/
President Johnson continued
him in office two years beyond statutory retirement at
the age of 70, troubles have
piled up for Hoover. The
President will have another
decision to make in about 30
days, when Hoover reaches
his 72nd birthday, Jan. l, 1967.
Ironically Hoover has put
himself in the position- of
probably saving the prosecution pf the President's onetime friend Bobby Baker by
listening in on his conversations.

J hL Si/tllL
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. ' . 7-7- ' .. By MARQUIS CBILDS ..,WASHINGTON — The third anniversary of the assassination of Jciin. F7 Keimedy has jrtased and, contrary to the
hopes of thp$e closest to the late President, we passage * of
time has brought an ever-increasing preoccupation with the
details of that crime. Important revelations still to ' come
promise no abatement in the almost-morbidconcern with the
tragedy that occurred eh Nov. 32, 1863.
,* ' ¦
t 7
- of
A flood of boote raise questions about the validity
'
'
the findings of the Warren- - .:". 7 '. : 7: - . . . 7 . 7' - :. ,- . V .- "*"
Commission. : At least .one
and perhaps two! have been
serious efforts at analysis,
while: the others exploit the
seemingly unlimited appetite,
particularly in Europe. :for
how Are Bond Issue , ¦
the conspiracy theory, if in
the
of
relation to the timing
Funds To Be Spent?4- ', 7
shots Lee Harvey Oswald To the Editor: was not the sole ' assassin,
From Winona Daily NeWa
then a second assassin is report ofa Nov. 20, die resithe agent of a conspiracy dents of Winona County have
still concealed. • ;
finally been hriefed on tha
While it was farthest from county commissioners' dethe intention of the author or cision to sell $750,000 in bonds
the members of the Kennedy for county road improvement.
family, who furnished much of; Unfortunately, however, the
the information, a book to be attempt io justify this hasty
published first to f *W install-, acHon comes ; not from the
meats in Look magazine in county commissioners, who
January and then by Harper yoted- , .• unanimously for the
& Row in March . will raise sale after little or no discusnew doubts and uncertainties, sion .: and who are fully re"The Death of a President" sponsible for this decision, but
by William* Manchester is rather from the county highsaid by those eagerly await- way department which should
ing its publication to contain recommend, not decide, such
200 headlines. Cook, after hot an issue. Consequently a quesenmnetiti-ve bidding, won oub- tion arises as to whether the
lication rights by a bid of. commissioners simply rubber$550,000.
stamped a county highway deIT MAY mean a widening partment demand without
—possibly even ii sharp break re?'lv fully understanding it.
'— between the; Johnson and
From the; limited informathe Kennedy factions. One of tion available; I seriously
the President's close a$soci: question the wisdom of this
ates believes the book has action. The county highway
"sinister implications." This department speaks in broad
refets to details of a quarrel generalities and of expecting
tween the then vi&. president, to obtain "$S50,000 of work"
Lyndon Johnson;-''* and -thie from the $750,000 while it proPresident over the ,7 Texas vides little i if anything from
trip, politically, therefore it which reasonable appraisal of
could mean a further frag- tie request can be made. Bementing of the ^Democratic quests for: funds should he
party ' with great ^significance
supplemented with compre^'777 ¦ •
for 19687 7
hensive and alternative plans
Ah . ironic commentary is containing sufficient informathat the concept of the Man- tion from which the commischester book arose from -the sioners can intelligently rebelief of Mrs. Kennedy, the view die proposals. And it is
widow, that if all the relevant the responsibility of the commaterial] provided , by mem- missioners to fully underbers of the family'aid close stand the proposals and to
associates were contained in know of the various funds
one volume other authors available for; expenditure bemight he deterred7 and the fore deciding issues of this
flood of books checked. It magnitude.7
would, in short, stop the 'conIn 1967, Winona County will
jecture, rumor, speculation receive $487,000 in gasoline
that seem to have an endless and license tax monies plus
appeal.- ' Fpr the widow and $587,000 from its 25 mill levy
the faniiljr . this is like the on real and personal properconstant .probing of an old ties^' Vet from the records
Wound: 7 V 7 V
available, no comprehensive
plans
or budgets have been
.. AN 'AGREEMENT .':; war Of*
presented or proposed to show
iginally entered into with where these monies or the
Manchester, the author of a additional $750,000 will be
warmly sympathetic biog- spent, For our commissioners
raphy .of the late President,, to eomply with a- county
thai hiSvbhok oil the assas- highway, request without maksiratioii would not be re- ing adequate review or inleased wQ\ after 1958. In a quiry, violates the principle
letter . last July Sen: Robert of check and balance so esF, Kennedy released the, flusential to effective governthor from that - stipulation. ment. .'7 ,7' '
The argument was '"thit tlie
Fortunately, further considobjective, had not been achieveration
of the bond issue is
ed, since other books on the
when the bids
still
possible
assassination were bing rushDec. 6.1 thereare
opened
on
ed to completion and U was
urge the
fore
respectfully
advisable to come out at the
predecide
commissioners
to
earliest moment with the
accombe
cisely
the
work
to
authentic account.
plished and to obtain conclu. Originally, too, there was sive evidence of real benefit
some sort of understanding, before accepting a bid for
although no one will be spe- purchase of these bonds.
cific about it, that members
Evan J. Henry
of the Kennedy family would
Rt. 1, Winona
h; ve a veto over material
supplied for "The Death of a
President." However binding John F. Jr. from such a barthis may once have been, it rage ard to try to make it
no longer applies and cer- possible for them to lead nortainly not to magazine publi- mal lives; The censorious will
say that she should have .forecation.
a
Mrs. Kennedy Is under- seen exactly this reaction toimhave
the
book
seeming
to
stood to be deeply distressed
over the import of publication primatur of the family. She
of certain material made has already been ' criticized
avnilgb'e to the author. An for keeping other authors from
example is a letter she wrote sources of information availher husband before the assas- able to Manchester,
sination which is said to concern the relationship between
the Johnsons and the Kennedys.

"What a strange call! The gentleman in the apart- .
tnent below us would appreciate it if you'd put a
little oil on your rocking chair."

IT TAKES little Imagination to see what magazine
publication will mean. A
spate of headlines will rehearse with new details of the
awful events oi that day
three years ago. This will
sublet the widow and her
children to a new blaze of
publicity and public curiosity,
with lacerating memories recalled in every newspaper,
radio and television broadcast.
Even the most cynical will
credit Mrs. Kennedy with a
desire to shield Caroline and
BY Parker and Hart

ATTENTION
AUTO OWNERS
Ten minutes time cotild save
you $10 or more a year70uarantced protection for, five
years, Five coverages for one
low (irlee . This is a parage
t'olicy similar to a homeowners. If you arc a careful driver
your futt.n premiums will be
less.
What more could you ask
lor in auto insurance olua being in a top grade stock company.
Ask Hill or Biarf at the
Philip Baumann Agency all
about It That's the: ,

Philip Baumtrtn
. Agency, Inc.

Ml Main St. - Phot* SM»
(Where there's jplepty
of free parking )

Some Minor Hungarian Reds Parking Lot
Concessions
Open Conference On Site of Fire
In Rhodesia
Fatal to 493

BUDAPEST, Hungary UP) that split the world Communist
— The ninth congress of the movement and hampered aid to
LONDON (AP) - CommonNorth Viet Nam. It chargedthat BOSTON (AP> - The site is
wealth:Secretary Hwbert TBow- Hungarian Communist party Mao ruthlessly replaced Com- now a parking lot. No marker is
den returned from Rhodesia opened today with only about 30 munist ideology with his own
today and said rebel Prime foreign delegations attending, a thought, raising a threat to there tp teH the tragic story.
Minister Ian, Smith had . made relatively, smalt audience for the world Communist movement But some visitors to Boston still
4 !some;-minor concessions
Soviet party chief LeonidI. Bre- that must be overcome.
want to see the place where the
" toCocoanutGrove fire claimed 493
ward , averting a final split be- zhnev if he renews the call for a
world Communist conference.
lives.
tween Britain and
¦ the breaka- It was assumed Brezhnev
way colony.- ' ¦' ."' • v . ;' :7:/
It was a wartime Saturday
would speak Tuesday. He and Norse Youth
,:. Bowden would not say wheth- Bulgarian party chief Todor
night 24 years ago today when
•er his meeting with .Smith had Zhivkov are the highest ranking Throws Rocks at the fire blazed up at 17 Piedmont St.
brought ' agreement nearer; He foreign Communists attending.
^
'went-at once to report to Prime Zhivkov first sounded the call U.S. Embassy
The Cocoanut Grove night
Minister Harold
Wilson and the for a world conference at the 0§L0, Norway (AP) - A 20- club near Boston's theater dis¦
trict was jammed with more
¦Cabinet ' * ; ' . - '7 ' • • '
Bulgarian congress two weeks
student has been sen- than 1,000 persons, in a space
A Cabinet decision¦* that ago, and Brezhnev quickly en? year-old
'
tenced , to a 30-day suspended for about 640. It was a noisy,
Smith's new proposals offer dorsed it.
term and ordered to pay fun-seeking crowd.
hope of settlement would open Asked at a news conference jail
$165 in damages for throwing
the way for renewed negotia- why only 30 foreign
delegations rocks at tbe Amerifcan Embassy No one Is quite sore how the
tions with Rhodesia, whose all- have come, a spokesman
said last August.
fire started: Something started
white government declared in- all European Communist para chain of fire streaking across
been
The
student
said
he
had
dependence a year ago in an ties and those,from Communist
through decorations.
attempt to preserve the rule of countries elsewhere were invit- drinking beer with a friend be- theIt room
took
just
13 minutes more
embassy
fore
they
went
to
the
the white minority. Otherwise, ed. All of them except China
to end the lives of hundreds in a
Britain is pledged to ask the and Albania accepted, he said. building. He said he had intend- chamber
seething with fire and
U.N. Security Council to. vote On the eve of the congress ed to hit the coat of arms near lethal gases,
but
mandatory sanctions against opening Pravda, the Soviet the entrance with the rocks ¦ ¦ ' Lights went out as the crowd
broke two windows instead. • ,
Smith's regime.
Communist party paper, openly The yoiil^ said he has been panicked, stumbling and grop^
called on opposition elements deeply disturbed by the war in ing for exits. People jammed
BAMBENEK IN HOSPITAL
both sides of a revolving door so
M. J, Bambenek, Winona di- inside the Chinese party to rise Viet Nam.
¦
it could not move either way.
rector of parks and recreation, against Mao Tse-tung.
entered St. Marys Hospital, Pravda said Mao adopted an A small amount of grated Others rushed to an exit on the
Rochester, Saturday for a med- ''erroneous course," deliberate- cheese makes an excellent ad- other side of the building and
piled up against the door. It
ical checkup.
ly hostile to the Soviet Union, dition to a iish souffle.

swung inward and couldn't be
openedagainst the crush.
neck and right arm. Neither curred in an alley where the ot.
Alarms brought 14 fire engine
fleers were assigned to "sat *
was in/serious condition.
companies, plus ladder trucks,
Marblesaid the ahoottog oc- velDaDce."-:7 . .
rescue squads, civilian defense
men, Red Cross phis 400 sailors
and Coast Guard mea from-Boston bases.
Some survivors got out
through one aide of a double
door tugged open by an employe. A few got out through MILWAUKEE W — Four Milsmall windows in toilet rooms. waukee police officers and a
Severalgot out throughdressing 59-year-old man exchanged a
room windows to an adjoining barrage of gunfire at close
WE HAVE A FUEL LINE OF HIGH ORAM
early Sunday.
roof. One group found safety in range
¦
'
'
•
.
The
result:
Two
officers
the club refrigerator.
Out of the deadly fire came wounded; the man had a hole
to;his hat
some useful changes.
Doctoi-s learned much in tech- Detective inspector Kenneth
Marple said the Negro pulled a
niques of treating burns.
gun and began shooting when
Boston's bollding code came Officer Craig Hasting, 22, who
under sharp study . and became was in plain clothes,, stepped
one of the most stringent
in the from an unmarked car to ques.¦.; ¦;, .77 7
A SHE AND GRADE FOR EVERT PURPOSE:
wuhtjry,,.::, '•
tion him because he looked sus7
. It brought outward swinging picious,
• Conunandar Rang*
• Pocahontas Furnace Slta
doors with panic bars. It
post
stood
behind
The
man
a
Commander
6x3
• Patay $tok«r
•
brought more awareness of fire
ahd fifed while Hasting jump- w Commander Largs Lvmp
hazards;.
• Commander Steksr
'. It produced rules limiting the ed behind his car. Officer Eu'
¦
•
Ruby Clew Stoker
..
gene Bandt, who was in an- • Illinois 6x3
number of . persons in public other fear nearby came to his
• Orient Stoker
• Winter King Small Lump
places. '
aid. They exchanged between
'
Barwind
Briquettes
.
. Petroleum Coka
•
The investigation that fol- 15 and. 20 shots before two pa- •
r- \
Petroleum
Briquette*
.
lowed the disaster brought in- trolmen on foot in the inner •
7
dictment to to men. Only the core area came to their aid and
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THB
owner • — Barnett Welansky, an also began firing.
COZY COMFORT OF.COAL HEAT
attorney — ever went to ' prison.
When
the
man's
ammunition
Welansky was convicted of
conspiring to violate the build- ran out he was subdued. He
ing laws and was sentenced to was not hurt, but one bullet
Phone 3389
12 to 15 years. He was ill with apparently went through his 901 E. Sth St.
cancer when he was released hat.
Where You Get More Heat At Lower Cost
after serving 4 years, and died Hasting was struck in the
right thigh and Bandt in theJan. 27, 1947,

2 Policemen
Wounded in

Milwaukee
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Our Annual Pre-Holiday Diamond Show Is Getting Bigger and Bigger Each Year!
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Sjfejla Haldei^cwl Harmony Woman
Marks Birthday

the Army in Viet Nwi and U
Miss Edvvards currently.
employed by- TJern.
Manufacwrfng Co., MmneTa BetcWie Bride .'Itod
ap0Us^:. ,..', -/':- '-'7:..;7 • ' .;/'•, '. ' . .' ' ;
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Social Security
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Rockefeller
said,
Cookie dough designed for a
again.
amount.
parties support it and WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep., similar
'.','He said that President Johncookiepress can be rolled out good deal of her but we have not political
the
very
idea
of
going
back
to
"
Hale Boggs, the third-rankingson is committed to propose an
"MADRID WAS tho place and cut if a little extra flour made any announcement.
where^ the fourth Worid Psy, is added. The rolled cookies Rockefeller, 28, was elected pre-NHS medical practice is Democratic leader in the House across-the-board 10 percent in. ' ¦ 215 East 3rd St.
y.^ : ;¦
chiatric Congress was held'and nbn't be so rich as the pressed as a Democrat this month to the unthinkable to the over- predicts President Johnson will crease in benefits after his anwhelming
majority
of
Britons.
House
of
DeleWest
Virginia
ask
the
new
Congress
for
a
$10what a hectic time that was. ones but you can cut them into
nouncement to that effect a lew
bOiion to $15-billion increase in
Six-thousand psychiatrists at-, attractive shapes and add in- gates. He is a nephew of Gov.
New Nevertheless, friend and critic the income tax. v.7 .
Nelson
A.
Rockefeller
of
tended and they only had hotel teresting garnishes — nuts, Yoffk and Gov.-elect Winthrop alike agree something drastic is
But the LouisianansaysJohn1'
rooms for about 4,000. Fortun- frosting . and chocolate . shot, Rockefeller
of Arkansas, both needed. But what is needed son "hasn't told
ately we had a very nice room glazed cherries/
me so."
7
most,
hurts
most
more
mon—
Republicans.
ey and lots of it.
Boggs, back from talks with
Tbe young Rockefeller served The service costs the nation a Johnson in Texas last week,
in the Peace Corps and withthe Staggering $4.2 billion a year. It said Sunday on the CBS radioState Department before going fs es&tted that another $1.5 television program "Face the
to Charlestonto work in the Ap- billion Is needed to set things Nation" that projected expendipalachian youth programof the right. And that's not peanuts for tures of $125 billion will bring
war on poverty.
¦ ¦ .'
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a country that has been bounc- "a deficit of a considerable
-^^^^
MissPercyhas visitedRocke- ing for years fromone economic magnitude" over revenues
feller in Charleston at least crisis to another, especially pegged at between $115 billion
twice, sources there said. She sines the money has to come and $118 billion.
,
7
stayed at the home of W. E. from the pocket of John Q.
CitBoggs added: "I waaU think
Chilton HI, publisher of the
that both parties, having comCharleston Gazette.
The healthservice is financed mitted themselves to fiscal remainly by taxation, although sponsibility, will face up to such
each employed personmust an issue. I just don't believe
contribute the equivalent of ss that we would want a deficit
cents a weektoward it. All must of that proportion, particularly
m
The Big QiH with the little prk Q tag
contribute whether enrolled in where tha deficit is called for as
the health scheme or not. An a result of national defense
estimated 97 per cent of the commitment*.*'
population is enrolled. Only 3 Dr. Walter W. HeDer, former
per cent prefer to pay the full chairman of the President's
fees of honstate medicine. Council of Economic Advisers
v
Some 23,000 doctors work under under John F. Kennedy and
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MONTREAL (AP) - With stay outside it. :7-:
cent; across-the-board income
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» members of the machinists' un- The public grumbles about tax boost as a device to slow the
ion back on the job, Air Canada long waits in their doctor's wait- economy.
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fault lies mainly with the Brit- a tax increase shouldbe coupled
The first regularly scheduled ish people::manyof the patients with an easing of interest rates.
:: : :
flight in Canada left Montreal at crowding the waiting rooms dai- He said this would not bring on
8:30 a.m. with 19 passengersfor ly are hypochrondracs, elderly a recession.
Quebec City.
people who just want somebody Heller, now a University of
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new
contract
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l^fliwaB ^ ^^^B'- increases their wages 20 par to the doctor as an excuse for a based his tar increase advocacy
furniture.
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on a $20-billion increase ht govcent in the next 25 months and few hours off work.
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rate for mechanics will go up 80 against NHS come from the an increase in war costs of $10
medical profession, itself. Over. billion to $12 billion.
cents to $3.97 an hour.
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At a news conference follow- The senator said liberals
gen. Karl Ortttner, 44, St; ing the precessioncaucuses at would adhere to the long-time
Republietos fo ths psfl last
Gritf- position of the pemocraifcISsul, was electedininorily lead* (he LowryhotelSaturday,
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Philip Solomon, of Dunedin sbrtlibirthday Friday.
Theatrical Productions Ltd.,
who also is executivedirector of
the pirate radio station, Radio
Caroline, obtained - rights for
presenting a shortened version
of the play in Britain, Ireland
and the United States, 'along
with Vic Lewis and Brian Epstein of Nem Enterprises. AD.
three are Jews. The firm manages Britain's fsmed pop singing group, the Beatles.
Immediately openlearafag ef
the deal, the Board of Deputies
ef British Jews strongly condemned any Jew for takingpart
in such a promotion.Tha board
thus echoed the condemnation
of Jews in Germany who bad
assailedthepassionpby on tht
ground it has an anti-Semitic
tone.
Lewis and Epstein promptly
withdrew.Epsteinlaid. "I have
withdrawnbecause'I will not
give offense to Jewish communities here or anywhere else."
Salomes said he weald go
ahead with plans to bring the
play to Englandbut Intended to
see therewas nothing anti-Jewishin it There is a clausein his
contract with the Germans, he
pointed out, "completely ruling
out anything anti-Semitic.
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Missile Study
Doubles Size of
Italian Village

ROME (AP) -f A villageIn a
central Sardinian mountaihland
so bleak it doesn't even have
bandits has become) a modern
small town — thanksto modern
rocketry,and missiles.
The village's improbable
name of Perdasdefogu may
have been an omen. In Sard dialect it means "tort fire."
Tea years after the reassto
hamlet was chosen as the site
for Italy's missusstudy center,
with test launching psds at
nearby Alto di Quins, its 2,0»
oldtime residents can hsrdly
recognisethe placet Its population has doubled,
The influx of new residents
working at tbe center has made
the old **ter system insdequate. A new aqueduct is
planned and a new road will
Jink tbe growing village to
Cagliart in the south and Nuoro
to the north.
The town Is fast growing
away from one of the main resions it was selected. The region
was so remote that there were
almost no dwellings in the barren hills nearby that might be
endangered if missiles misfired
or went out of control. Now
building is booming.
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Murder-Suicide
Ruled in Deaths

RALEIGH, N-C. (AP) Coroner M.W. Beimett has ruled
murder-suicidein tbe deaths oi
couple who rented a motel
•
bridal suite to celebrate their
wedding anniversary.
Caldwell Adams,. 46 , Harnett
County farmer, and his wife,
Bunnell, 45, were found shot to
death Saturday. Bennett said
lira; Adams shot her sleeping
husband with a .25 caliber pistol
and thenfiredtwo shots into her
chest
The Adams went to the motel
Friday night and asked for tbe
bridal^ suite because they wen
observing their wedding anniversary.
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Winona Fire and Power Equipment Co.
$4 East 2nd» Srr««t
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Pact Sought
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P
f^- r'^ In Twin Cities eneral ut nurses
: Russ'iTril^
foi^
Nurses Dispute urrentwages
Two Americans

YouthsReceive
Scholarships

ing the hospitals
in
higher
¦ in the) sslary only three areas otfewd
negotiations. , •:.¦ .
tha
be^ajtaiwaies than
7 Thenursessre'seekta§ monm. : ¦: " " ¦¦ ¦ '¦;¦ ' ¦
;
'
¦
¦
' 77' '77 ' ¦ ¦ ¦'. '
': : ::
ly salaries of 1541for beginning 7
, $591 for
g
d y
MOSCOW (APl-!Tl»oi„Ainer,
^
hesd
hurses
and 1641
sssistaot
kans fscuia trial to -ImaMiii
for
heid
nurses.
aj'S^rawivwaae^pe^'aaeaj¦jas^peei ^mem Tfj ^mmm
.aaajf^paaa
C
, which include
•the Laamiril Barisso&a
'dtoa,'
a PA raise which hospitalsput
tbeU.S. Etabsssysaidtoday;
ST. PAUL' (AP) -Hospital into effectNov. 15, are.$478for
' t*at-AAiaeOr tit
filUtmeUri. 1- M
and nurses' represeststives beginningnurses, $606torassist- MONTE CARLO (AP) -, fl»
Salt Lskf City, Vm%. selectedmeet today with State Labor ant hesa nurses ahd IMS for children nils the televiikai
hesd nurses.
room at the palace fa Monaco,
Dyodor 8. lUjshdestvemdryto sTooclllatorPeter Obermtyar In
PrinceRainierrevealedSunday
defendhim acalmt a charse of an effort to reach an agreement gpokeamea for the) MNA, tfa-r. '- :' - ^' - ; ¦¦ ¦:• ¦:
viola
tinc Soviet currency reg- in a salary dispute which has which is seeking the wage Attentingthe Europeanprs>
resulted in the resignations of boosts more than seven months mlere of the movie •^The Proulations.
'
shout 1,900 nurses at 31 Twin befor* tie nurses* contracts ex- fesslonsb,'' the prince told ItalV
Ray Buel , Wortbara Jr. of Cities
pire* emphasisedthe resigna- laa sctress Claudia Csrlnalei
hospitals.
North Little Rock; Ark, chose
tions are individual actions and '•Our children advise us oa
Minnesospokesman
for the
not a group actum.
Semyon A. Khayflts "to defend taANursesAssociation
which movieito see.
(MNA) inhim against a currency charge dicated more nurses would hand Roger R. Stan, TCBA presi- "We have five television
ahd also a charge of stealing ss hi their resignationstoday.
dent, said Saturday tlie salary channels and the childrenpick
antique statue of a bear from a However, someof the resigna- increase* proposedby the MNA «it the best program. Ws like
Leningrad hotel.
tions received late last week are is s S1.7 par cent Increase, as American action "films , and I'd
The two men, each 72«, and qualified end would hot be ac- compared with the 3 to S per Ifice to see the Italian Westerns
former U.S. Army lieutenants, ceptedin that form, hospital ad- centIncreasessuggestedin pres- we've heardso much about"
idential guidelines.
were srrested Oct. l as they ministratorssaid.
The royal children sre prh>
were trying to drive out of the
. Tltara.said nurses salaries for cesq Caroline, a, Prince Albert.
Soviet Union. A date for. their The Twin Cities Hospital As- 13 major metropolitanareas in 8, and Princess Stephanie, 21
trial has not been 'made public; sociation, tlWCA) is represent- the United States showed that months.

Children Rule
Television Room
Al Monte Carlo
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CHICAGO (APK-TwoMinna-y
sota youths received ^*)schol- *
arshipatoday at the 45th National 4-H Club Congress.
* „
David M. HoUegaard, 17, of rural Rochester, was one of six
national winners^ the 4-H poultry program,
\ >
The son of Mr. arid Mrs. Ra|> t
mond Holtegaard, David has
raised 600 to 675 pullets each j
year for the past eight years.
The project hai produced a '
profit of about 11,000 per year.
He is a graduate af John
Marshall High School of Rook ,
ester. Tbe family operates a '
240-acre farm . in -Olmsted '
POSTHUMOUS PRESENTATION . . . husband, John M. kuklinski, had been presiCounty.
¦ dent of Lodge 10», International Association
. A.g^dtwrla^atipbf«:^ yearsV se^
Thomas Metkowski, rurfcl gil- L" presented
ppsthumously to the widow of 7a 7 of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, Lookver Lake, received his sward
^
union
ptesidsnt
St the Pewless
Chain Co/s ing on are Joseph B. Bambenek, left, the
for work in the national 4-H .
, iSaturday
fifth
service
awards^;o|imei
night firm's chairman of the hoard, and D. C.
health program.
Bambenek, retired vice president and genThe McLeod County farm .h at the Oaks. Receiving the watch from A. J.
youth has participated in de* Sambenek, Peerless 7 president, is Mrs. eral manager. <CAff Photography)
bates on health, demonstrated Phyllis Kukllnski
, 577 E. Hward St. Her
first aid and hu taken pert In
food-nutrition projects.
HOW TO KtEP EMPLOYES
_r m *T fV'
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NATO Powers
P^erfess President
Begin Talks
Discusses Retention

Two other Mlnnesotans received swards st the opening
session Sunday.
Gary Garbe, 18, - St. Paul
Park was selected one of the nation's 12 top enrellees in the.
1966 4-H tractor project. The
'
award includes a $500 scholar* BONN, Germany (AP) ;--.
, a
How can a company attract ospace Workers. Kuklinski
ship.
1
U.S.
, British and West German and keep capable employes?
tool and die maker, died Aug.
He is a freshman majoring in negotiators began another
found A. J. Bambenek, president, 12 while serving his fourth sucagriculture at the University of
Peerless Chain Co., posed this cessive term as president of the
of
talks
today
on
the
requireMinnesota. He is the sop of Mr. '
r<
local. He had 26 years of comend Mrs. Paul E. Garbe, who ments
i
of the North Atlantic question in bis talk, TbS Rea- pany
service.
son
for
Dedicated
Service;"
.
operate a 200-acrefarm.
*
Treaty
Organization.- , r 7 • ¦;
Saturday evening st the' Oaks A large, display-of; Peerless
Also receiving a $SM scholar- Taking part in. the meeting at the firm's fifth service products — tire chains, indus"John J. McCloy, former awarda dinner.
trial : chains, chain assemblies
ship was Martha Nunn, 19, were
'
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wii- U.S.
i
high cominiasiofler hrTGer- "WITH JOBS a dime a dozen for original equipment manuand wire forms —
liam L. Nunn, Champlin, one of many:
,
Britifh Ambassador Sir these slay/!, a youjuj. man can facturers;
Was
exhibited
at the dinner so
six winners of tbe 4-H dog care •
Frank
Roberta" ind Karl Carr pick at random among employ- an employe could explain to his
and training program.
*
ers clamoring for his services,"
A student at the Universityof <statu,the No; 1 msn in the West Bambenek told an audience of wife which products ha makes.
• Minnesota, Miss Nunn has given German Foreign Ministry.
displaywas recently exhib204 comprising veteran em- The
demonstrations ot faring for- a They are exited to produce ployes and their fives;*'If what ited at the National Hardnew puppy, grooming, obedience an interim report on how many we offer these young people is ware Show'in TNew York^
'¦
and first aid for dogs.
just another j«b, then the PRESENT at the dinner were
VVOOi*!M <3AH W JOCK O^SHEWIN'®M "Certainly not with a $7.95 book, msdaml No grcwlrtg
twops
are
American
and
British
a i
some
of
them
chances
are
7 child haa ever been corrupted by a
the firm's founders, three brothIW AMA/OUFFI* '
j - y : ^ ':J :X'
If you want to broil club needed'lh
:
WeBUrn, Europe and won't stay long,"
established
ers
who
Peerless
in
;
1^
steaks Successfully, you'll have how
;
tins foreign exchange costs Bambenek said his firm bad
1917, They aie Joseph B. Bam¦
to have the meat cut st least 1- of these troooa fcan best be met. been
APARTIAENt W
. - 7- 7 7.77 .7 .77 •
able to build a work force
By J^ Kotxky
incfa thick. Club steaks that era The reportii due before the with a sizable percentage of benek, chairman of the hoard;
A.
J.
Bambenek,
president,
""
about %-inch thick may be sue- NATO
J
foreign ministers' meet- veteran employes for these rea- and D. C, Batnbenek, retired
cessftilly pan-broiled.: ¦
ing in Paris htf mid-December. sons: Attractive wages and vice president
and general
¦
1
'
..
.'
company-paid luswance and manager.
. .'I' ,,* . ¦' . '.'1 7 ' . ' . ¦I . I . ' . _ , \ ... l .l!l ..HU I I I ' . .. :
.7
pennons and profit- sharing Toastmastcr was Stephen S,
plans; emphasis oa the individ- Sadowskf, plant superintendent
uality of each worker, and Grace was said by the Rev.
steady year-round employment, Phil Williams, pastor, Church
a name and a clock number. of the Nazarene.
"At Peerless ycei're not just
You're a human being, created
by God in HIS image,' and
you're endowed with certain
skills ahd interests
that can he
¦ ^^^^^^^^^^
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tie company. At
a big help to
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
Peerless we have security. (AP)
— Cambodiadenied today
We've- been in business nearly a South
Vietnamese charge that
hall a centuryand with this din- its forces had attacked a settlener we're ushering in our: goldment 500 yards inside the South ¦
" ' ¦
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' ' ' " ' " "
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¦
en jubilee year,"
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Vietnamese frontier.
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: ^_^_^_^_ ^_ ^_ ^_^_^_______________________ ^_________
GOLD Wristsstches for 23 A spokesman in Saigon had
years' service were awarded to charged that 50 Cambodian sol'a'BaleleleleleleleVIHIi^inSVK^III'asBBlelelelelefl
| 21 employes and ruby lapel but- diers attacked the Tanh Tri ag.
¦eleleleleleU
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tons for 20 years' service were ricultural development center
'*A '^. W B»iV?BBV'^
y Mma
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awarded to 43 employes*Seven- on tfie nighvof Nov. 18 and took
teen received both watches and a civilian and 14 water buffalo
- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ M^N vPljI'VflH
buttons because they qualified back to Cambodia.
. a .
for both award) since the company's last Service awards, din- LAKE CITY CHAMBER
ner six years igo.
LAKE CITY, Minn, (Special)
A watch was presented post- — Merle Narveson, new adhumously to the widow of a un- ministrator of the Lake City
^resident. She is Mrs. Phyl- marina improvement project,
. m ^m ^^^^^^k ^^^^^^^Lmj &^^
. jion
^^^^^m
lis
Khklinskl
, 577 E. Howard St., will be guest, speaker at a
whose husband, John M, Ku- Chamber nt Commerce dinner
klinakl, had been president of meeting at the Terrace SupLodge 1030, International As- per Club tonight at 7. He will
- • ¦ ' " ¦ '• - • ¦ '' . . / . ' . ,
sociation of Machinistsand Aer- outline developments t» date.
By Ernie Bushmlllsr
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Cambodia Denies
Viet Nam Charge
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A not-so-funny thing htpjpehed
M the w«y to Chrut'¦
'¦ r " '
¦
mas last year.,
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v
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We tanout of Accutron.
So ihe customew wh« came in »t, the ja|t minute had
to settle for a conventional WatclL
Some didn't. And we showwhy.
AU oonventkniJwawhea-wh)d,^wind snd el6ctrlo
-keeptime by the gyrations of a balance wheel. It splits
a second into 5 parts. . . . '., .
But Accutron is not a' watch. It's » precise timepiece
that keeps time through the vibrationsof a tiny tuning
fork. The tuning fork splits each second into 360 equal
¦¦
, parts.
'7"
And keeps time so accurate, we guarajaie*.monthly acou to
curacy within $0 seconda^wfycb ayemtfiji t about
¦ '¦ : ¦ ¦
2 seconds a day. - '^, 7.7 : !;7'V '^77;'': ;£¦ ¦ '?• "V " ' '. '
. Every second countsidurtog De^b^'days/fceceuso
what happenedlast, year could h»pp^again,
¦ ' "
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LUND TYPEWRITER Ca
invites you to come inind see
how quIcUy and easily you can Improve
your wrltliiKafflclencywitha
Smith-Corona Powerlhe portable!
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This la lhs Iwalo Smith-Coronaportable. Ik has the same
all ataol wraparoundframe asthedeluxeBmHtvCorooas.
The tarn full 89oharaotareffiee^lsekeyboard.The,
same iopt»latioaieddesignand precisionenglneerina
Inside sjd out! Designed aMpricedfor personal uat-j
at horns, lm school or on the rca*Youoat a lot of typewriter for/our money In a Soporaterllnoi1M.Try It todayI
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L-Shape House Fits Most Lots

By ANTY LANG
Bore's snU another version
ef as teariy American Colonial
home.In line with the trendof
recent years, it answersthe demand ef the* prospectiveheme
owner for a house that invokes
tbe charm and warmth of the
past while still functioning to
aervethe contemporaryrequirements of a growing, active
family.
Architect Samuel Paul haa
COLONIAL CHARM . . . The pleasing
created this l%*tory dwelling
attributes
of Early American homes have
ia an Interesting L-ehape that
been
retained
here, with one portion of tbe
not only is pleasingto the eye,
having a second story which
design
but permha placement on a site ErBhaped
hi eitherof too ways. It can be
setso that the short or long dimensionof the house faces the

permhathe additionof two bedroomsand
a bath to the Jhree.bedroomsand two baths
on ihe lower floor. •
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Remodding
For Ballroom
Authorized
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Ciimtoj ttBuilt

:rS^;3S;tt£ GEO. KARSTEN
PRU WTWAATM

Two bonding permits went
isaoedat the dty engtoeer
'a of.
fieeJasEweek— a abort week
with tbe Thanksghring
hdWay J
and
custoraarfly
the
hagfimtiig
the living space. There are
of a seasonalslowdownfat snw
two sstios, eae at tie rear
v
bodUmg
acUvify.
and eae at the sUe,pbu a
One
of
the nesmits' was for
two-Cat*garage.
remodeling
at d E. 4th St,,for
Overall almeastoasv taits use as a ballroom.Theperejaamg the garage, are 71 mit wss Issued:to WMC, Jfae..
feet « laches by 48 feet * owner of the baHUhg. ana
Charles Lane, 4S8 E. Santa
St, i« the contractor.
The area involvedia the tats*
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IKS DollarVtthuno $ie,l»JS4
Commercial ....... 1,246,783
Residential,....... 72S.457
Public (noo- 7
taxable .......... 1,163,174
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DESIGN tJ44 is espeeialry
suited to a young family which
. may someday wish to add two
bedroomson the second floor
New Bouses >.......
sa
to the three bedroomson the
Votame same
The
architect'
s
plans
first
Boor
.
77:
elate 1S6S .....;...$ 7.*»,SW
show how the upperstory can
' ' '
W < - - ' - —tr
be vtilked — two bedrooms,
TA^
^^^A^A^A^A^A^A^A^
A^
^A——^
l A^AA\S—^¥^^^^^rior remodettDH Job is a portion
,W
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t *W '
>aBf*
V
^
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K
closets, a amah reading nook
.^^^^^^^^^Va< !\___/^_ W_mm_ WLma, _r
of what was formerly the ArlingtonClub building. The front
sear the staircase and s fun
pwtioo, facing 4th Street, previhath that economically lines up
ously had been remodeled for
with the bathrooms on the first
8 Patterns in Stock!
office purposes. Cost of the job
floor.
was listed at $1,200.
The functional handling of
THE OTHEB permitwest to
apace bj Immediately apparent
MissRuth Thode, 408 E. Broadr%9'
DT
per tile
en moving past the front door.
way, for enclosure of a front
A gradoosentrance foyer, with
.porch. Work is estimated to
two cJosststo one side, pro*
cost $350 and the contractor ia
sides easy accessto all rooms
Tlougah Rusco.
I
K-LUX ROOMA DIVIDERS
of the boose.
The total valution of permits
Tha kitchen, abounding in
HOW IN STOCK
issuedin the city this yeas now
modemsppiianceasod cabinet
Is7
si0,
18»^64.
Om
T~V
•
• Pravflnlsbad
ho matter which room
space, nap cnougn mom ior e
n
^^
Adlwstable
Raady te BBsemUe
this
time
a
year
ago
the
At
•
•
tabletor Monnal family meals
ma^lent tniflc plaa ^ this hcuse^ s^ :,y^
dollar
volume
,039,627.
was
17
AMartad
Color.
•
andis convenientfrom thefront
'^7
7 at the foyer and take a* imagh^
There,have fceen32 new house
an^
foyer, tear patio and garage. 7 7:- ';
^ y -7 7
-downstairs,
room
urpstab*
permitswritten, six mora than
7 y: 7 to my sin*^
y THAT'STHB Und of amageat the Sams date a year ago.
Evgry Boy Wants One . . . a
mentthe housewife appreciates
Property
high
ceilTransfers
ever
t
ft
The
same
when she returns laden with
WHEN PAINTS WERE BOLD
BASKETBALL BACKBOARD
grocerypackages.The location ing ia in the adjacent living
In Winona County Red oxide of iron was one of
if the kachen makes it also room, which Is 20 feet long,
I
the flrrt materials used to add
9 They're all cut,.* . ready te hana.
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Order tat- Hearing a* Patltia* .lee^Pre- Valley Wholeaalers. Inc., Supt. lijo
15.30
bate S'win, UmlHito TliSeyiV Wa . qu^c* winone, Exp.
.." 40.00
Claims and for Heartnt Ttftrton.
City 1 of Wlporw.. V*f»wn», Un- .
.filed
a
Bill* . M. Heriherfl .havlnoj
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petition for the 'prbbare of the" Will of City of Winona,
Ambulance4»fv.
sakt oMcedent and for tha appointment
,
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Winona aa-Admlnlitrator with Will an-, H*lmer
wtlMnann,
Extra
Owry ' 21.25
newd, which Will, l» on file in this West Publishing Company, Supa,
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Court and open<to' WWectloni
Western Coal A Supply Co.,
IT It ORDERED, That the hearing ..Eu»|: ,,..'.;,i...
71
1^*4
at,
thereof be'had on December 7, 1»M,
Western Unloei, Clock Service...
s.*40
11:00 o'clotk A.M., beforf this Cowrf Frtti • VVUsoo; Birtr*
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.
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17.30
In the probate court room '" the court Wlnon*"cieem Yowel
Servlc*.
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Ingj that the time wlthln.
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i SHIDOB FUND
Oraar for H*arl»a aa Ptaal Acteual .
, < Altura.Nerrfwtara/fupaf .7y
atMt Peftflenhr Orsfribetleii.
4JS
Th* r*prestmt»tlv* of the above.j >»m*dAuto eta** mt+wi ei., tup*. 104.W
e4tat» having', filed his flhai T»tcoimt B a. K AUK J&ply Company,
•nd petition tor. eeMMheenfiand altowanca
thereof and for dUtrteutlort to-, the p*iS
sons hereunto enlllWi ,. ., ' . ¦ ,,.
' ' t Bwt Bleefrfr tooittMny;..Uma. *M
IT 13 ORDBREPi Thet tha '•'hearing Burraugtu'4GOnoratJon,.lups< . .. . 2.40
l«u
, C a \ H < m kt if'- >
ivami .,...' ,.. ».00
thereof b* had oh -December ,tk
at.U o'clock A.M., |xrfor* thls. Ooirt Dakota UirriW CO.. Inc., Supa, 11^*
In tha Probata court, room In the court' Doerer's Oejnvtfia .Parti, Supa.. .'i«M«
house> m Winona, MlittiMdta; add ttial Dover Reaoly Mtx ConcreteCo., 7
notlca hereof be olven by publlcatlorl Sups. .V.'...'.^> M.. r.'..,..-,i,.i.. 1U.M
of thli order in th* WinonaD*|iy N«w« Th* OoW '.Ctiamieal, Company,
»up»7 ,.',. rTT/.
.",* 3,S5S:i1
and ty mailed notlc* ar ' provided by
'.;. ...'
Elk River;,^Concrete Products.
Sups, .,.< , . , '. . . . . ..

..
*n.u

«.*34
f. OrClBapiA, " ¦ ; Gordon, M. f*y, Exp. , , . . . ,
Probata Judgt: • Felten ' imptement Company, ,
(Probata Coqrt.leal)
,
4,»49.2J
Sups
,.. ,.,,
1
-'
' *N
,
9.07
i Ooltt Pharmacy, Sups.
Mull arm Hull,- •
Attorney* for p*tftl«nj«r<- ..
WM
A. Orami a tons, tup*.
..
Wlnoeia, Minnesota.
Hall Equipment, Inc., Supi. ,... 12S.07

proving County S1»t«-AW Highways In
Winona County, and.
WHEREAS, Juran ft Moody, Inc., ha*
presented the proposal for Issuing said
Mcurltlea, and
WHEREAS; th* legal opinion of racog.
nked. bond approving attorneys will be
neee*nor tor' Hj»,
|*»u*nc« of., slid *».
' ¦¦¦ . . . ¦ '.-* :¦' ' '
curltlei,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ' RESOLVED by the Board of county Carrv
mlsslcneri of. Winona County, AWnrjScta,
;- ;-.- '- "; .-';.•>¦.;¦
a»; fcllovw:

Vflnona, County of- Winone, and state
of Minnesota, within twenty (JO) ilay*
after fh* service of this tummons-vpon
you, *xcluslv* of the day of tervicei
and If you fall to to answer **ld <omVlatnt of fh* pialnffff*, th* plaintiff*
¦will apply to the Court for th* nilef
tlemandta therein; '.;¦-•- :
Dated at . Winona, DMAjrititoia,' V
;¦ thl* 31st day of October, ' \9tttGOLDBERG *¦• TORCBftSOM
'- , '" ,By: ^«iTy';L^Jl<Saihitr>,f V : ,^ .-

; 7

,

Attom*^for-XWffft,' .'

.

Ii .Tliat "1ha7Ch»Jrm*ii of Hi* Bwlrd
J7 East Fourth Street. . .
¦ ¦ . Winona,
of County Commissionecs.and,fh*county
Mlnheiofa. ¦
r
Auditor be and hereby are authorized
of LIs7Pendens ; ;
Notlc*
tb-eBftr (nt* •« agreement -wtlft 'J«r*n:
,
(Same parties,
In -Summon* Ihwneft Moody, lnc,,. a* Bead cwwuttant*M 'dlately precedingas
thl* notice.)
tha, **ta7of. said .aecwJtJaiy' amtf- .y
Notice
is
hereby
that an action
fltven
2. 'tfi*f ! D^y/ :vot*efc7 Marqu*rt, h*s been,corr*ritw«dand Is now1 pending
Windhorst -4, West, Mlnneapolh, -Minn*. lis tald Court by tfi* above-namedHalosota, b*r' and hereby tr* ; designated as tiffs againstfh* ab«v*>ri*m«ddefendants*
.i^':W^lna..attorn*y».,' - '7 .;¦ - > .:? ;¦ and that oblecfTof uld BdlOii ii to
determine the , adverse claims .of the
On motion, the ;following; rwokitlen
¦ ¦'. ' :¦ defendantsto the real estate hereinafter
Is adopted:' • V - . . .
ana In the complaint d**erjbed/ tsid¦ te
RESOLUTION
hav* It adjudged and decreedby said
Court'that : the plaintiffs, Richard E.
Authorising and Directing the Public
Pettlf and Mary' E. PefWft v«r» th*
Sal* <H 4740^48 - Stste-AM Hffbway
owners of, the her*lnafter > described
. lead* at 1944. - . _ , . ¦ . . .:¦
premise*, and that th* defendant*, and
BE IT RESOLVED by the Board Of. aach of them, hav**. npi right, title, estate,
County Commissioner* of Vflnon* County, lntare*t, or lien In, to, or Won said
Minnesota, as follows;
real estate, and. fo have the flfle to
1. It Is hereby found, determined and said real estate quieted¦ In 1h*>¦ plain.
¦' ¦'. ' ' ¦
.. " ' . . ,:
declared .that It Is necessary and expe- Iff*.
The parcel of reel estate attested by
dient tnit Winona County Issue Its negotiable coupon, general obligation bonds •aid action Is situated in the County
in the amount of 5750,000 to provide of Winona and State of:Minnesota, and
funds to pay Ihe costs' of Improving, I* described as fellows:
Lot Seven (7), Block One (n, ¦
constructing and reconstructing, estabPlat of Otis Addition to the City of
lishing, locating and . relocating *tat*-*M
Winona, being located upon and
highways In th* county.
forming
a part of' lh* Southeast
2. This Board hereby authorize* th*
Quarter of lr»e . Northeast Quarter
public s»l* ef 4750,000 StatfeAld High(SEW
of
NEW) of Section Tvrenty
way Bonds of 1944, In accordanc* with
(20), Townihlp One Hundred Sevthe previsions of Minnesota Statutes,
en (107), Range Seven (7).
Section 162.181,
further notice la given mat no per3. Ttils Board shejl rh**t at th* tint* sonal- claim Is made against .the defenand plac* specifltd In the form of nolle* dants, or any 6* them, by the plaininclttiad In Paragraph 4 haraot tor ttta tiff*. ... ¦' ¦ ,• ¦- ¦purpose of opening end considering
Dated *t Winona, Minnejot*, thl* 1st
sealed bids for and awarding th* Ml* day of Novembers ws.
of 1750,000 State-AW Highway
Bonds
GOLDBERG & TORGERSON
¦
of 1944.
.. _
.
By: Jerry U Kellum,
4. Th* county Auditor l* h«r*by tuJarty L Kell«mt>
thorlKet and directed to cause not (ess
51 East Fourth Street,
than 10 day* notice of th* time, plac*
Wlrwna, Minnesota,
•KLporpos* of said meeting to be pub•llahea In fhe official newspaper and In
AttoriMyt for Plalnlltfj,
'
N ^,
" ' ' "¦;, ,'
Commercial W**t In lh* snanner provided ;
—by law/, which notice ahell be In eub(Plrtt Pub. AAanday, Nov. 11, i»4«)
alantlatlr fh* following form;
Stat* of Minnesota ) ss.
HOTICB OP IOND MLB
County of Wlnon* ) In Probata Court
ttMMa STAT* AID HIOHWAY BONDS
MS., 1fc40»
OP 1944
In ft* Bttat* ef
.
¦dWh M. cat*. Decedent.
CPUMTY OP WINONA, MINNESOTA
Order
far
Hearlag
en
Petition
far
WraNotice I* hereby given that these
Bate ef Will, Limiting Time to Fll*
bonds will be offered for sal* according
«¦
•»•
and
for
Hurlng
Thereon
to the following termst
,
Haiti Ohland having filed a
TIME AMD PLACE: Tuesday, Decem- for th* probale of the Will of petition
ber 4, 1944, at JUtO fiflock P.M. at cadent and for "the appointment said deof Tho
.
th* County Commissioner* Chamber* In First Nation*! Bank of Winona
a* Exth* winona county courthouse in tho ecutor, which will Is on file la
thi*
City of Winona, Minn*aot*.
Court end open to Inspection;
TYPE OP BOND: Negotiable coupon,
IT IS OROHRISD, Ttwf th* hearing
general obligationand lo addition secured thereof be had en December K mi.
by an Irrevocable pledge of fund* avail- at 11:13 o'clock A.M., before this Court
able to fh* County from th* County In th* probale court room In trie court
State-Aid Highway fund. Bond* te be in house tn Wlnon*, Minnesota,' and thai
denomination of SS00O each or HMO ob|*ctlon* to tha »llow»nc* of ield Will,
«*ch If d*ilflnat*d by tha successful If *ny, be tiled baton ukl time of
hearing) that the ' tlrn* wtltilr. which
bidder within 48 hour* ef award.
PURPOSE op ISJUBt Establishing, credttor* of tald decedent may III*
ffwlr
claim* be limited to four monlh*
locating, relocating, cpmtrvctlng, rewosfn/ctlnO«nd Improving County St*t*-AW from th* d«t* b*r*of, -and ; tfiat tha
d*lm» so . filed b* heard on March J4,
Hlghwiya within .Wlnon* county.
It*), at 10:JQ o'clock A.M., before
DATE OP BONOSl Oacetnbtr MM, Court m tfi* probate court room In thl*
th*
INTERHST. PAYMENTS) Septembe* court hous* In Winona, Minnesota, and
1, 19*7, end March I and September 1 that notice heraoi b* gtvtn by publtc*1
thereafter.
t?" * *«•« w ***' fn;*• Wlnoms Dally
J**wt. and by mailed notice ** provided
,MATURITHSi , Match 1 In **ch of oy
f*w.
lh* foilowliajf , year* tnd •mounts;
Dated NavemBer 1* JN*.
7 l*W... 153,000
1*73....475^00
a. 6. LIBERA,
M IP<9....14*000
1974.' .,.4804N
W»....t7tW»0
1975....|S5M»
JProb. 1. Court tastF * ***- . ' 1WU... $70,000
1974.,..tSSMSt
H*rNd J, liber*,
Attonwy. tot R«tlHon*r.
i
. RBBEMPTION: Nonsallabl*.
¦
<Plr*l 1Mb. MeM«y, J4oy,,»i . it«)
PA\lNO AOENTI Suitable b*nk to
b* detlon*t*d by purchaser. County will S1*t* et Mlmetol* ) a*. "
pay cvsfomanr **rvK* charges.
Ownly cf Wf^n*) v in *>rob«te Court
DEIIVBRY: Delivery wiU b* *ny, NO. 1*410
wtwra without cost fo . purchaser wltnla a* "«Jw*f#t»*stilp
*f
In foely day* attar award subject to,*i>- ¦ ¦ J!_
t **__H--W'**••* '
provWg leg*),opinion of M**ar*> Oori*V/
,n a*H •*!*)*.
Owen, Marquart, Wtadhomt a Weal,
t* Saa
MlnnetpolU,Mlnnnole. .Th* l*g»| optn- «JS*^W!?
*__*** ••»•»** h*v|ng
loA will b* printed on th» ravers* side
M tt»» bonds.
' TYI*B* OP BID) S**l*d bid* only
and lor not less thtn per must b* received . by th* County Auditor prior to
the ajni* of tale, ins mutt be unconr*_m ^ Wlnaru. MMMeote, end <tt*t
dltloiMt (atcapt ** t* legsllty.
n*»lc* hereof be given by tMjWkatlM
' OOOD FAITNi Certified er CaaMert
chacti Ptywl* to the order of Rte Ceuniy *M by mtlltel nolle*
by '
a* provided
Tr*Mur«r In th* wnount of 81MM meat
• ' . i ' '. .
<
accompany bM to be ferf*tt*dat llqst*- . Data* NeveanUr II. Wt v, :. . ¦¦ ¦ ,.','
daiad damage* If bidder falls I* com¦
ply wtth KWM bW ,
. . ¦ ¦• . •' ¦ ¦* , .' ¦
'
Pr«b*la judg*J
(Probata
RATES: Determined by WonatffOI
Court
Seal)
- '
at
bid. All rates and ^omblnaflcn rate* C St*nl*y McMahon,
_ ,; r -, ,
^1. ' ¦ ' . ' ' '
must be In Inledrei mUHIPIH of U tr An0ftl*y Ttf Vinllonai

, im...vsm

) rn...Mtono
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Details on
Yule Trace
Not Finished

Temperatures Below
Freezing in Italy

Corruption
Issue for
Japanese

Closer Wafqh
BEMIDJP, Minn. (AP) - Proceedings (f rerp expected to be Planned on Aid
held toittT ta ' extradite a 14*
year-old Indian girl, held in a
stabbing case, from federal To Viet Nam
jurisdiction of the Red Lake InIndian Girl Held
In Stabibing Case

]

ROME (A?) -Temperatures
dropped below freezingtoday>
i
moat of Italy. Tbeto were tew
complaints, however.'It was the
Winona Deaths
Two-State Deaths
At Community
first f a y this month, that floodViet Nam
Lillian Pahlar
dian Reservation to Beltrami SAIGON, South
Anton Walakl
plagued Italy has had no rain.
; Memorial Hospital
a
U.S. govEl
Serehead
of
Pehler
(AP)—The
Miss
Lillian
,
'
juvenile
court.
(Special)
County
Vis.
GALESVILLE,
t Vlsttlng tiburs: Medical and p mirgleal
former resident AUSTEN, Tex. (AP) <— The In devastated Florence,, high TOKYO (AP) - "Kurdi kiri" The girl was taken Into cus- ernment watchdog team said
*batl*M*: 1 t* 4 and 7 to 1:30 m. (No — Anton Walslri, 98, Galesville, no, Calif., 89,
schools reopened for the first
dinar* undtr ia.)
. _ died today at 8: IS a.m. at St. here and in Minneapolis, died Texas White House said today
tody on tike reservation after
W*f*mify paHenU: !m.3l W i K
the Nev. 4 floods, — the "black mist" of political Mrs. ElaineJourdaio 22, of Red today his group soon will broad21
when
she
was
Nov.
s Hospital, A r c a d i a , instantly
that consultations with the gov- time since
,
Joseph'
t» P.m- (Adults only )
corruption
—
hangs
heavy
over
en its surveillance of the way
filementary schools wiU Reopen
Lake, was stabbed in tbe abwhere he was a patient one struck by a car.
ernment of South Viet Nam on a
menaces
Prime
MinisJapan.
It
Stock
ExFlorence
SATURDAY
Dec.
5.
The
American agencies handle a
R.
for
the
J.
folder
She
was
a
stabdomen Saturday night, The
Christmas and New Year's
week.
today
for
opened
ADMISSIONS
change
also
ter
Eisaku
Sato;
stirs
hopes
in
,'
bing took place in a tavern $25-billion effort in Viet Nam.
He was born June 1, 1868, Watkins Medical Co., 87« E. truce have not been completed.
Theodore Ukkestad, Rush- at Dodge to John and Emma 2nd St., in 1908 and a fore- George Christian, a presiden- the first time since the floods.
his opponents, inside and out- pairing lot outside the reserva- "We're going to look into anyford, Minn.
Walski. He married Mary Los- woman at Peerless Chain Co. tial assistant , made >Qte- state*
side the ruling Liberal Demo- tion.
thing and everything here,'*
Miss Marsha Morken, Rush- inski Jan. 17, 1898, and the in 1921.
Mrs. Jourflain was reported in
asked about reports
ment
whan
cratic
party.
said Homer Anderson, manager
ford, Minn.
couple fanned for many years Survivors are: One brother, that a truce agreement bad
fair condition today in a Beraidr
Sato's
day
of
reckoning
with
•;. ..
,
DISCHARGE
two-month-old Saigon ofji hospital.
'; l\|r». Helen Krahti, 667 W. 3rd in the Tamarack area. He Anthony Szudera, Grand Rap- been reached.
, of the
corruption
and
maladministra¦
¦
¦
Sisva.
fice of the General Accounting
had served several terms ar ids, Mich. , and two sisters,
Government officials said the
¦¦
' ¦ ,' - ¦.
tion in his party, and in his twojSt« :¦ '
Trempealeau super- ter M. Regina, Stevens Point; principal leaders of tbe Saigon
a
Tom
of
Office.
BIRTHS ;.. . - '
visor and as treasurer of the Wis., and, Mrs. Henry \\c\i, Los government have been in .the
year-old , government, comes
? Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Marou- White School board. His wife Angeles, Calif.
The GAO has 12 staff Invesfield visiting their troops and
Thursday when the Liberal
,*hek, 66i W. 4th St., a sun.
Funeral services were held have just returned to the capiand
be
bad
lived
tigators
in Saigon. Seven have
1951
died
in
party
holds
its
Democratic
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day at 7:50 p.m. at Gilmore Ave- the country," said Janes. "I've gun and the potential danger asinine" to seek a new market when there was a fluctuation in WMMMW '**^r
jl '
______________________________________ nue and Vila Street
production.
with Communist countries.
and just sit down."
heard of it out East.''
NOVEMBER 21, 1966

Communists
In Iran
In a Jam

--

Kidney Disease
Strikes Three
Balkan Nations

..
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High Prices
May Draw More
Meat Imports

Electric Shocks
Help Heart
Attack Victim

Students to Get
'Snack Break'

Bri tish Police
To Stop Using
Dobermans .
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So everybody gave a half bushel of corn,
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A PRETTY GIRL UP IN THE AIR ...Karen Jo Jones, 23-year-old
former child tumbling performer, waves from atop a flag pole at
Lafayette College at Easton, Pa., where she is engaged in painting
operation. Karen has turned commercial steeplejack and thi nks nothing of the heights involved in her work. (AP Photofax )
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Fun—Food—Cocktail*
Imported German B«or on Tap
DANCE EVERY SAT, NIGHT
lato Shacks Always
Carl Oadtnfurtfier

_ PASSBOOK
.AMVM SAVINGS
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THE YWNG AND T^
7 who claims to be 11& takes hW daily' ra^
3;Brier returned to enjoy a piece of birthday cake and a cup of coffee.
Brier, who has Thever married, lives with . Seth's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William S. Fenton. (AP Photofax)
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READY FOR, THE KILL? . . . Death appears imminent for Roy
Whaley as he lies under the poised sword of King Arthur. Actually,
Whaley simply was adjusting the sword of the King, one ot 40 huge
balloons that featured Thalhimers' 21, annual parade Tuesday night
,
in Richmond, Va. (AP Photofax)

-

SHIPPING MAGNATE TAKES BRIDE, 17, . . . Georges Livanos,
31, Greek ship owner, leaves Neuilly-sur-Seine townhall, outside Paris,
with his 17-year-old 'bride, the former Llta Vovoida, daughter of a
Greek tobacco magnate, after their civil wedding. (AP Photofax bycable from Paris)
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Whacky Sunday
Afternoon in
NFL Games

Pack Conquers Vikings, 28-16

MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL urn Angeles Dec. 18 to avoid a Minnesota's only touchdown through the fourth quarter to Preston Clarpenter oh the right With halfback Tommy Mason,
strike in the fourth quarter.
(AP) — The GreenBay packers possibletie withBaltiniore.
trim the Packer margin to only sideline, byut Adderley swept in linebacker John Kirby and end
may be within a skip and o lombardimadeltobonesSunfront of Ci irpenter, picked it off Hal Bedsole already out, Coach
tiree* Bay caught Tarkenton
jump of their fifth National day about his relief that the trying
to pass four times for 35 That set the stage 'for Adder- and ran die ball to the Minne- Norm Van Brocklin admitted:
Football League Western Divi- Packershad seen the last of the y a w sin losses.
"We're getting awfully thin."
¦' '
ley's game-winninginterception. ¦ sota' 45. J ' ,. ,
. y 7,. '
sion championship to the past Vikingsfor this season. MinneVan Brocklin also saild tho
NitschkeThe Papers got close enough
seven years, but they're not sota upsetGreen Bay 20-17 three iAddertey7 and Raykey
A coupli*; of plays later, Rookie Viking defense "played better
three
defencame
up
with
for
Don
Chandler
to
try
a
37talking about it until all the fed. weeks ago at Green Bay, and
for in this one than we did in our
sive plays between them that yard field goal, but it sailed Jim Grabowski circled end
der is in the silo.
yards and Green Bay's victory at Green Bay* We just
36
had another shot at an upset won for the Packers.
wide of the goalposts going into clinching touchdown.
"We've still got three games Sundaybefore Herb Adderleyingot off to such a slow start on
By TOE ASSOCIATEDPRESS three IDs and ran for a fourth. to play," Coach Vince Lombards tercepteda FranTarkenton pass Nitschke recovered a fumble a brisk wind andMinnesota had
feat, which left the offense. Even atthat, we nearly
de
7
the
Tarkenton
by
on
a
scramble
to
goals
Jim
Bakken
kicked
field
a
final
chance.
National
FoTtthe
This was
Sunday after the Packers with two minutes left.
set up Green Bay's second The ViMngs got the ball with Vikings w ith a S-7-1record, was pulled it out."
ball League on a -whacky Sun- from 26 and 15 yards out for the said conquered ; the Minnesota
Cardinals, who have won three had
' "They're always tough for as, touchdown at the Minnesota 37- 3% minutes to go, and moved costly for Minnesota. Defensive Tarkenton pinpointed two of
day mttPt-OMlback Ed Sharockman has torn his mistakes* which he said
The WashingtonRedskins wal- of their last four games by a Vikings28-16 for a 9-2 NFL rec- ahd this game was no differ- yard line late in the first quar- 28 yards to their own 48.
;
in his rib cage and wee the difference.
loped Ihe New York <Jiants, 72. total of 13 points. Mike Clark ord and a two-game lead over ent," Lombardisaid. "It's just ter. Stair passed 14 'yards to Tarkenton called a play on cartilage
rookies
Dun
Hansen, a linebackthe
West.
in
Baltimore
booted
one
from
47
yards
for
the
Taylor
for
the
score.
Jim
4Vto * reco^^
the breaks that Minnesota is not
which he pitched out to Phil er. Chuck Arrobio, reserve tack- "My foinble to Nitschke In tha
¦
'"
'
Sfeefers.
Adderley streaked in to parti. .
7
Then there was St Louis' &-3 Defensive back Herb Adder- Lombard!would say no more. up there with ns. They've got a ally block a punt by the Vik- King who faked a pass, then le, lamed knees. All three may first half, antf that interception
fine
football
team.
But
bis
jovial
dressing
room
"
lateraled the ball back to Tar- be lost far the final three games were the difference," he said,
field goal victory oyer Pitts- ley ^as the hero for the Packmood indicated he has little The Packers turned the tables ings'Bobby Walden two minutes kentoa Francis tried to find of the seaisbn.
"It was pretty even otherwise.**
"
burgh—a finesse victory.
ers,7 partially blocking a punt to doubt the Packers are on their
belorehallthne.The ball booked
reon
the
Vikings
in
Sunday'
s
Coach
Otto
GraWashington
¦
set up one touchdown and then
'
.
7. y. ' '
match because they contained out'of bounds on the Viking il.
ham pushed his Redskinsinto intercepting a Fran Tarkenton way. ;
yard line, and the Packers
the NFL record book with three pass to choke off a late Min- Quarterback Bart Starr shared Tarkenton so much better than scored in two plays. Starr
M/
Sfte^
restraint.
?'Tb
in
the
first
meeting,
Lombardi
wT\ YourfonenlTin
be
LMnbardi's
seconds left when he sent in nesota comeback.
^
^
^ S^
^
^ S^
passed
10
yards
to
Marv
Flem'
.
Starr
said, saidA. ;7' .
very truthful^'7
Charlie Gogolak f o r a 29=yftrd
ing this tune, giving
field goal that erased Los An- Green Bay was protecting a "we're not thinking we've got it "We did a much better job on a 21-3 halftime lead. Green Bay
LOWBST PRICES,
geles' lfryear record of 70 21-16 lead with two minutes left won; It's just foolish to think him this time," Lombardi said. Minnesota
^TO^^y-YEAR'S
i
took
the
initiative
7
Wz&vfs* ^^^^W^^mM
when Adderley picked off Tar- that way. We know a lot of "L think we were a little too
points in a single game.
away from Green Bay in the
"Ia aTcraiy game like this," kenton's pass after the Vikings things can happen."
conservative in rushing Tarken- third quarter and trimmed the1
AND MON^ri'' J^^ ,^
^^J
shrugged Graham, "what's an- had moved to midfield. Mo- The facts show, however, that on the last time. You've got to
\jS^l^k,&TROUBLE
^/
Itf
'
ments later, rookie Jim Grar the defending NFL champion contain him or he'll bill you." Packer lead to 21-9 on Fred Cox'
other three points?"
For tbe Cardinals, three more bowski raced 36 yards with the Packers need only to defeat the Tarkenton completed 15 of 27 second and third field goals. 7
points can mean the difference wrapup touchdown.
Colts at Baltimore Dec. 10 to passes for 229 yards and one Tarkenton threw a 61-yard
between a victory and a defeat Los Angeles gave tbe Packers win the Western title. If the touchdown, and scrambled six pass to Jim Phillips and nit
St Louis moved into a tie for a boost by knocking off Balti- Packers lose to the Colts, tbey times for 718 yards. But the Dave Osborn on a 38-yard touchfirst place in the Eastern Com- more — the Colts' second loss in most:defeat San Francisco next Packer defense kept him from down toss in swiftly moving the
ference despite the fact that as many weeks. The Rams lim- Sunday at Milwaukeeand win at springing any big plays until Vikings 96 yards midway
they went without a touchdown ited Gary Cuozxo and a sub-par
Johnny Unitasto only nine comfor thesecond straight week.
pleted passes. Unitas, who inta other games Sunday, Green jured his tight shoulder two
Bay opened a two-game lead in weeks ago and suffered five inthe Weston Conference with terceptions last Sunday, played
only three games to play by only briefly in the second half
beating Minnesota 28-16 while and lost 20 yards passing.
Los Angeleswas stunning Balti- Dick Bass jolted the Colts for
more 23-7. Chicago defeated 126 yards in 30 carries while
Atlanta 23-6.
Baltimore's running game manDefensive bade Brig Owens aged only 33 yards in 18 at^
^ i
t
'¦
FORD, PLYMOUTH^ BUICK, OLDS, DODGE...;JL
7
e^
acored two touchdowns and set tempts against . Los Angeles'
MERCURT, CHRYSLER, yf^HB^^te^^^^ JBSj H R
CHEVY, RAMBLER
up two othersas tbe Redskinsfront wait
took the Giants apart Washington's A D . Whitfield scared Gale Sayen,- nmniag over a
three times and Charlie Taylor mild-soaked field, shredded
twice: as the two teams com- Atlanta defenses for 172 yards
(topping
bined, for a record-smashing16 in 19 carries as the Bears demWMMWlM _ __________
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O
m
m
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touchdowns and 118 points.Hew feated the Falcons. Sayers also
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UCLAPicked
In Cage Poll

fSTATXANDLQt 'AL
SLIGHTLY HIGHER)
TAXES EXTRAl

Self-Cleaning Cleats bite dleep
*
>
#¦
Full 4-ply Nylon Cord
Construction

* Duragen Tread Rubber
for long mileage

NEW YORK CAP) - Wffl the star decided to enter the Los
UCLA Bruinsovercomethe Jim Angeles school, followers of the
of being selectedto win the na- Bruins have predicted a new
tional collegiate basketball era of success for Coach Johnny
FAR ENOUGH . . . MinnesotaVikings Other Packeft chasing Bentzel are Jim
championshipin tbe preseason Wooden's team. Alcindor and Lance Rentzel (19) is stopped by Green Bay Grabowski (33) and Jim Weatherwax (73).
Associated Press poll?
UCLA open the season Saturday Packers Mike Fitzgerald (87) as he ran Tne Packers downed the Vikings, 28rl6. (AP
¦
Not a singlepre-seasonchoice night against Southern Califorback opening kickoff during National Foot- Photofax)' ; ¦' '¦ " ' .
has made good to the six years nia.T-'v .7777
since the pro-season AP poll UCLA polled 12 first - place ball League game in Twin Cities Sunday.
votes to three fn* Texas Westwas started in 18*31. ,7" 7
ern and beat out the Miners
Now the Bndm are the choice from El Paso with an aggregate
to beat out Texas Western for 163 points to 143 in the poll anthe national crown in the 1967 nounced Sunday. Kentucky, the
season that opens Thursday.
only other team to receive more
The long-awaited varsity de- than. 100 points over-all on the
but of Lew Alcindor, fabulous 7- basis of 10 for first, nine- for secfoot-1 sophomore, swung the ond, etc. finished third with one
voting for UCLA in the AP pan- first place vote and a total of
el of sports writers. Ever since 120 points.
the New York City high school Rounding out the pre-season
Top Ten, in order, are Duke,
Louisville, New Mexico, Houston, Western Ketnucky, North
Carolina and Cincinnati, Boston
College, Kansas and Chicago
Loyola failed to make the Top
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS other people say," said Kansas while San Diego fell to 5-5-1.
Ten by only a few points.
The pre-season pou compares The Bell tolled, the Bull City Coach Hank Strain about Bramlett's charge catne with
as follows to the final Associat- charged, the Chiefs whooped it his new Chiefs. "We have had a 7:2« to play and Wendell Hayes
ed Press poll for the 1966 season up and San Diego sank in the fairly good football team for later broke for 56 yards and a
score
NCAA West
Stewartville came from be- before the championship
And that, football fans, is-how years but we needed important In the only other AFL game,
Duke,
Textourney:
Kentucky,
help.
Now we have it in fellows Boston kept pace with Buffalo in
hind three times Saturday night
Kansas City became the new
to finally clip- Spring Valley 72- as Western, Kansas, St. Jo- Chiefs of the Western Division like Otis Taylor and Mike Gar- the Eastern Division by holding
seph's, Pa., Chicago Loyola,
rett. These two plus a healthy off Miami 20-14 as Jim Nance
70 in double overtime.
of the American League.
Len Dawson, Chris Burford and broke the league rushing record
Bob Fisher brought the Stew- Cincinnati, Vanderbilt, MichiThe story began, Sunday when Gil Coan make the difference." for a season.
ies to within two points with gan and Western Kentucky.
just seconds left in regulation
Bobby Bell, Kansas City's pre- Dawson's passes to Taylor set Babe Parilli hit Art Graham
playing time, then stole the ball
mier linebacker, clanged into up two other Mercer field goals, on a 22-yard scoring pass and
and fired a shot that was in
the New York Jets' backfield in his tosses to Garrett and Taylor Gino Cappelletti kicked two
the air when the final gun
the second quarter and blocked led to a 19-yard scoring heave to field goals, but it was Nance's
sounded. The ball dropped in,
a field goal attempt from the 29 Burford and Garrett's running 27-yard TD run that provided
giving the home town boys a
yard line. Bell retrieved the ball and catching set up the former the differece. It gave the Pats a
$9-59 tie.
and raced to the New York 45. Heisman
Trophy
winner's 20-0 lead in the third period beIt was Fisher again in the
Mike Mercer then kicked a 47- plunge for a TD.
fore Dick Wood carried the Dolfirst overtime, dropping in a
yard field goal and Kansas City
phins back with two scoring
Pete
Beathard,
field goal when it really counttaking
over
had a 1S-10 lead, instead of a 13tosses.
ed, making the score 67-all at
13 tie, and the Chiefs went on to when Dawson ruptured a blood
the end of the first extra period.
vessel
in
his
left
hand,
directed
Nance gained 133 yards for
a 32-24 victory.
Malone put the Stewies ahead
Several chapters and time the Chiefs on long drives that the day, bringing his total to l,(AP)
NEW
YORK
-There
In the second overtime, drop- ,
zones later, another linebacker, produced a TD and Mercer's 125, four more than Paul Lowe
ping in two free throws. Fisher will be plenty of police in Madi- John (the Bull) Brarhlett of fourth field goal, enough to« last year .
swished another charity shot to son Square Garden Monday Denver, stampeded into the San overcome two last quarter scor- Buffalo beat Oakland Thursnight when 3-1 favored Carlos
make the final score 72-70.
ing passes by Joe Namath that day for a 8-3-1 record and BosFisher was high point man Ortiz risks his lightweight box- Diego backfield and blocked a tightened the score .
ton stands at 6-3-2, setting up
for the winners with 22, and ing title against junior light - Charger field goal attempt, The victory gave Kansas City their showdown clash next Sunthe
ball
and
stormed
picked
up
Dave Rathbun dropped in 29 weight king Flash Elorde of
an uncatchable 9-2-1 record day.'But that's another story.
for Spring Valley.
Manila in a television 15-round- 72 yards ior a touchdown. .
.—_
r
That
score
put
Denver
ahead
StiwarMtta (HI
Sanaa Vallay ail er.
Naw
¦
!
Clavelaml.
Yw*
to
stay,
13-10, and the Broncos
ta tt le
(g lt lp
Both were happy to hear that
Pittsburgh at Phlladtlphla .
1 3 3 Colling
1 4 10
raced on to a 20-17 upset that
Malon*
Si. Louli ai Daliai.
Sotttdnr H i t TurvMKKi 1 1 7 tbe special force will be beefed buried
Jan FrancUca va. ORBEN BAY al
and
gave
Chargers
the
R.Fauvor 1 1 4 D.RatMwn f II IV up for their return bout.
Mrtwaul(i«.
Atplul
M.RaHibVR J > 7
S t *
Ortiz vividly remembers the Kansas City the decision title.
Holland
1 4 4 Undwy
» 4 4
American Leagae
B.PIHior . I ID Ropa
I III last defense of his crown in
This conclusion that ended
a m
'
EASTERN DIVISION
ftta
__
W. L. T. Pet. PT OP
Tolali
JS 24 71 Mexico City, Oct . 22, against San Diego's three-year hold on
_
_
t
S 1 I .717 JI7 111
¦<"'»!»
I 72
Total* '27 I
Sugar Ramos. After he stopped the division title provided an
.,,
4 1 1 ,«7 1M Ml
Be»«°n
,
the Cuban exile on cuts In the extra measure of satisfaction.
N«W Y«v .... s s i ,ua m IM
Houston
1 I O ,17] 271 Ml
fifth round and then refused a With players like Bell, people
By THB ASSOCIATED PRESS
l » o ,||» w m
"'ami
commission order to resume the have been saying for years the
WESTERN
DIVISION
National League
W. L. T. Pet, PT OP
bout, the 30-year-old Puerto Ri- Chiefs had the best material in
EASTERN CONFERENCE
x-Kanui dlir . . t i l .111 411 141
WK I
. T. Pet. Pf OP
can-born New Yorker found the league.
Oakland.^..,. 7 S « JU lit »e
San Olt|t .... 5 5 1 .500 MS ltl
a\ 1 ,SS0 144 111
himself in the midst of a riot.
"I don't worry about what SDall..
») LOUI»
a iM joe ta t»
' Oaavar
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T«nd«rloin Plato

85c

Tenderest tender in Town,
with Whipped Potatoes, Chicken Gravy, Creamy Cole Slaw
and our Famous Coffee.
CocfHHH'Doodlo-OQO

...

TobaccoTooGoodTo Smoke

^^

x-ClliKhad dlvlilon litis,
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Otnvir », San Dltgo 17.
Kaniai ciMf 11, Now York 14.
Boston it, Miami 14.
SATURDAY'S GAME
Naw York at Oakland.
SUNDAY'S GAMES
Miami at Donvar.
San Dl«n> al Noviloo.
BuHala at Boston.
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select from Famous Name BtanOa.
Many driven less thah 50 miles. Showroom new... specially priced for quick
disposal! Most popular sizes.
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PRECISION WHEEL

Made to rigid USGA.
91.25 EACH
specifications! 100
(LIMITcompression, liquid
ONE DOZEN)
center. Famous Cadwell
covers. Reduce your scoro
with these long distance
performers.

DRIVE-IN ...
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• Easier StMring
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ALPEET WINS
PORT ST. LUCIE, Fla. (AP)
— Jeff Alport of Woodbridge,
Conn,, shot a par 72 In the final
round Sunday and won the Perry Como Golf Tournament with
a 72-bole total of 284.
I
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| Pro Grid
Standings . ;

CUwtlind ., ,. 7 4 * j U * m IK
MIladalDhla „ 4 I I JU m I
I
I
¦tVaOl'dflfan
* * S MS lit ur
Pltltburgh ... J 7 1 400 lit «*»
Ntw YorK .... i t i .lie us iia
Atlanta ...... Ml * Ml 1M 1S7
WESTERN CONFERENCE
t#. L. T. PCI. PT 01*
ejREBN RAY. 1 M 411 174 111
7 4 « .414 Ul IO
r- aalllmoni
Lot Angalaa . M I JU W n
V
San
Franclica
I
U JH in I
I
I
g
luat a ptndi ef Copenhagen ' ^>>^*atf t^S
Chicago
4 S 1 .444 141 113
^S>* **: * ^h
DttroH
4
7
1
444
117
144
.
Snuilbetwaanchaikaod |s^':iil O!!£*y^^^ '' j>^i'""
MINNESOTA . 1 7 I .»• Ml »7
SUNDAY'S RBSULTS
Chicago J), AtUnla 4.
GREEN
BAY ». MINNESOTA 11.
¦racking. At a price that j^VjtHfljfgM^MS^
Lo* Angtlaa U, Balllmor* 7.
w*«fiiiKite« ri, N«W r«rt <i.
SI. LMI II 4. Plflibvrgh 1.
SUNDAY'S OAMES
Atlanta al MINNMOTA.
CltkMt at Balllmor*.
— ANOTHU FINE PRODUCT Of (INITIO IJAJISTOIACCOCOMPANY —
Oatran at LM Ant*l«.
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AFL Western Loop
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GEORGEVOSS DUMPS IN 39

De La Salle Rallies,
Nibs Cotter 60-52
. .

..

|

Cotter's otteme sputtered in
the tidal four minutes while
De U Selle'e Mark Jakubik
found tbe. range and that was
the story Saturday night as
the Minneapolisquintet handed Cotter lis first loss of the
season, 60-52, at Sty Stan's.
The Ramblers had led
throughout.most of the nipand-tuck contest, 24-21 at hafftume ani 40-38 after three
periods, but Jakubik fired in
li of his is points in the last
quarter to bring the Islanders
from be^nd.'
Tlie loss gave Cotter a
weekend split in its two opening games. Friday night the
Ramblersyplay hoist to Austin
7
Pacelll i\ St Stan's.
"We - looked much better
than we did Friday night,"
said Rambler " coach John
Nett of Cotter's earlier 6845

win over Wabasha St. Felix.
"There were signsof improvement but our lack of rebound' 'r
ing snowed up."
De La Salle soundly thumped the Ramblers on the
boards as Cotter managed
only nine rebounds in the entire second half. This, and
only three points from its
ter tandem of Wike Twomey
and Steve Erdmaniczyk, kept
Cotter from building a substantial lead early: in the
game - - i-7 "
"And we missed a lot of
10 and 15-foof shots," said
Nett, whose team shot 33"percent for the game.

Behind Jakubik, a husky 6-1
forward, came Jim Bauman
in the De La Salle scoring
with 17 points. Lyle Heaney
¦added 11. 77Tom Leaf indicated he can

Gopher Cagers
Debut Thursday

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Minnesota's basketballteam makes
its debut Thursday night at Kaneta Stater -and that's when the
Gophers jmay start surprising
peopld says Paul Presthus.
PrepusY the former high
school flash at Rugby, N.D., is
the Gopher cage captain and
he's a little irked, about all the
talk running down Minnesota's
basketball prospects for the
coming season, ; '. . -*
"Let's sot \vrite this season
.-off yet," he said. "I know everybody expects us to have a losing year, but X can't buy that
I've seen .some things, which
lead me to believe we may be a
lot better than they expect'' <
Presthus, : the only senior on
the Gopher squad, thinks Minnesota's front line of himself
and sophomore LeRoy Gardner
of St. Paul at forwards and
junior Tom Kondla at center
"may be as good as any in the

KINO! AND QUEINS
Wailgafi
¦ W.
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Tha Moanllghttr ........... 3
1
Vaughn
...,..; a
1
* Mlynaak
Tho Whirlwinds
............ 1 1
Tho Bowlers ........ !
1 a
Double 0» ................ 1
J
Tho Jokars
l s
Tho Trelins .7
s
•
GUVS « DOLLS
Wailgali
W. t.
Lublnikl - Llea . ....;..... I -I
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J
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4
»
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j
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s
i
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j
Nlomiyor - oonihuo ...... i s
Liana - Palh . . . . . . . . . . . \
i

JUNIOR OIRU

Wallgalo
¦' W.
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...,.
.!».
Alley Smashers
w
Paisley Pops . . , . . . . -....;.. is
Allay . stfffari ...
4
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1
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1
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1
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4
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1
4
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Hal-Roa
W. L.
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14 it
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MR .30O WINNER . ' ' • ' . .
NEW YORK (AP) — Mundon
Point came off the pace and
went on to score an easy victory
in the $58,300 Gallant Fox Handicap at Aqueduct Saturday.
.

Sioux

Six VVlll

BJg Ten."
And, he thinks junior Wayne
Barry can do the job at one
guard position and sophomore
Chip Litten of Fargo, N.D.,
may come through at the other
guard and provide some outside
shooting help. Litten just reported to the basketball team a
wees: ago after lettering as ; an
end on the football team. . . iKondla, says Presthus, '"could
be one of the finest centers in
the country...surely as good as
we 'll face in the Big Ten/'
Bat Preithos admits Kondla
must push himself and adds:
"It's up to Wm. If Tom can
get himself fired up, he could be
the difference between this team
winning and losing."
After opening at Kansas State,
Gophers make their
the
home debut Saturday afternoon
against Houston in Williams
Arena.

I

Cochrane-Fountafa^ City, with
two games under iK ybeJt adbe counted upon for point pro- justed to (the primarily empty
duction front his guard spot, expanses of Memorial Hall,
pacing the Ramblers and all and stopped Wabasha 48-32 Satscorers ' with 19 points. Tim urday night in a preliminary
Browne added a dozen and game prior to the Winona StateRiver Falls contest.
Bob Greden 10.
"Leaf did a fine job of- V Wabasha, showing the effects
fensively, but we just wore of not having played' this year,
out in the fourth quarter," could find the bucket neither
floeu;,:nor the tree
said7Nett. "Greden did the from the
"
best job 7on* they boards for throw line, Taud^nBie Pirates
us and that surprised me. from the east side of the river
He had the most hustle of pulled away in the second'half.
Cochrane-Fountain City . didn't
any of the boys underneath."
exactly burn up the court with
DiLolalio (40) >" cottar (Si)
fg fl pf ta
fi ff lf lB its shooting. The Pirates' zippy
l passing game continually punciataikik 7 4 sis oMta 4 i ..4 i
t i l l
Biuman 7 s 117 Malar
Berggrn I I I1 Brown* 4 4 III tured holes in the Wabasha deMoaner s i 4 )1 Twomiy i a ,.,>» a fense for lS-fboters, but the ball
Erdcxyk 1 1 1 1
Ludwig 1 0 It
Swan
I I 1 1 Leaf
t T i l l wouldn't drop in. The shorter
Holker
1 4 l B Wenzel j S l l C-FC team made up for some
— ——
Mchotkl¦ I I 1 eV
_ — '-_
Totals I
I IS If tl of its Inability to hit the hoop
with second effort , however,
Totals MU1I 4*
BH LE SALLE ... IS
* 17 SS-tS
COTTER i . . . . . . . . . . IS 14 14 1J-S1 garnering a 41-32 edge in the
rebounding department.
Wabasha, trailing through
most of the first half, outscor.
ed the Pirates 7-2 dhrtog one
stretch in the second quarter
and trailed only 20-17 at the intermission,
But Cochrane-Fountain City
found the range in the second
half, outscoring Wabasha 12-5 in
the third quarter and 16-10 in
the final eight minutes. 7
Steve Auer led the Pirates
with 13 points, while Dan Platteter had 11 and John Satires
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 10. Jim Malone topped: WabaNorth Dakota's blazing fast sha with Id.
Sioux made their Western Col- Wabasha (li)
Cochrane-Fc (4i|
liflpf lp
legiate Hockey Association de- soiwatir lIs tlt ¦ '¦pftp
*, » Avar ¦
i
l
* n
LaRcque
1
1
l
I
Platteter
s
1 1 11
but for the 1966-67 Season over
Melon* 4 t 1 10 Rosenow 2 '• 1 4
the weekend and served notice Schmitt • 1 I 1 Gotz
1 11 1
1 1 I I Braalz
3 11 4
that they likely will be a prime ChdWIck
Poterji
I ( 1 t Baures J » J 10
_ ___
1 « I 2
challenger to defending cham- Totals is , a Sll Kmtir —
- "— Totals 21 1U M
pion Michigan Tech.
WABASHA . . . . . . . . . '¦•• '. '».. "• -s: 19—M
The Sioux riddled Minnesota- COCHRANE FC ... 7 11 12 I*-H
Duluth, 6-3 and 6-2, for a ' sweep
of their opening weekend.
7 -7 NHL ' 77 - 7 - 7 '
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Colorado College also got off
W. " 'L.- 'T
to a good start, defeating inexChicago
10
4
2
S
New
....
7
a
York
perienced Minnesota 8-6 and 5-3
4 7
Toronto ............. *
in a pair of close games.
7 .7 1
Montreal •¦.

Saturday's Scores

¦
.
LOCAL SCHOOLS. ¦ •;¦
Winona Stalo u, aivar Polls •». .
(t,
eoltoe
Sills
Minneapolis Oe La
l' ; " : . ¦«. ' .- ¦ '
;
HONCOHPaRBNCIRochester Mayo 44, Minneapolis
South S4.
Cochrano-PC 41, Wabasha 11.
Sltwartvllla 73, Sprl»» Volley 71
¦
. .. . ' (OT). " :

Tuesday's Game*

...

LOCAL SCHOOLSLa Crosse State at Winona Stole.
HIAWATHA VALLBVZvmbrota at Lake City.
NOKCOHPBRBNCBSprtnfl Orovo at Harmony.
Chatfield at Cslodonlo.
i Preston at Houston.
Byron at KauoD-Mantorvllle,
Dovor-Eyeta al Elgin.
• Maiappa at Clirtmont.
St, Charles at Ralllngttano Holy
Trinity.
Parmlngton at Cannon palls.
Malraso>Mlnd«r» at Taylor.
Arkansaw at (Ik Mound.
Fall Craek at Augusta.
Mondovi at Chippewa Falls.
Durand at Sprlnj Valley (Wis.).

NBA ,

By THI ASIOCIATBD PRESS
EASTERN DIVISION
W. L. Pet. OB
I
1 .*M
Philadelphia .... I
IS
1 .111 I
Boston
, f , 10
.474 IVfc
Cincinnati
Now York
W 11 ,45J f.
; 4 lt
.174 IBfc
•alllmor.
WESTERN DIVISION
W. L. Pet. OB
I .414
San Francisco ,. 14
SI. Louis . . . . ' " » . I JW I
Oolroif . . . . . . . . 1» 11 .435 4
to* Angeles .... 7 11 .150 4
cjhlcego
I 14
.iU 7
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
•ottws iiv Cincinnati 17.
Now York 12s; Baltimore 114.
Philadelphia ill, Detroit Hi.
Los*Angolas 111, St. Louie 114.
San Francisco 111, Chicago lit.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
No games scheduled,
TODAY'S OAMES
No games scheduled,
TUESDAY'S OAMES
Los Angolas at Now York.
Ootrolt vs. Boiton at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Philadelphia,
Chicago vs. Sen Francisco at Oakland.

...

Be Tough

Those resnits left North Dakota, Colorado College and Michigan Tech tlecr for the early
WCHA lead, all with two victories. Tech teat Denver 2-1"and
7-\
3-2 a week earlier. North Dakota rammed home
two goals in each period to down
UMD 6-2 Saturday night. Tom
Dunn, Bob Ullo, Bob Tuff, Roger Bamburak, John Gasparini
and Dave TKartio scored for
UNO, while Dick Thompson and
Pat Francisco answered for Duluth. UMD's Keith Christiansen
ran his league-leading point total to nine in three games with
an assist for the Bulldogs.
Colorado College pinned the
the third straight WCHA loss on
Minnesota Saturday night, 5-3.
Mike Crupj, Rob Shattuck and
Greg Hughes tallied for the. Gophers, while Chuck Ranking had
two CC. goals.
,
Michigan State joins conference play this week, while Michigan waits another week to
crank up.
WCHA Standings
,
Team
North Dakota
Mich. Tech
Colo. College
Mton-Duluth .
Denver
Minnesota
Michigan State
Michigan
'

'
¦ .' ¦

WL
2 0
2 0
2 0
12
0 2
0 3
0 0
0 0

HICKEY NAMED
STORES, Conn. (AP) - The
University of Connecticut finally
has made it official, naming
James B. Hickey athletic
director.
Hickey, 47, was appointed Saturday to succeed Joseph O.
Christian, who retired after 30
years as Connecticut athletic
director. Hickey, football coach
at the University of North Carolina , had been reported Jn line
for the post for several months.

I
Boston ,.........;...
'. *
¦
. . . . 4 II
Detroit .' .;¦:;
RESULTS
SATURDAY'S
Montrail J, Detroit 1.
Toronto 4, Boston i
.
Ntw York 4, Chicago 1.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Now York S, Toronto 0.
Chicago j, Boiton 4.
TODAY'S GAMES
No tamos. scheduled.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
No lamas, sehtdulid.

I
t

State Opens Home
Season With Win
¦¦

¦
.' , ' .' . ¦

,

;_ . .

¦
- * . ¦-

. •¦ .

' . .77

A ,

Thirty-nine points is 89 that kept the visiting Falcons
points no matter which way in the game. But Voss was a
you split it, but Winona State one-man gang Shooting from
got just a we© bit more help the far readies of the backto go with its 3ft Saturday court, he connected for 39
night, "opening Its home sea- points, tying a Memorial Ball
son with an 83-80 victory over record set by Winona State
grad, now head coach at
River Falls.
Unbelievable shooting by Whitehall High School, Ken
River Falls' 6-1 sophomore StellpQug.
As it turned out, however,
guard George Voss was all

Fleming Leads Matmen
Rangers Over To Host
Leafs, 5-0
Logan

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Only an upset loss by 95Reg Fleming has hooked up pounder Rick Pomeroy preventwith a winning combination. ,.and the robust Ranger ed Winona High froih winning
would rather fight than switch. its first wrestling meeting of
Fleming, the National Hockey the season last week, but; the
League's penalty king, supplied Hawks will be out to correct
both tbe fistic fireworks and the that tonight when they enterscoring punch Sunday night as tain La Crosse Logan at the Wi.
New Tori trampled the Toronto
Maple Leafs 5-0 for its third nona High gym.
• pomeroy, touted to be one of
straight 'victory. '
the best 95-pounders in the.state
The squat, 193-pound battier,
this
year i was upset; by Eau
who has teamed with veterans
Memorial's John SwenClaire
Boom Boom Geoffrion and Earl
ingarfield on the Rangers' most son M a°d that , was the difproductive attacking unit in de- ference as Winona lost a 25cent weeks," scored two second- 22 decision. ;
period goals after engaging
Kent Douglas of the Leafs in a There were a trio of bright
spots for the Hawks in that first
first-period slugging match;.
led by 112-pound
He finished the night's work meet, however^
Don
Michalowski
whom Hawks
with early-season totals of: seven
singled
coach
Dave
Moracco
goals and 62 penalty minutes/
'
" '7 . . . . 7- '
OUt.. - - 7 :
Now York climbed into a secnd-place tie. with the Leafs, Michalowski pinned his oppothree points behind league-lead- nent. Ron Fuglestad and Dale
ing Chicago. Fleming and In- Cook also flattened their foes
garfield each scored Saturday with Cook's pin at 165 coming
afternoon in the Rangers' 4-1 as an unexpected surprise. Movictory over the Black Hawks. racco felt that the Hawks would
Stan Mikltai the leagUey individual point leader, scored three
goals as the Hawks rebounded
Sunday night with a 5-4 decision
over Boston^

be weak at 165 until Cook gained some experience.
Tonight's meet will begin at
6:30 p.m. with the B squad
matches. The varsity will begin
at approximately 8 p.m.
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Rivor Palls (M)
WI KMI cas)
fg lt plll
f|tt|U t»
Ostrmn M t <: M
m 11 H

voss

17 s i»» ~**in»~ s t in

Blmojolst < • Sit
Kullg
s 1 Sll
Palmar 1 1 S 1
Outtaha 1 II 2
Hall
• 1 s a
ChrUUon » » a »
Olson - in S
WOH
II 1 «

Jortsak 1 4 1 ¦
stamcld « • a s
Molsntr S It 4 2 1
OoWyr* Ii aw
isp*
• • 1«
0IM»
J 14 f
' . ' . . ' — — -.-.
Totals » t t HO

Totilo B U M S !
KIVIR MLLS ............. J»
WIMONA .................... 4»

SUM
4J-II
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the second half started lika
a nightmare lor the Warriorpartisan crowd. W i n o n a
couldn't find the bucket tad
River Falls took a 49-41 advantage. But then the Warriors turnedthe tables behind
DeWyre, outscoring River
Falls 12-2 over the next 3ft
minutes to go back in fronL
Meisner's closing flurry seal*
ed the victory.
Wilke finished with 12 to
back up the Meisner-DaWyirt
combo, while 6-6 Jim Bloou*
quist and Paul Kulig had a
dozen apiece for the Falcons.
Winona State's next game to
Tuesday when La Qroasa
State invades for a 7:30 p.m.
game at Memorial Hall.
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twin Cities Sunday. Grabowski sained 1
yard on tho play. Running at Grabowski is
Viking'i tackle Dave Tobey (51). Green Bay
downed tha VUdnga, 2S-16. (AP Photofax)

but they were still fdfaf
¦
|i>- " 777
. 7 v. ;, ¦ '%
But the Warriors were willing to give Voss the record
as long as they won tho game.
And they did it th* hard
way, shooting only 37 percent
for the contest while Btver
Falls was bitting at a S3: per.
cent cUp, primarily tbantote
Voss. The rebounding department was a dead heat with
each team getting 35, but tho
story was told in turnover
where the Falcons, playing
their first game, committed
24 mechanical, errors compared to only 12 for Winona
State. 7
River Falls forged an ear*
ly 13-7 margin and bung onto
it until Winona bagged eight
straight, four on tip-in* by
Mark Wilke and Jack GJnbs,
to go in front 28-26. The gnu
stayed nip-and-tuck to tha
half with the Warriors going
down with
¦ a ' narrow 40-31
margin. •' ¦
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NOT 80 FAST . . . Gwen Bay Packers
•linn Grabowski (33) is grabbed from behind
by Mlnneaot. Vlklnp' Jim Marshall in 4th
quarter of National Football League game in

Winona's 39 points proved to
be die tonic the Warriors
needed down the stretch
drive , to record their first
victory of the season in two
outings.
With Daye Meisner riding
the bench, with four fouls,
Mike DeWyre . came in and
hammared through 17 points
in the second half, spurring
Winona from a 49-41 deficit
to a 70-66 lead with just over
five minutes remaining.
Then Meisner reappeared
on the court and the ''Mouse"
took care of the rest7 A long
juniper, four straight free
throws and a twisting reverse
layup by Meisner stunned
River Falls as the Warriors
strengthened their margin to
81-72. The clock did the rest.
Meisner finished with 22
points and - combining those
with the 17 by DeWyre from
the same position, it matched
the 39 by Voss.
"DeWyre did it for us," said
a. grinning State coach, Ron
Ekker
But the 5-11 transfer student
from Alpena, Mich., had other
ideas. "It takes five to win a
game," he said, still dripping
from the dower. "But it sure
felt good. I'd rather come off
the bench and score 17 than
start and do a lousy job;"
Though the usual banter
was flung about in the winding dressing room, most of
the talk centered on Voss.
"Bick (Starzecki ) was doing just what we like to have
him do," said Ekker. "The
shots Voss was taking and the
way Rick was guarding him
were the way we like to see
it done. But I've never seen
anyone shoot like that before."
Starzecki, who gets the task
of stopping the foes high scoring backcourt ace and usually does it to a tee; seconded
Ekker's statement. "I've never had anyone shoot like that
against me. At times I'd have
him cold and he'd still score,
toward the end I was cheating a little and tapping him
on the elbow when he'd shoot,

' "¦•''
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Athletes
Train in
Altinides

Sports

IP. M. New York
Slock Prices
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Jack Green announcedhis res- Anconda 83 Lorillard 7:43%
LAS \EGAS, Nev. (AP) ~ ignation Sunday night as bead ArchDn 35% Minn MM 79%
Soviet and Frenchathletes may football coach at VanderbiltUn- Armco Stl AM * Minn P L —
Armour 29% Mobil Oil 46%
be getting an edge on U.S. com- iversity. 7 ' '
petitors in the 1968 Merico City He ended a four-year career AvcoCp 22% Mn Chm 39%
Olympics by constantlytraining at Vanderbilt with a 7^94woo- Beth SQ 28% Mont Dak 31%
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Houston
will
be
Chuck,
.
and
.
6-1,
time of the basketball season season.
when, the, annual dtmnybrook, As in the past, Houston will Craig, 5-11, Foppe; SS Martin Dr. Roy F. Goddard of Albu- 28-0 loss to Tennessee, for a Brunswk 6% NAm Av. 47%
Catpillar 39 N N Gas 50%
otherwise known as the Btous- be looking up at its taller foes Carrier and either 6-1% Terry querque, N.M., gave this opin- 1-9 record this year.
Ch MSPP 34% Nor Pac 48%
tonPrestoo game, is to be from Preston, but the Hurri- Boseiidahl or 6-1 Craig Bedore. ion in an interview at the Amer,
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more
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Jack McCoy of Modesto, Chrysler 31% Nw Air 113%
clinical convention Sunday.
Toieedaytrightthe two schools years past Steve Botcher, W, benches upon which to call
Calif., in a 1966 Dodge, Cities Svc 45% Nw Banc 45
battle) on Houston's home court Is the bdg man, and he wiU get "The rebounding should be
"The
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at
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the Grand National Com Ed 50 Penney
said
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s
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of
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of
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in what has become
Harvey. "Our boys are real ag- at 7,300-foot altitudes means NASCAR 150-lap late model ComSat 44% Peps}^
74%
top area rivalries in the past &&& junior, Bob Specht.
gressive, but bur shooting isn't performance times wfll be long- stock ear race at Alta- Con Coal — Plps Dge 61%
two seasons.
.-' &.
BUT stopping Specht, except as good."
er:— there probably will be no mont Speedway Sunday, y Cont Can 39% Phillips
51
FOR THE last two yeara both on the boards, will not ba^Hous- The 8 p.m. game heads a records set in maximum endur- tlie first point race of the Cont Oil 70%, Pillsby
33%
schoolshavehad powerful quin- ton's biggest problem accord- round of action that includes ance events such as swimming 1967 season. CntlData 30% Polaroid 159%
tets. Houstonin the Root Riv- ing to coach Jim Hafrvey.
mostly nonconference contests and running, Goddardsaid.
63%, RCA
Deere
43%
er Conference and' Preston in "Our biggest problem will be Tuesday night.
"The Olympic Committeehas BERKELEY, Calif, (fl - Douglas 40% Red Owl 13%
"
tteTMaple Leaf. A year ago to stop their fastbreak, said
set the limit of four weeks of Semifinal matches of the Dow Cm 57% Rep Stl
39%
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games — but there is no begin Thursday at Berkeley East Kod 122% Rey Tb
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Hiayatha Valley where Zum- the
Foortimesia these two years speed."'- '•
prohibition against training at with San Francisco, opposing Firestone 43% Sears Roe 48%
tho schoolshave locked horns Preston's running attack is brota is at Lake City.
high altitudes elsewhere be- Army, and Michigan State Ford Mtr 39% Shell Oil 65%
en the hardcourt, and three led by 5-9 Steve Ttende, one of In some of the other noncon- tween now and then.
meeting Long Island University. GenElec 98% Sinclair
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times Prestonhas come away the best guards Tin the area ference duels, Spring Grove "We know. ' that camps have The winners of the two GenFood 71% Sp Rand 27%
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year.
The
rest
finals
the winner
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been established id mountainous matches meet. Saturday tor.the GenMlQs 66 St Brands 35%
of the District One tournament starting lineup for the Bluejaya, er-Eyota is at Elgin, Rolling- areas of Russia and France for championships. :
Gen Mtr . 68% St Oil Cal 61%
Sothe Hurricanesfrom Hous- besidesTrende and Specht, will stone Holy Trinity entertains potential Olympic contestants,
Gen Tel 44% St Oil ind 51%
Mondovi
is
at
ChipSt.
Charles,
ton will be oat seeking a wee probably be 6-0 Jim Hindi,
Gillette 42% St Oil NJ 64%
bit «£ revenge and coach Jim 6-0 Chuck Lammers and - 6-2 pewa Falls and Durand is at and I personally think American
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61% Swift
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Gt Nb Ry — Union Oil 56%
Goddard, director of pediatGreyhnd 16% Un Pac
rics research at the Lovelace
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GulfOU 60 U S Steel 37%
Foundation, Albuquerque, reHanna M 50% Wesg El 52%
cently made a study showing
Homestk* 40% Wlworth 19%,
swimmers in the October 1965
International Sports Week at
Mexico City failed to approach
PRODUCE
their previous records at sea
level.
A pair of high 500s led the CHICAGO (AP) — (USDA) —
way in weekend bowling in Wi- Live poultry: wholesale buying
"The body needs time — at nona with Rich Moham hauling
prices % lower; roasters 23-25;
WHITEWATER, Wis. (AP) — least three weeks,: and six down individual honors.
weeks probably would be better Bowling for the Mobam-Pre- special fed white rock fryers 18Whitewater State's pass-happy
19%.
— to adjust to high altitudes, to
Warhawks take on the ground increase the intake of oxygen not squad in the Guys & Dolls
circuit at Westgate Bowl, Mo- NEW YORKIAP)- USDA)power of Central College of Pel- and in an atmosphere where ham laced 235—589 to spark bis Butter offerings fully adequate,
1
Gutter !! line-bustingfullback, backs. "' " . .
la, Iowa, Tuesday in a National less oxygen is available," he team of 778. Barb Kuhlmann demand fair.
US-poundbanell Holzer, was Several area gridders were
said.
had 200 for Streng-Kuhlmann, Creamery, 93 score (AA) 68named, te the 1966 All-Statelisted as honorable mention Association of Intercollegiate ''This adjustment period can while
Lubinskl-Lica totaled 2,- 68%; 92 score (A) 67%-«8.
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Catholic football team Sunday.
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offense,
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,
burg, Pa., College Dec. lo in who do this will acclimatize League Lee Besek led Deuces diums increased, demand fair.
and Paul Ericsonof Rushford; Tulsa, Okla fOT the national more quickly in Mexico City Wild to 806—2,251 with his 570 New York spot quotations:
over 1,000 of
.
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Greg Bany and Fred Horihan burg trinomed New Mexico
a i n e backi
194—457 from Maxine Stihocber. Whites;
of Mabel-Canton; Clare Palm- Highlands 30-27 in a playoff Satnamed to toe
HAL-ROD: Carol lilla smash- Extra fancy heavy 46%-48%;
¦
qulst of Houston; Tony Elton urday. ¦
17 - man team.
ed out a 512 set, while Cheri fancy medium 40%-42; fancy
of firing Grove; Bill Mangan
The 6-1 athBiltgen had 202 for Scratablers heavy 46%-48; medium 40%of Preston; Terry Twite of Both Whitewater and Central
¦
lete who is also;
I ¦ ,:
Alley Gators socked 722—2,061 41; smalls 34-35. .
Caledonia; Jerry Hatlevig of have whipped nine opponents
a track standin the High School Girls
Peterson; Steve Roland, Mike this season.
out for the
NEWTyORK (AP)-Canadian
League.
Wooner
, Bill Bowe, Mark Ram- The Warhawks, while outscor, was
Ramblers
S t e v e Holmay's 212-554 dpilar today .9240, unchanged.
mer and Erv Schmeling* of ing their regular season foes
tin biggestrunsparked Dodgers to 2,158 in the CHICAGO (Ap)
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ShirBerezowitz, among the namention flat Linemen named High School's Ron Fuglestad tion's small college passing KANSAS CITY (AP) - The ley Kauphusnan ripped 168- mixed 45%; mediums 38%;
were Greg " Schoener, " Hike who rambled for over 1,000 leaders all season, completed Kansas City Chiefs were in a 466 and Jun Kauphosman had standards 42; checks 38.
Enmiancayk and Mike Wle- yards on the ground this past 127'of 232 passes for 1,896 yards chartered plane at 18,000 feet 518, botlf for the KEKs team, CHICAGO (AP) -- (USDA) —
ecorefc. Tlm Browneand Steve season, leading the Hawks to and 21 touchdowns.
over Elwood City, Pa., Sunday but Springer-Bauer got a 201 Potatoes arrivals 157; total U.S.
Er^mancsykwere named as second place in the Big Nine.
night when they learned that from Don Bauer and that was shipments for Friday 309; SatJim Knoblauch, Dennis Wil- they wetfe the Western Division good 'enough to lead them to urday 231; Sunday 5; supplies
liamson and Greg Jones are champions of the American team laurels of 820—2,288.
moderate; demand good; marBerezowitz' favorite targets Football League. 7
WESTGATE: Myles Vaughn ket steady carlot track sales:.
with Knoblauch snaring 40 A celebration broke loose, and exploded for 210-544, while Vi- Idaho Russets; 4.85-5.00 Minnepasses for 646 yards and seven that plane problably will never ola Overland led the distaff side sota North Dakota Red River
with 163-431 in the Kings and valley round reds 2.75-3.00.
touchdowns, Williamson 33 pas- be the same again.
ses for 595 yards and five touch- Tie Chiefs had been quietly. Queens League The Jokers tag2,downs and Jones 33 passes for celebrating their 32-24 victory ged 759 and Letts & Rights
. '"XT- ' ' . . ' ',452 yards and five touchdowns. oyer *the New York Jets. Then 142..;
GRAIN
Knoblauch is Whitewater's the news that Denver had beat- Sue Laak led Alley Smashers
leading rusher with a 5.2 yard en San Diego 20-17, clinching the to 700—2,012 in the Junior Girls CHICAGO (AP) - Wheat No
average, fie netted 484 yards in title for the Chiefs, came while League with her 423. Wendy 2 hard 1.81%n; No 2 red 1.80%n.
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nual quadrangular wrestling
plane. Then linebacker E.J. H6cially admitted to the Northern
rally 69 to their nine opponents. lub soaked Coach Hank Strain's Wednesday nights, a 619 series
meet Saturday, winning six inby Bob Kratz was omitted from
Baseball League, giving the cirhead with a can of beer.
dividual championships
, four
last week's scores.
cuit sfz teams for 1967 operaEvery container of liquid —
second places and four third
water, beer, pop, cold coffee —
¦
became a weapon.
LeaguePresidentRX. Parcel places.
Lights Keep Fire
Stram and Ids assistant
announcedet the minor league No team score was kept, but
Fighters
on Run
coaches moved back through
conventionhere that the Minne- host Minnesota was second unthe plane retaliating, soaking ROCHESTER, N.Y . (AP)sota city will replace Blsmarck- officially with two titles, three
Holub and everyone else they Firemen say flashing white, red
Idandan.
seconds and two thirds.
encountered.
and green lights installed reWinnipegand Rapid City, two Iowa took two firsts, one
Finally the celebration died cently on the city-owned Edgfersdandby members, were still toy- second and two thirds, while
'
down.
son Park Stadium are causing
lag for major league working
General Manager Jack Stead- as much trouble for them as for BONN (AP) — West Germatrailed
State
College
of
Iowa
agreement*, but Parcel said
man, surveying the damage to the birds they are designed to ny's two largest parties — the
prospects of either getting a tie- with one first, three seconds M I N N E A P O L I S (AP)- the plane's interior cracked:
and
two
thirds.
scare away. The firemen say Christian Democrats and Social
Heavywedght
boxing
returns
to
up appeared dim.
"I think we've just bought a they receive almost nightly
Democrats — are expected to
Mankato has obtained a pact Minnesota's individual winners the Twin Citiea With World Box- Da."
calls that the stadium is on fire. join in a "grand coalition" to
•with the New York Mets and were Jim Anderson at 123 ing Association champ Ernie At Kansas City, 1,500 fans met
¦
will join Aberdeen, Dulutb-Supe-pounds and Ron Ankeny at 160. Terrell staging a four-round ex- the plane at Municipal Airport
govern the country despite opMINERAL BOWL
rior, Huron, St Cloud and Sioux Placing second for the Gophers hibition against Orville Quails to greet the squad. 7
position
within the Socialist
George
were
Tony
Sworeky,
152,
Wednesdaynight.
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and
file.
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GorBradsbaw,
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Adams
State
of
ColoraMain
event
on
the
card
is
league. Bismarck-Mandan withSocialist
members of the Bundon,
177.
do claimed its second victory in
10-round return match between
drew from the league following
heavyweights
Ron
the
Mineral
Water
Bowl
by
Minneapolis
destag
approved
the coalition
the 1966 season.
beating the Springfield State after a 10-hour debate Sunday.
Aberdeen wiU be an affiliate the Chicago Cubs, Huron has re- Marsh and Ed Hurley.
Bears \H Saturday.
of the Baltimore Orioles for the newed its pact with Phila- St. Paul heavy Jim Beattie,
The Christian Democrats vote
Adams defeated Northern Illi32nd consecutive year, a pact delphia, St. Cloud continues as 245, meets Barry O'Neill, 216,
nois in the 1962 bowl game, and today. Once they approve, the
that dates back to the old St a Minnesota Twins farm and Providence, R.I. , in the main
Springfield lost to Northern Illi- trading for Cabinet posts will
9
Louis Browns days. Duluth-Su-Sioux Falls, is an affiliate of the event of a five-bout card Dec.
nois in 1963.
begin In earnest.
at the St Paul Armory.
oeriorwiU workwithDetroitand Cincinnati Reds.
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Ross abow his famous boxing pose in 1961,
left, and before his fight with Tony Cantonerl In 1633. (AP Photofax)

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Caezie Russell, the $2QO,0O0
rookie, played like a million dollars in tbe National Basketball
Association Saturday night.
The Michigan All-America
and last year's college basketball player of the year cut loose
for 22 points in last quarter to
bring tbe New York Knicks
from behind for a 126-114 victory over the Baltimore Bullets.
Altogether Russell scored 34
points and one of his baskets
broke a 94-94 tie to put the
Knicks ahead for good.
In o t h e r Saturday night
games Philadelphia beat Detroit
131-123, Boston downed Cincinnati 118-87, Los Angeles took St.
Louis 133-126 and San Francisco
edged Chicago) 131-129 on Jim
King's 35-footjump shot in the
last season.
No games were played Sunday and none Is scheduled tonight

ANDRETTI WINS
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP)-Marlo
Andretti of Nazareth, Pa., won
the leature at an average of 74
miles per hour in tho U.S. Auto
Club's final sprint car event at
Manzanita Speedway Saturday.

Custodian Killed
In School Blast

SPRING LAKE PARK, Minn.
(AP) — An explosion in the boiler room of the Spring Lake
Park High School killed a custodian Sunday.
Gerald Rhubee, 50, Blaine,
was struck in the head by a boiler room door. The door was
torn off when the boiler exploded.
Authoritiessaid propertydamage was minor and was confined to the boiler room. Cause of
the explosion was not established.

Opposition came from Socialist groups in West Berlin. Munich and the state of SchleswigHolsteln, but a sampling of politicians in Bonn produced the
opinion that the party leadership is strong enough to overcome the opposition.
The coalition would have 447
seats in the Bundestag, with the
remaining 49 seata belonging to
the Free Democrats, former
coalition partners of tbe Christian Democrats. The Social
Democrats have 202 seats and
the ChristianDemocrats 245. t
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NEW7 YORK (AP) - Stock Weandwish
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market prices were slightly low- floral
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cards, received from our friends, neigh.
er in moderate trading early bors
and relstlyss' Hi our .sad beraav»
mart, the loss of our beloved nusbend
this afternoon.
end dad. We especially wish to thank
Problemsof the steel, automo- Ihe priests of St. M»Ts end Holy TrlnIty Churcn, the Norlhdfn States Powar
bile and construction industries Co., the church circles of Holy Trinity
Church, the choir, those .who sent, us
contributed to investors cau- food, those who contributed the service
and the pallbearers.
tious attitude, according to bro- of their ears,
Mrs. Randall EhmKe,
Mr. a */rs, Dennis Ehmke
kers. 7
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were mostly lower. Nonferrous
WE DO alterations ior many steres, let
metals, tobaccos and drugs ad- us help you wilh some of your enoros.
W. Betslnger, Tailor.
vanced. . 7' .
DECK THE HALLS wllti boughs e>holly,
—Wfth the ste«I industry report- kick up your heeli and all be lolly.
AAake Hie WILLIAAAS HOTEL your
ing declining orders from the • Christmas party headquarters. W»'ll
do our best fo set that you are not
automakers,Republic was down disappointed.
Contact Innkeeper, Rey
nearly a point and U.S. Steel, Meyer, for reservations and . arrtnos.
¦ ' . „. .
¦m'ents.;
..
Bethlehem and Jones & Laughlin were off by minor fractions. CHILLY WEATHER brings thOUBMS
closer - fo fhe comfort of • sfeamlno
General .Motors pared an cup of coffee and breakfast st Ruth's.
Challenge the day with the glow ttiat
opening loss of 1% points to fluffy
cakes swimming In syrup, fsrmabout half a point. Chrysler also fresh golden eggs, crispy cuinchy
bacon, . temptingly tanned toast can
was off about half a point.
give you. Shucks, you finish this ad,
The Associated Press 60-stock I'm on my way to RUTH'S RESTAUR.
126 E; 3rd St., downtown Wiaverage at noon was off .9 at ANT,
nona. Open 24 hours everyday except
293.4 with industrials off 1.4, Mon. . '' . • : . '.
rails off .4 and utilities off .3. : CALL SINGER Sewing Center for dry
The Dow Jones average of 30 cleaning pick-up by Joe, the Cleaner of
ipdustiials at noon was off .4.74 Wabasha Cleaning Works. Tel. 2063.
LADIES: If you want to drink that's
at 798.6a
YOUR business; V you DONT w»nt fo
The averages were pulled drink,
that's bur business. Contact
down by a loss of more than a Women's AA for private, confidential
' help with your drinking problem. Call
point by Du Pont.
' a-4410 evenings 7-10. Send for copy of
•
our newspaper, "The Eye Opener", it'i

«¦ ' •
Goodyear and Goodrich lost free. Box 642, Winona, Minn.
about a half a point and U.S. ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER* -7
Rubber was up by a smsdl frac- Man or woman, your drinking creates
• ' '. ;;.
. numerous problems. If > you need and
tion. - 7 ' . ' want help, contact Alcoholics Anony*
Boeing fell more than 2 points mouj. Pioneer Group c/o General Delivery, Winona, Minn., or Tel. 8-4410
and United Aircraft dropped - evenings
M0. Send tor a copy of our
newspaper, "The Eye Opener." . It's
more than, a point.
RCA dipped half a point and free. Box 641 Winona, Minn.
TRUSSES - ABDOMINAL BELTS
Sperry Rand was off by a lesser
"" •>" '
;'¦ SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
fraction.
GOLTZ
PHARMAGV
American Telephone, (ex-divi- ¦
¦
'
. . . . .Tel. ^ ZJfl' '¦'
dend) eased a minor fraction. 974 E. 3rd .
International Telephone and Auto Service, Repairing 10
Consolidated Natural Gas rose
about: half a point.
Polaroid and Xerox fell more TEMPO DRIVE-IN
than 2 points. .
.SPECIAL
Pnces declined in active trad
ing on the American Stock Ex
WHY WATT??
COLD WEATEER WILL
change.
BE HERE!!
:
be caught on a cold
WINONA MARKETS Don't
morning with a cold engine
that refuses U* turn over!
Swift & Company
STOP IN TODAY
Wast Highway il
Buying hours are from J a.m. te 1:30
Lot us Install a
p.m. Monday through Friday.
TANK TYPE HEATER
There will ba no call marker* on Fridays. ' .
In your ear
Thest quotations apply to fiogs. deliv¦ 6 cylinder '<M 7] oc
ered to me Winona station by. noon today; . T^l ;'
. Ttr-Hoos
Hog market: 50 cents tower.
8 cylinder $1295
Butchers grading 36 & 38. 1tShl9.75
Butchers 200-230 lbs. .......... 19.25
850 watt leater installed
Sows 270-30O lbs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.00
CATTLB
Cattle market: Cows - strong; others
steady.
High diolc* and prime .... .. 23.50
Choice .^.........;...
22.00-23.25
Good
21.00-22J5
Standard
20.(10-21.50
Utility cows .............. 14J0-H35
Canner and cutter . ........ 13.00-15.00
V6AL
Veal market: Steady.
Top Choice
......31.00
Good and choice
23.0O-3O.0O
Commercial
I8.oo-22.00
Boners
17.00-down

Winona Egg Market

(Winona Produce, Zlebell Produce)
Thejo quotations apply as
¦¦ d
10:30 a.m. today. ¦ ¦¦ '.
Grade A (umbo
..... .42
Grade A large ......,....;.... .. '.. .37
Grade A medium ................. .30
Grade A small
.18
Grade B ........
34
Grade C
II

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: J a.m. to 4 p.m./ closed Saturdays. Submit sample before loading.
(New crop barley)
No. I barley
tl.U
No. 2 barley
1.16
No. 3 barley
1.02
Uok * barley
95

Bay State Milling Company

elevator A Orate Prices
One hundred bushels of grain Will ba
the minimum loads accepted at the elevators.
•No. 1 northern spring wheat .... 1.B8
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... l.M
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.82
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.78
No. 1 hard winter wheat ...... 1.74
No. 2 hard winter wheat
1.74
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.70
No. 4 hard winter wheat ...... l.M
No. 1 rye
i,»
No. 2 rye
1.17

¦

LIVESTOCK

TEMPO

Iv^CLE MALL
Plumbing, Roofing
¦
. '• '

21

¦

7 " KENWAY
Electric Sewer Service
Sundays 8. Holidays
'.
Guaranteed Work
4th
Tel.
»3f4
E,
•27

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers end drains.

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

TeL 9509 or 6436

1 year guarantee)

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
Special Truck. Sanitary & Odorless.
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. S&t-tUS

GIVING GIFTS Is a great pleasure
. . . but deciding what to fllve la
something else aga!n.~May we suggest
e KltchenAld Dishwasher for a lucky
homemaker on your list. There Is s
model to fit any kitchen, amd all
KltchenAldi, regardless of model er
price, give you dependable 4-Way
Wash, Flo-Thru Drying, SanlGuard
Filtering and big versatile capacity.
Ask to sea one today.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING 8. HEATING
207 B. 3rd
Tel. 3703

Female—Jobs of Interest—28
WAITRESS-evenlngs,
Steve's Lounge. ';

——————————-———

must

be

11.

-

¦ABYSITTER—In my home, east end,
1 child, evenings, approximately I
days a week. Write c-M Dally News.

SOUTH ST. PAUL
WAITRESSES WANTED - Immediate
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. tB-(USOA)
openings. Apply Downtown Country
-Cattle 7,00ft) calve* 1,500; trading vary
Kitchen.
slow) slaughter steers and heiters not
'
4
fully established' only limited sale*
choice helfara eerly, these about steady)
cows and bulls active, fully steady)
vealeri and slaughter calve* In small
supply, steady to strong) load ot high
choice end prime 1,0*3 Ib heifer* 24.00)
around five* loads high choice W5-97J lbs
23.75) tew loads Choice 23.0O-23.50) Utility and commercial cows I4.00-I7.00;
canner and cutter 11.50-14.00) utility,
commercial and good bulls' lt.0O-22.00>
cutter 17.00-ie.00; choice vealers 27.0ft.
30.00) high choice and "prime ai.goi
good 24.0O-27.0Q; choice slaughter calves
2O.OO-22.00) good 17.OO-20.OC) most good
550-750 lb feeder steers 22.KM4.Wi some
choice 425 Ib steer calves 29,00) few
choice around 400 Ib heifer calves 21.00.
Hogs l,5O0) moderately active/ barrows . Many additional people will
and gllli unevenly steady to 50 cents
be needed by Winona'a Relower) tows, feeder pigs and boar* most,
tail Stores.
ly steady) 1-2 190-240 ll> barrows and
gilts 20.25-20.50/ mixed 1-3' 190-240 lbs
Do you want to earn extra
19.75-20.25) 240-250 lb* 1845-20.00) 2-4
money during the Holiday
260-200 lbs 18.50.19.50/ 1-3 270-400 lb
sow* 17.00-17.75; 23 40O-JO0 lbs 14,50Season?
17.50) 1-2 120-140 lb feeder pigs 11.5019.00.
Pull-time or part-time Job»
Sheep 3,000/ trading active) (laughter lambs fully >S cents higher/ daughavailable.
ter ewes steady) feeders 50 cents higher)
This is a good chance for
choice and prime 90-105 lb wooled slaughter lembs 22.50-23,00) 109-110 lb* 22.00housewives to earn some ex22.50) consignment mostly choice 98 lb
tra cash,
shorn Ismbs with fall-thorn pell* 20.0O)
utility and good wooled slaughter ewes
, File your application now
4.00-7.00) weight* ever 19} lb* 9.004.00)
choice and fancy 4O80 lb wooledfeeder
lambs 22.CO-21.0O/ IO-M IDs 21.CO-22.00.
with
CHICAOO

¦ '"

WANTED

HOLIDAY
RETAIL WORKERS
SALES CLERKS
(Full or Part Time)
CASHIERS
WRAPPERS

The government crisis was set
off last month when the Free
Democrats quit Chancellor Lud- CHICAGO un -(USDAV- Hogs 11,500
MINNESOTA STATE
mostly 50-75 cents lower/ most
wig Erhard's coalition over a butchers
1-2 200-220lb butcher* 2*00-22.25/ mixed
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
budget dispute.
1-3
IKKQO lbs 21J0-22XO; 2-3 230-250
,
163 Walnut Street
Ib* 20.W49.50/ 240-270 Iba 19.25-20.OOl 270
Christian Democrat Kurt lo
Winona, Minn.
290 KM tl.3a-lt£li mixed l-» J50-4W
Georg Kiesinger, a former lb *OW* 17,00-17JO.
Cattle
11400/
slaughter
steers
steady
member of tho Natl party, ap- 25 cents higher/ prints
MOO-1475 lb Male — Jobs of Inters*!—27
pears certain to replace Erhard lo
slaughter steer* 25.50-2e.M; choice 90ft.
as chancellor, with West Berlin U50 lbs 24.75-25.50/ high choice 875-1,100 WAITERS WANreo-immedtofe openIb slaughter heifer* 2* 25-14.75/ utility
U»B»; Apply Oowntowi» country Kitchen.
Mayor Willy Brandt as vice end
commercial bulls 30.00-31.50.
chancellor and perhaps foreign Sheep 500) wooled slaughter lamb* EXPEKICNCe BODY men wanted, paid
ewes fully sleedy) few lot* choke
vacations and paid holWeya, Insurance
minister. Brandt heads the So- end
end prime wooled tltugDter lembs 22.50 benefits, commission or reouler wages.
cialist party.
fo 21,00. .
Koehler Borfy Shop, 2nd «¦ Walnut.

IMs U—Je\>*
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ot Merest—27 Mil* — Job* of Interejrf—27 MorsatV CaHla, Sfoek

T*1E DAILY <Sc
¦' 7
; j^S^rAtt ^ctlw>. -- , :-' .7
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; : v ' ' >'
7,7;:77y^77l^WS7 . : . 7 y

'
77 7a^OB/rBR: .;¦ . .

/
' :
¦:: 7 y . 7: 7' ' C(3NTACT''7
NH; CLOSWATf
GOW50
,
, ¦'
¦\ ' '. •'^ . ¦S^W^lW' :' ;\' s' ¦ . J .

EXCELLENT
y COMPENSATION >for Lubricant Salesmen to present
lop quality line ot speciamedproducts
to contractcra, truckers, farmers, and
ranchers In local protected territory.
This eonnection will furnish tlvMloure
Income to energetic producer. Knowledge ot equipment and/or previous
tales experience desirable. Sincere desire tor hlpti Income and eblllty to
manage your own time essential, company training, ¦: national advertising
and technical assistance, commission
end bonus Life and hospltaiiiatlon
Insurance, programs, For personal Intervjew, write In complete confidence

*°
VERN STEWART

Lubrication Engineers, Inc.
3851 Riverside Freeway
Fort Worth, Texas, 76111

A government training
course for Auto Body Men
is starting in Winona soon.
No cost to enrollees. Weekly
training allowances to eligl::/ : bfe persons.; :
This wDl be a highly concentfated course. All tools
and equipment furnished.
Demand for qualified Auto
Body Repairmen is strong.
Jobs are available for well
trained men;
if you want to become an
Auto Body Repairman, apply immediately
;

at 7- "^ :

MINNESOTA STATE •
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
183 Walnut Street
Winona, Minn.

TO A FIRST-RATE SAOSS7MAN MAKINCt-S^€:ONDRATE M ONEY;
We wij pay you $180 CASH
to let us show you low to
MAKE TOP MONEY
STARTING

NOW

If you REALLY want to get
into the BIG money, tois
job should "stick but like
a sore thumb." No blue sky,
no vague promises. Instead,
this proof; We will pay you
$150 CASH to let us show
you how we do it. FREE
LEADS, all you can handle,
from $1,000,000 ad campaign. You're seeing them
now in LIFE, LOOK, POST,
B.H. 4V G., Sunday newspaper supplements. If you
are bondable, drive good
car, hard ¦ worker, and
M O N E Y ' - . CONSaOVS
"PROM WORD GO," you
can be our man.
Write: '
Wayne Mehlin
706 Farmers & Mechanics
Bank Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn, 55402
Please, give a Ml work resume. We'll get in touch
"with you.
*

far lilt
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VDfONA DAlLT NETm If

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON 4 METAL THRVE-SEDROOM ranch, cerpettng In
'¦: ' ¦ «tOf '• '
' CO. Pays hlitiest price* for ecrep Iron.
living room and » bedroomsV\drapes Trucks, Traef» Trailira 10S Usid Car*
" mefalt, and raw tut.
.
Included,
large
kltdten
wilh
dls¦
Closed Saturdays ' ' ." : ¦ ' " . '
poul, panelled recreation room and DOOGB-lldi pickup truck. Tal. rut. ALL CARS art not
art
all car
el*a
¦
•
bar with built-in refrigerator, 'work- ,.iMt :w.ysHi7
: ga W. and7- ; . iV 7.;y777,,Tol »o7. ,
, ' : ' ¦ , . y . :¦¦. . ¦;;:¦ ¦
»ii»s era net fhe seme. Compare ftshop. IW^air garage. 815 40th Av*.
ninetno coat* before you boy. Our
SQUIRREL TAILS WANTED
puaasatD «P0TTEO fvtahs yCMne Coal, W«o<LOihar Puol «3
tment.
CH8VR0Lrr-l»5J VWon pickup),4-speed, ben* ioant :ara less and are faltered
y Chtvw. TeL M» far appoin
Unibnitod Market/ :
CttAUPPBUM WANTEO-tMl end partboon and elite,. new bloodline, toteell
a oood one. R». Ideal Aute ieles,
47»
¦
te, ywr IndlvkJoal requlrementt. if
¦
¦
Wrrre for prices end bufnKf(onsv :
Uflct, /Mbw, Tat. ». Cfteines AT BALVASB PRICES-flood clean «oal,
,1hne, tnustue ?1. Appay In oerson. v aabeodt,
- :. . .
. . , yea
TWO-8EOROOM homa, attached gsrage, MenjcSo. Ul ptt. '"
IBia (aet, efficient and completely
¦ ¦:; '
¦
j>
iaoyel'.yejiioet ca^coT^;.- -7 ; ' , : , ' :,m
"
^
stuenlnumsiding, oil heat. RcasonebS.
It lasts, 7Je cwt. Western, Foot
service, tea </* flref. In:
"f ;; v*lle
wnfldantTel
^' "- ^-7 . ¦•y •
¦;¦ •¦ y '7 -.y ¦¦; ' 7' . 144
St.
Charles
i
r
.
JKOP-lNS,
WILLIS
with
snoee
Mow,'
to
TeL
4707
for
r^ot tafayewe »t.,
_>
•
slenmant Uen oeptrt MBRCHANTS
~
.;
:
PRIHTIMO PaoDUCTION. Sopervlee art HBRBFORD aueklns ealvee, IL m lbs.
Box sts. Anttgo. wis;um .
v poleifmenf.7'. .
, .;. -. - pood rutsnlno order, lotl t. e>h.
NATIONAL
BANK.
7
Ip^plsnt offset operation. -Applieent Wlliam Duane, lewiston, Mlm. rel. •URN MOBIL PU1L OIL anO en|oy the
¦ ¦ ' . '.
. tnwtt have knowledge of all phase* of :;3m,7 . 7 : ¦¦¦; . . '
HIGHEST PRICES PAlD
FOR BARGAINS, H ym want to buy, MH
comfort of automatic personal tare.
;
•¦¦• ... ¦
rags.- hides,
production and be able to direct iw
"tr-irada. - ' '
Keep full service - complete oumer : for scrap ' Iron, metals,
,: C Shank, Homemaktrt Ixdianat
ionnei, schedule and organize effective- PUREBRED IP0TTED folend CMna care. Budoet plan endwarenteedoflea.
raw furs .end . wool! ¦:¦ .
. . ': . :
¦
¦
'
ly, Requires experience in Uyoot, canv boors, servleeatle age. Leonerd Dlt'. "'
; . . - ';
552 S. trt.
OMer today frtm J0S*ICK'» FOIL *
Model B-182
era, stripping,binding ahd related lobs. ' trldi, Alma, Wit. ¦Tel.¦ Waumandee)
ntOIL CO* *0T t. Ith. Tel S3S».
' . •¦ ¦
ExceHoW employee benefits. Apply per- :-837»;
1HCORPORATBD
S
»
- T->
«^
*«
w ^
^ hMlM
a
W M
M
MtMW»
Cab
and
Chaaali, 102* cab
Monna, bapartmerit, Hubbin) wiling
456 W. ird
Tel.
5847
.
Furtii WMtj ^'U
Company, MSnkalo, Minn., 7
to axla, big 6 engine, 4-apeed
WOULD LIKE TO hire alngle man, THREE OOOD Guernsey springing hew- POOL TABUB, 7', colfroperateds bowk
would consider either • young itim er
ere from over SOO Ib. demsi alee 1 7 tag mediHMt Wurtltwli*e bow Steafcolder mar* for general nrrnwerk en HoUteln due h May, Wttn m Ita. ct
mester teeiderlMr.
Wilson
¦ Store, Tel.
7;y:-: '7: , ¦ . . -:' ¦> , .-. ,.- ,
modern dairy "farm, Ralph Shank, 3
bJtterfef In ,i» deys. "Allen MreweM,
¦¦~ y -waofcayai«4r,y;;;
'
miles E, of St. ¦ Charles.
Tel.
St.
«7s-«i)s..7
:
yfHwwon.
-'Mtni).
!
y.
Ttiw'
Char*
- . :lefc;t«MI4t. i . .. . . ¦ '.;.

..

SHELDON'S, INC.

¦¦;
.

1959 Intejrndtiond

Sam Weisman & Son

Buslncsi Opportunities

Bjocort for

7: ¦
¦ ^:
37 ¦ :;¦ - ' :.: \.:yrj^\i[s: i ¦: ¦/¦¦ .

FOR SALE - Acorn Motel/ Minnesota
. City. Robert Sullivan, Rt. 4, Rochester,.Minn.

' "77>r $10,95 DfK.

TED MAIER DRUGS
Anlmjj Health Center
Downtoym.A Miracle Mall

CAN MILK ROUTE for sale, 1W Chevrolet 2-*en truck wlth .ne-w van. Robert
PrenschlnsJce, Cothritm, Wis. ' Tel.
Wauttundee «?6-23J4.

Dogi, P«t«, Suppllen

^

Good Things to Eat

7

Buy it by the
100-lb. bag 7
and SAVE mony
ALWAYS
FRESH
¦¦¦ - ; 4' - 7- ;
. '

Conebar end Fm
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'
AQUA REGISTERED quarter horse,
excellent for pleasure, trained for
' semes. Sound and gentle, Carlus Dins-'
felder, Tel. Rollingilone M9-22M.

D«er slugs, rifle : and shotgun.
Will trade for used guns.
NEUAAANN BARGAIN STORE

MuBical Marchings*

(mnaissiON

LANESBORO, MINNESOTA
TeI 467-2192
efet

. We Service All Record Players
. Complete Stock of Needles
'. - ¦' ¦ .
HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

DEKALB M WEEK PUUETS CROWN
BY PROFESSIONALS. TwO *J«0*lrd
¦ floor-type
.houses, one 10,000-btrd cageorowlna hwie. All. In and ell out. Birds
available yeir around. SPELTZ CHICK
HATCHERY, ¦ Rollingstone,
FEEDER PIOS - 51. James Sehwtnke;
¦ Minn. Tel.
¦
' tW-Pll. ; ". ' .'¦ • ¦> . - ' ¦ :.7. 7 . . . ,
Cochrane, Wis.' Tet. 24S-2JW.

PUREBRED POLAND Chins boars, meat
type. . Hehrys-jHolmen * Son, Lanesboro, M(nn., (Hwy. 10.
NINE SECOND litter sows to farrow In
Raymond Dorn, Utlca,
about 1 ¦ week.
' ¦ •. •¦¦ ¦ ' ;. ., 7; . ". ¦¦¦¦¦ . . 7 7
' Wllnn.
FOUR SOWS-due first part of Dec
Robert Kulas. Dodga, Wis.
7
FEEDER PIGS-M, 6 to 7 weeks aid.
Conrad: Husman, Rt. 2, La Crescent,
Minn 7 t*A mile ¦New Hartford Storf)
':;- ¦ / .' . '
Tel. 643.2865.
/ -. ' .;
PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland China
boars. Harvey Boldt, IVi miles E. of
Houston, Tol. 8W-M4S.
BLACK POLAND CHINA boars, tww
bloodlines. Roger Boston, Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. sm. 7
. :
REGISTERED HEREFORD heifers for
sale. Rush Arbor, Rushford, Minn. Tel,
' 1644122. . ' .'¦ ' ' ' . '. '.. ' - " ,. .:'' ' .' " '".¦ - . - ' .
SCOTCH SHORTHORN club calves, rsda,
wtltes end roam. . William Donahoo,
Kellogg, Minn. Tel. 767-220?.

Wanted-Uvwtock

46
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TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Permanent or portable.
Ed's Relrljeratlon 8. Dairy Supplies Tel. 5531
S55 E, 4th
7'

-¦ y

¦ 7 ; 7: -Be«2be
Water Wormer

¦ ¦

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center •
Downtown 4 Miracle Mull

SO

Lewiston Livestock
Market Sale
Every Thursday

Our Next Sale Will Be

THURS. r DEC. 1
Afternoon Sale
Starts at 1:30 P.M.
Daily H»g Market

Want to Buy all kinds of
Dairy Cows & Heifers
LESLIE GARRISON
& SON, INC.
TeL Lewiston 2667 Anytime
Call for trucks:
Ed Belter, Tel. Lewiston 3780
Carl Bailey, Tel. St. Charles
932-4916.

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

^
Take Adv antage Of These "Buy Now " Prices!
Save Over 20%

LA Z BOY Reclina Rockers
2 Pc. Living Room Suites, from
Recllner Chairs, Supported Vinyl Cover
3 Pc. Mr. and Mrs . Chair Groups, from
Occasional Chairs, from

$99.95
$129.95
$69.95
$129.95

$39.95

Sofa Sleepers With Innersprlng Mattress, from ... $159,S5
....$199.S5
French Provincial Sofas
J99.SS
3 Pc . Bedroom Suited from
$49.55
Hollywood Beds, complete, from
..$19.35
Boudoir Chairs, from
• $J.S5
Twin Size Headboards, from
..$11.55
Full Size Headboards, from
• , !??- 95
Sleep Chair
•$16.05
Folding Cot with Foam Mattress
¦
$34.05
Rollaway Beds, complete, from
Bunk Beds with Springs, Guard Rail and Ladder ... $44.05
$8.05
Adjustable Hollywood Frames, from
-$9-55
Boudoir Lamps, Pair from
Folding Screens, from ••••
•
j"-8*
$49-95
M ... .
6 Pc. Dinette Suites, from
Bar Stools
•
•'
*]?-95
49
4 Pc. Teflon Sets
J$6 - S^
'0
32 Pc. Dinnerware Sets
$M5
62 Pc. Dinnerware Seta
•
. $6.50
Kitchen Step Stools, from
Lane Cedar Chests, from
•"S?,92
• $**¦•»
Bookcases, from
A ;.-"".W ?}S'85
Record Cabinets, from
*
Cellarottes
—
2£,l»
W»
Desks, from , . . / .
Magazine Baskets, from .................¦... . ••••••• ' . JG.w
J . . , . . . . . . , $6.95
Hassocks, from
,
Smokers, from
••>•
* fS*5
$17.95
$8.05 Valets
Telephone Stands
$7.95
Step, Lamp and Cocktail Tables, from .,
W.85
Brass Book Stands, from
;...|18.» ;. . . . : . . ' ... ;
High Chairs, from
¦
..,,1*4.85 ¦
Lullaby? Cribs, from
, $27.95
30 x 68 Inch Plato Olasa Mirrors
20% Off of All Table aw) Floor Lamps.
Get Your Share Of These Big Values Nowl

Borzyskowski Furniture Store

- Open Evenings
802 Mankato Avenue

Easy Terms

Arriclei for Sala
USED VIESTINGHOUSE
priced lo iell. Tel. 9518.

Apartirents, Fumtahad

BOYS ONLY; Downtown location. Tel.
.:24J9. " ,'

Us For

THREE-ROOM APT., heat and sett water furnished. Private entrance. 440 E.
'Klng, : ' .;.'. .
FOURTH E. 170'A-deluxa small 2-robm
apt. with bath and kitchenette. For single person or married couple, Newly
decorated and carpeted. Heated and air
cond/Honed. . With ttimltvra. S100. TO/,
3762 or 3705 for appointment.

RE
^( •
BUILT

REIsi T

57
rrfrlgerstor,

Professional Personnel
Factory Trained Service
available.

feet, available Immedlitely.
Mm Miliar, Tel. 33N.: v .
'

1

Tel. £2821 y
-7

Rtdici, Talavliton

N

— ' ¦ .

''

Houses for Rent

HAL LEONARD
>
MUSIC

64 E.. 2nd

;y 7 y ::. _$^95^;. ' <>- :y r
WJNONA "
TRUCK
¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦ SERVICE
'

and let us -show y o u oar
photo lisitnga of new and
old properties now available.

SOB
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Contact
¦ " -.
..;
' .

7' '.9$

UNFURNISHED 3-room horne, central location, garage atfaCfied,.Available Im0 ¦¦
mediately. Tel. :7031
tor
appointment,
,"
•
'
¦ ~
'
—

t

1

:

1

.

:

EXECUTIVE . TYPE hbrne, With option
to buy, In RolllngstonB, Tel. 8489-23M.

AT ROLLINOSTONE-sS-tedroom house,
heat, double garage. 150
1 furnace
month, Tel. Winona 2«97.

Television Service

Wanted to Rent

96
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LOOKIN& FOR THE
UWSVAL?
We've found it for you! And
we would like to show you
thig exceptional home with
3 carpeted bedrboms, long
carpeted living room and
simply delightful panelled
family room with built-in:
bar, lovely big yard, completely air eonditionedf¦ You
¦
can move right in! ' '. 'y• -;¦',;.
. WANTED! A FAMILY
WITH CHILDREN

THE THREE CS

Al^HO^

1 y '.. ' ' 7
'—
. 5709
Pat Heise
Gordon W«lshorn . , . 2551

..

*

^ Automatic Washer

ARVIN HUMIDIFIHRS
Completely automatic
119.91
BAMflENEK'S, m t, Mankato

Winona. Electric
Construction Co.

119 W. 3rd

TeL 6802

BY BUILDER-2 ntw, J-bedroom homos,
attached garages, small down payment.
Tal. 9745 or S-iin.

H. WHERE CAN YOU find such a lovely home for 818,9009 Teke over present
WHEN DURABILITY COUNTS, choose a
sV.% loan. $2,000 down. Wall-to-w all
51 carpeting. Beautiful kitchen, lergt let.
Permaglat water heeler. Call or come Wanted to Buy
In end learn about their 10-year full
Lei us show you this home, ABTS
value guarantee I
AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut It. Ttl.
USED 7' or 6' pool table complete, in
•-4J43.
aood condition, state price. Tel. sol
.
after 6.
PLUMBING & HEATINO
AREA OP new hlgti school, new sssllt
148 t, 3rd
Tel, «37
level home, reedy to move In, 3 badrooms, en unusual home ) Tel. 7414.

SANITARY

See Va For Special PrJcea

Steel pistes. 4c per Ib.i l-Oeamai Pipes.
Many Other Heme.
M • W IRON ti METAL CO.
207 W. 2nd St.
ON ALMOST EVERY gift list, there le
one person who presents a problem
. . , we l«el In our Velvet Picturesque
Motaic Kits we have¦ your answer. General Crafts Corp., has taken exciting
sublJds) drawn them on deep .velvet
panels, CLEARLY pr»pdnted end
numbered; ai-embled brilliant glass.
bends, lewels end brejd to be applied
as directed; and Included antique gold
frames as tha finishing touch. Baiy <o
make, fun to do, finished panels accent
any de<or.
'

PAINT DEPOT
167 center SI,

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

DEERSKIN

TANNING
Custom Manufacturing

WE BUY
DEERHIDES
LA CROSSE GLOVE
107

No. Srd
Downtown La Crosse, H .
Wis.

I. 3-BEQROOM HOME. Lerge kitchen
and living room. In Madison lefeeot
area. Will handle with small down peymint, balance like rent. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut (f. Tel. I4M5.
NEW 3-bedroom contemporary home
with attached garage. Tel. 7414,
JUST COMPLBTEO-J bedroom retich
style home wtln fireplace, many bulltlns, carpeted ind ceramic beltt, Tel.
WJ4.
f. LOVELY 2-BBOROOM home In Jetftrson School area, Now available for
only 111,400. Let us show you this
cnolce lilting. ABTS AOBNCY, IMC,
1)9 Walnut St. Tel, e-4345,

RA MBLElt HOMES
>-bedroom, low down payment, city and school bus
by. the door,
1 lolly carpeted,
hot water htat.
LEWIS E, ALBERT
8065 W. 6th
Winona

CHBVROLET-1SM wagon, excellent condltlon, will trede, first reasonable offer.
7W Orand. , . . . . : .. ¦ ¦:¦ - ' .
FORD-1W1 44oor, V-», brown, In very
good running condition, first SSSO takes.
**?» Trading Post; 2W B. 3r<t. Tal.

tan.

601 Main
—i

.

,

Tol. 2849
i

i,

Accessories, Tlras, Parts 104

FORD-ltS? 2-door. Sedan, * cylinder,
standerd . transmission, good condition.
Tel, ' «-47»S.' . -"PLYMOUTH—1959 station Wagon, automatic transmission, povrtr steering,
winterized, good condition. Tel. tail. CORVAIR—19*3, clean. Tskt over pay. menls. Tel. S-2332,
DES0TO-19S3, very good condition.
¦ iTel. '
'8-3736, ' .
, " . ' ;., ' , '
. . . ' ' . .. 7 .
DODGE. 1964 ISO or 1962 Valiant Station
Wagon, getting company car so must
sell ore of these. 270 E,: Sth.

1962 PONTIAC
Catalina

4-door, radio, healer,
automatic
trtntrnlMlon, power steering, power
brakes, solid sflverleef areen tinlsri, .
whitewall tires,, locally owned.

-$1195 VENABLES
/
- Tal. 1-1711
71 W. 2nd
j. Open Mon, I. Frl, Evenings

Byr
Ajginira^
d^eaches
^
November 29, 1929
:

Are You Wandering
^ In Circks/ 77
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Bargain Center
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GRE/VT BUYS ON!
•ft Passenger Tires
•ft Truck Tire«
ft Tractor. Tires
SHOP NOW AT
VV. Mh & RR. Tracks
Old "Wagon Works" Bldg.
Motorcycles. Blcyclos

OLDS

Starfire 2 door hardtop,
broaze mist in color with
saddle bucket seats, cansole unit/ power steering,
power brakes, tilt steering
wlieel. white sidewall tires/
radio and heater, EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAN.

— $2195 —
1963 OLDS

Dynamic 88 4 door sedan,
tu-tone maroon and white,
matching maroon interior,
power s t e e r i m g, power
brakes, radio aoid heater,
tinted glass in -windshield,
absolutely imri^culate.

107

FOR SAPBTY'S SAKE Wear a helmet,
ROBB BROS. MOTOHCYCLM, f» a,
' ,'
4th.
~
"
USED BICYCLBI
KOLTBR BICVCLB (HOC
Tal. ws
^400 Minkato »v«-

Trucki, Tract'a TralUra IPS
FORD, 1»SI Wton, VI, snowllres end
wlnlerlied, a»M 114? BMeheker Vi'
ton, em offer. Tet. t-n ii.
u
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IBM Mercury
Parklane ........ 12993
1966 Ford LTD
Hartfr}op. . . . . . . . 12995
1866 Ford Custom

' '

*cfoor .y......> - . I228S

1866 Ford Gaiaxla
. 600 Hardtop ....
1966 Ford Country
Sedan Wagon ...
1966 Fairlane 500
+dbor ..........
imUustangV-9
0 v 7Hardtop . . • • • • • •
1966 Comet Caliente
. . Wopr .^ ;.y ^.. , .
1966 Bronco 4-door
. Wagon . . . . . . .. .

12993
$2993
$2493
t23?J»,
$2493 '-. .
$249S

kSO.OOO miles or 5 year factory backed warranty. 196?
Model finance rates.
we

Advertise Our Prices

«^. . .

42 Years in Winona
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
'OpeiJ ' ' Moni, ' ''Fri. Eve.' .'7and Saturday afternoons
'— . , , ' . ¦
. ;¦.—— — - ¦. . •
'¦

.¦

, . * II
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OLDS '63 "98"

Luxurious rotirniness In this
4-Door Sport Sedan boasts
stretchout room for six. Yet
the full power on thig"98"
makes for easy handling.
The full power includes air
conditioning and the dark
red porcelalnized finish adds
to the beauty of this car.
All for only $1695:00. 7

*

DESOTO '59

Firedome mode! to a Firia
Engine red makea this a
beautifiil automobile. Parchased new by its one previous owner, this car is exceptionally clean inside and .
out. Runs, and looks like
new and would make an ex- .
cellent family car or second
. car for only ^sasiOO.

PLYMGUTHl'63

Air conditiMiing,: p o w e r
steering, power brakes, tinted glass, and radio on this
fine used car makes it a.
real pleasure to drive, A
popular mint greieh color
with a matching interior.
This car can be yours and
you pay ho extra for the
air conditioning at only
$1395.00.

•
;

'

:

:

CHEVROLET '61

A popular model in a price
class that makes- it easy to
own. A one owner hew car
trade having . its upholstery .
and exterior finish in excellent condition. The V-fl engine and automatic transmission will add to ypur
driving pleasure. Specially
priced now at only $895.00.

— $1495 -*
1962jQLi1|S

Dynamic 8 R 2 door hardtop,
power at'e e r i n g, power
brakes. V-8 engine, automatic transmission, black
In color, ready to go to the
coast.

— ONLY $1395 —

WALZ

Buick - Olds - GMC
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights

HELP

put these
OLDER MODEL
Cars back or* the road
at a
PRICE YOU CAN'T
afford to pass up
I960 FORD FALCON, 2-door
6-cylinder, automatic
1958 HILLMAN 2-door, tcyjlnder engine, stick

Nelson Tire's

. .

CATALIMA — 1943 2-door hardtop, new
tires, A-1 condition, reasonably priced.
Tel. St, Charles M2-34U -

1964

WEStlNGHOUSE
HEAVY DUTY

at

^UlCK~15H-LeSnhre 4door^7very
good
condition, Tel. 5791 efter 1:10 p.m. ~

BUICK & OLDS

Nice 2-Bedrodm

NATURAL SILVER blue mink sides
coef, Atka new; doll twcoy; atactrlc
train accessories; men's storm coet,
never worn. 1103 Marlon. .

•UlCK-lwridoor hardtop. Tet. J753 or
t» Meejifarilc St.

JOOWJIg for a better automobile? Plan to come in
Cozy, cleat, comfortable
soon and look over this jubest describe this cUte 2
selection of
bedroom homo West. New- . per
ly carpetedand panelled living room, lovely big kitchen.
Jumbo
¦ yard. You heard us Pouble-Checked Used Cars
right .'•,:'.: , Only |7,3M)! !

C^

D. 3 ROOMS end bath, located short
distance east. 14,300-full >prlee with
small down payment, balance like rent.
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Welnul SI.
Tel, 8-4345.

109

0PEL-lt64 Station Wegon Tel. 740*.

To fill up this 7 room 7 2
story home East. 1% baths,
big kitchen. New combination windows and doors.
ONLY $500 down . . V Be in
for Christmas!

GORDON
m AGENCY

ON DISPLAY

^

'

:

1966 Models
i\\ar,y Like New
Lpvy Miles
All
¦
¦
. .. - • . • .
. . ¦
' "

MUST SELL 1W2 Lancer, I5JS5 i +_ Mustang. Any. reasonable oitat- Tel. S-44U :
_^
ar Inqwlra 381 Druey Court. .:. . .

WE OFFER prompt, couriers service on
al> snakes. We epeclallze In color ^TV TWO OR THREE-bedroom modern
hoUsa wanted by new Swift 8, Co.
FIRE S, POWER
repair. WINONA
TV SET; tandem exle with . electric
Si C. and St. Tsl- 5065.
employe. No¦ chlWnn. Tel. 8-2981, StaEQUIP. CO^
brakes, from house trailer, 8-ply: tires,
tion 24. ' ; , • ' y ' ., . . .:.: ¦:/ '
wide treed) new Ice fishing hous*. SS4
44th Ave, Tel. 8-3195, ;/ :
-73
Sawing Machines
^
THIf
Farms, Land for Safej
98
LUX VACUUW—Factory special, iV>M. GOOD USED SEWING machines, portable
SCHNEIDER SALES, 3930 6th St.,
FARMS - FARMS - FARMS
7
and console, S1S-S7S. Excellent condition.
Gdvw. ' We buy, we sell, we trade. .
WINONA
¦ SEWINS-. CO., ¦591 Hvff. Tel.
'
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
.
i .
. . 7.
.. . .. .:¦' .
y .. .
USED REFRIGERATOR •* ". U eil. ft; . m
. . . OMOO, wit.
Sears wilh M lb. freetar. Contact ArTel. Office 597-3459
7S
nold AAl|erus, 344 E. lOlh, Tel. 7238.H Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
Res. «5ai57
GIRL'S SIDEWALK bicycle for sate. In- PAYS FOR ITSELP with the fuel saved
quire .Ml E. 6th.
) % Exchange Bldg.
99
Slegler, Duo-Therm, Quaker, Empire. Houses for Sale
Winoaa
Clean, economical gas or oil tiaaltrti
I
USED CHEST FREEZER-I S oi. ft. Cocomplete Installations, parte and servlc*. IN LEWISTON — J-bedroom home, .IV* ^^—— *r——————m,— i ' '
op Model. George Pruke, Rt. 1, Winone.
M7
6.
Sth.
story,
15
years
old,
on
large
lot,
across,
CO.,
RANGE
OIL
BURNER
'
Tel. s-m.
. . . . . . . ' .'.
from new high school. Overslie l-car
Tel. 74T9. Adolph Mlchelowikf.
garatje. Tel. Lewiston 5441. .
, IOO
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS GIFTSI See ours
77 TO SETTLE ESTATE". Modem i H»d- Lots for. SaU
while selection is complete. Open eve- Typowrltors
looking
nings and Sundays. If you ere
room home of John Olness at Peterson. LOTS FOR SALE-tn Buffalo City. Tel.
for musical gifts, we have them, such TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
Minn, Full: basement, oarage, large lot.
7377 or write John PruKowskl, 445
sala or rant. Reasonable rates, free Contact Mrs. Palmer Peterson, Rushes doll), tewing baskets, lewelry boxes,
Olmstead, Winona.
office
supdelivery.
See
us
for
ell
your
Stop
In
any
tlmel
toys.
lots of musical
ford, Minn. Tel. BM-7415
^
plies, desks, file* or office chairs. Lund
Twin Bluffs 01(1 Shop, halfway between
Typewriter Co. Tel. 52».
LaCreittnt end Winona.
A. CLOSE TO SCHOOL and shopping Sale br Rant; Exchange 101
center. Lovely A-room home. New sidTOYS, 14 price or close to V4 price; new A CHRISTMAS GIFT the whole family
ing. Glassed-in porch, Full lot. f9,D00.
will enjoy for years-en UNDERWOOD6 transistor radios, S3.50; new Kodak
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St.
InstamallC cameras, S10) used TVs, In OLIVETTI SI typewriter, sturdy, easy
Tel. 8-4345.
s
to carry, shop early while selection Is
pood working condition, si! end upi
good. WINONA TYPEWRITER SERV- IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY - 3 new
console stereo record players; now
house overlooking Mississippi at MinICE, 161 E. Jrdv Tel. a-DMO.
nelske. Oil hast, drive-In basement gamen's tnd boy's pants, below V* price*
3-bedroom homes, fully carpetsd, IS*
new bundles of boy's end man'* socks,
baths, double or alngle. garage, In rage, extra large lot. Sale er rent.
alt site* and colors, 5 pelt SI; VacuuirjLCltanars
Reasonable rent. Tel. Dakota 443-2071
Goodview.
Tel.
40S9.
78
girl's clothing, 6x and up to teens, some
alter 4 p.m. _
chubby/ big savings, large selection'of ¦LECTROLUX
on on*
SALES & genuine perls 8, 3 LARGE BEDROOMS, all location,
slot - racing cafe, end accessories befloor. Available et once. West
and bags. DonaM Carlson, Houston, or
low regular price. Again I repeal hunIf
you
are
looking
for
a
good
buy.
In a
Clarence Russell. 1570 W. King.
dreds end hundreds of toys to pick
better home, let us fell you of thb Wantod-Roal Ettata
102
from and no one, I repeat no one can
home. May be handled with small down
compete with our prices. Open every Washing, Ironing, Mach. 79
payment. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 1J1
night 'III 9 p.m. and Sun. afternoons.
Walnut St. Tel. 84345,
Ray 's Trading Post, Jl» E. 3rd. Tel,
6333.
THREE-BEDROOM house for sale, 121
Winona Sf. Oarage, oil heat. Tel. 8-2lsa.
TILT ARBOR 10" table saw; »" jointer
wilh rt" bed; 12" band saw. All jp»C. HOT WATER BASEBOARD heet. You
LISTINGS NEEDED
chlnei extra heavy duly tmftrjfflal
are aura to be comfortable this winter
quality, Tel, Fountain City 487-3844
In IMs 3-bedroom nome. Wall-ft-wa II
or 4JM8M.
carpeting In 2 bedrooms end living
You will be pleased with
room- Large basement. Phone us for
USED REFRIGERATORS, ranges end
details. Priced reduced, here Is truly
our complete service. Each
TV'S. FRANK LILLA 8, SONS, 761 E
Your choice of
en opportunity to gel a reel buy cn a
8th. Open evenings.
listing given our prompt
better home. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159
¦^ 15-Lb. Top Loading,
Walnut St. Tel. M3J3.
personal attention.
SUPER stuff, sure null That's Blue
Lustre for cleaning rugs and upholLOVELY NEW 3-bedroom home, atlactv
stery, Rent electric shampooer, tl. H,
ed garage, large Kit, 1724 W. Mar*
¦& 12-Lb. iiont Loading
Choale 8. Co.
Financing available. TeL 8-1039.
HEAVY DUTY mobile home hitch. Tel.
3935.

Usod Cin

¦ ¦

Gordon Agency, Inc.
REALTORS

^—-

. -¦ • :. . 7-7 \TWi - enas 7

n- Lftird

YOU COULD BUY HER A
MINK FOR CHRISTMAS . .
But I'll bet she would like
CENTRAL. LOCATION-llwlng room, bed- . like thte lovely older 2 story
room, kitchenette, nlcel/ furnished. 451
home in excellent Madison
; vy;4tti'. ' or 'Te|: 8-3993,
¦ School area better! 3 large
Business Places for Rant 92
bedrooms, 2 baths . , . Priced to/sen today!
MODERN OFFICE for lease.71,000 square

(instruments
,

91

LOVELY 1-bedroom apt. on bus line,
west. Tel. 4979 or 8-1787,

By the naonth
(No obligation to purchase)

Gal. . . . . . . ;. . . $5.95
Qt, . . . . . . . . . . . $2.95
Pt. . . . . . . . . . . . $1.65

Hay, Grain, Fatd

UNFURNISHED HEATED apt., i rooms
end bath. 148V* E. 3rd. Tel.HV or
" S242. . .

APPROVED

48

N.F.O. hog buying dales change alter MAY FOR SALE—first cutting Alfalfa,
Nov. 21th to Dec. 7th, every Wednesno rain, 35c bale. Ed Tlepelnnan, Etday thereafter. Plainview Station.
trick, Wit., at Franklin.
PUREBRED CHESTER White boar. MarRushford,¦ Minn. Tel. 844vin Manion,
¦¦
' .' ¦. • . ¦' . . 7
I'TajT.-' . ¦;.. '7- 7 ¦' •'

' See

"^

HOMEUTE CHAIN SAWS
See the famoua XL Models /
HOMEUTE ZIP S1»J0 & up
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE¦
Tell- 54S5
ind fc Johnion

WEST LOCATION-} room* with private
bath, heat and hot water , .furnished
Adults. 175. Tel. 4790.

BAND
Orchestra
Programs
Now Starting

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market tor your
livestock. Dilry cattle on hand all. week.
hogs boushl every day. Trucks available. Sale Tltura, 8:00 p.m. Tel. 1&67,

Farm Implemonti

DEtOXE GE all electric t-bedroom apt
Carpeted, air conditioned. Tel. BOB
SELOVER REALTOR, 2349.

N

FIVE HOLSTEIN heifer calves, 2 w»e*s
old. Jim Hoffman, Minnesota City. Tal.
669-2450.

PUREBRED POLLED and horned Here: ford cows. Bred to axcellent 100% de?
horning : bull, to calf In April. Selmer
Minn.
Klnneberg, ¦¦Rushfordr
¦
¦ ' .'Tel.
¦¦
¦ ¦ SU--'
. 7iW7
. . ¦ . ' ¦,. " -. , ¦
y. ",

TWO-BEDROOM and 4-bderoom apts. for
rent, stove end refrigerator furnished.
;Tei.: pno,
. '. . "

VIOLIN—Schweitzer, Amatl Petllnl H13. CENTER SO0Vi-3 rooms with private
Tel. D. Anderson b-TfSt, Exteftiton 281
bath. Carpeting, draperies, stove and
¦ on weekdays,
refrigerator, furnished, Adults. S90.
By appointment only. Tel. 4790.
VEGA-FAIRBANKS fenor baiitot Martin
tenor guitar with hard thell case. Both FOURTH E."- 30t-<bmpletely new 2-bedquality Injtrumenti, In excellent musi- : ropm, wilh private bath, central . air
cal condition. $Sa each. 2IM So. 29, conditioning, carpeting throughout. Tel.
La Crwse, Wis. Tel. 782-8646.
4125 or B-T^IS. ;"7 : .
;

LANESBORO SALES-

Phone U«
For An Appraisal

MODERN 3-room and bath, heated, garbage disposal, new stove and refrigerator. Couple preferred, For appointment
Inquire BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE
STORE, .302 Mankato -Ave.

TWO-BEDROOM apt.. Immediate occupancy. Sunnyslde Manor. Tsl. I-4JP3.

70

traMtnlssitra
, 2-roeed rear
. axle, 825x20 10 ply tiroa.
VERY CLEAN.

90 Of your present property

USED MARTIN lacquered brass trumpet.
a a a ELECTRIC, ISJ E. srd.
SUGAR LOAF APTS.-Delime 1 end ' *
bedroom, with carpeting and air conPIANO SERVICE-Expert tuning end ditioning. BOB SELOVER, REALTOR,
repair. Leslie¦ Oehrlng, Lewiston, Minn.
Tel. 2349; after hours 4581, 8-2181 or
. T»l. S21I. • .
am.

Regular Sales Every
Friday - 12:00 Noon

Poultry, Eggs, Suppltai

Apartmanti, Klata ,.

WHATEVER VOUR
PROPERTY NEEDS

ONE-BEDROOM apt. Stove, refrigerator,
drapes arid carpeting, WO. Tel. «»7.

7 AAAMUNITION

.No Veal or Slaughter
Cattle at. This Sale

F, A- KRAUSE CO.
Hones, Cattle; Stock

/;¦: ,.>; 1"RAPS

BmY LISTINCffi
y 7 7 . 959 Cattle 7.
Beef CtuVes-Yearlings
2 Yr. Olds-Brood Cows
Crossbred Cattle
Holstein Steers-All Sires

NUTRENA DOG FOOD

Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14-61 E. Winona

65

Wed.) Nov. 30th ' /
: y V7- '\7GU.NS7 ^ 7 '7 :7'y ^
12:3(1 P.M. SHARP
New and Used

PUPS FOR CHRISTMAS-Oaehttiunds,
S2J ' and S3J; Beagles, 125; Toy Fox
Terriers, S20-S25;
1 tram squirrel tea,
:
4 months old. Frosch's Kennels. HoiS. ton, ;A*iInn.

86

ALL AtOOERN 4 rooms, and befh, earpsti
ing, drapes, - refrigerator, stove, cenLARGE SELECTION of eating and cooktral location, all utilities furnished. Tel.
' Ing apples. Burbank Russet potttoes,
10 lbs We, 109 lbs. OUS. WINONA . M1M. 7 ' . :.. ¦: '. . ' ; '
POTATO MARKET.
3-BEDROOM lovely lower, newly reStove, drapes end utilities. In
3uni, Sporting Good*
66 modeled.
Rushford, Tel. Winona »M7.
.

e|2

READY FOR Christmas Delivery, AKC
.registered white miniature poodles, 8
weeksj old. ;Tel. Mrs. E. A. Thomas
S-ltttr

Roomt Without iM«ila

NBWI HOST cleans ctrpeti wlthootwater. Use -your: rooms Instantly, lfi ae
easy, with the HOST electric Up Bfirsh. ROOMS FOR MEN - with or without
True More and ttxfvrw are revrvarf houiekeep/fig aecdmmotMHpits. No day
without risk, .rust marks or shrink- :' sleepers. TiL OSt. ., '
- ¦
age. SHUWSKI'S, Tel. eM38» for detells. »
i
^
m **^
,, iw.mamat-aaaaamamama
a^
-j - h-wmamaaaawaa-m
.

FEEDER CATTLE

AKC REGISTERED , German Shorttialr
Pointer pups. Inquire '216 6. Mark St.

LEARN A UTO
BODY REPAIR
7 Would you like to become
an Auto Body Repaiman?

81 Hotnut

62 Wanftd te Buy

1958 VOXHALL 4-door wagon 4-cyllnder engine,
economy.
1959"DODGE" Coronado idoor, V-fl engine, power
steering, power brakes,
radio.
'
1956 CHEVROLET 4^door
sedan. V-8 engine, iutomatlc.
1SSS OLDS 4-ejoor sedan,
V-8 engine , tu-tone .
power iteering, power
brakes, automatic.
ALL PRICE!) TO SELL

V/INON A UTO
KAMaLIK

BOO<MI

SALES J9
0
3rd k Huff
Tel. 94647
OPEN 5 NITES A WEEK

Mobil* Hornets, Trailers 1
1
1
TWO-BeOROOM TRAILER home, In gond;
condition. Cash or will trade lor e«n .
Holsteln hellers. Oelmar Prlpge, Plainview. Minn, Tal. 53J.142*.
MOBILE HOME TOWINO-CSlI Dele .
Buhlltr, Coulee Mohlle Homes, Wbonej Minn. Tel. «7&
HWY. tl Mobile Home Sales, E. of Shan. 'grl-Lo Molel. A fall reduction on all .'
mobile homes, also parts. Tel, 8-3624.
SEE OUR FINE selectlos ot new mobile
. homes, 10" and 12* wf.e. Now tellina
al large discounts. COULEE MOBILB
HOME SALES. Hwy. 14 & 4) East, W*-7
none, Minn, Tel. ilia.
CHICKASHA AND American mobile^
homes, Winnebago campers and travel • ,
trailers. We trade for most anything.
Tommy 's Trailer Sales, 3 miles. S. o f ,
Galesville, Hwy. 53.
RENT OR SALE-Trallers end carnpera.
Tour-A-Homs pickup tempers «or V>
ton pickups, from SM to tlts o, I, 6, •
and I sleepers. LEAHV'S. Butlalo City, .
Wis. TeL-Ojchrane J4»-liM er ?*S-wo, '

La Crosse Mobile Homes '
New and Used

ROLLOHOME

,

Hi miles S. of City Llmlta
on Hwy. li.
Tel. La Crosse 4-85S4
Lyle Norskog - Hollis Norskog
Auction Sales
""
FREDDr FR1CKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all aires and klnde ef
. euellons. Tel. Oakola 443-2*41

Minnesota
Lcrnd & Auction Sales

Everett J. Kohner
HI Welnul, Tel. 14710. oiler houra 7jl*
• ALVIN KOHNSR
AUCTIONE ER. City and stele licensed
end bonded, lit Liberty HI. (Comer
E. ith end Liberty). Tel. *W.
.

T

.

CARI FANN JR.
I
AUCTIONEER. Bonded end Licensed
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. SU-rtll
DEC. 1—Thura, tj noon, S mftai N.' of
Mabel on Hwy. 41, then J miles w. to ,
Newbere Store, then V mil* N. Law
Larson, owner; Knudsen 4 Ode, euc ,
tieneerei Thorp Seles Corp , <Mrk. :
Sic. J-Sst, ii;M am. SH mils* H. ot
Pepin. Wis., on 111. Oellss Mlll|ren,
owner; Leon Schoeder. auctioneers
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